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1. 'Introduction

IntroductiOn

.

The Mathematics Study Blilletin series of the International Aieocia-
Aion for the Evaluation of Editcatkin AthieVement (lEA) is intended to
serve a number of purposes:

1. TO consolidate the .decitiOns of the International Mathematics
Committee. .

2; To provide a historical .record of the development of the projec.
,

3; To provide information and guidelines_ for National Centers
and 'National MatheMatics Committee members.

Although the bulletins. are written primarily for: use within the
'fraitieWdrk of !EA. countries and committees, they may at times be found
useful' fOr general informational purposes.

Thre_e previous Mathematics Study bulletins have already. been pub=
lished. Bulletin No. 1 (October 1976), described the background' and
evolution of the Second lEA Mathematics Study,, the issues to be ad-
dressed, and the procedures proposed to address' those issues, and
outlined a tentative timetable for the Study.

Bulletin No 2 (SepteMber. 1977), reported on developments con-
cerning the Study including, frinding and 'organizational details, dig-
cussed activities Of the international .Mathematics Committed, provided
an international. grid summarizing initial responses froM countries about.
,their mathematics curricula, and presented an updated timetable for the
Project.

Bulletin No 3 (Decerriber '1978), elaborated upon the design for
the Study, provided a detailed *timetable, and summarized Sampling_ and:instrument specifications: The docuMerit alSO contained sufficient infor-
mation for National Centers to prepare proposals and proceed with other

iarrangements preparatory to participation in the Study;

This bulletin describes the updated model for the Study, gives
results. of pilot testing of the ceighitive instruments, reports'. on the
sampling and methodological issues associated with the two proposed
versions (cross-sectional and longitudinal) ._.of the study and gives
further' timetable amendments to allow for a' full, pilot studY of the lon-
gitudinal. version. The results of the attitude trials together, with the
recommended items for the attitude scales for the trote=tectional_study
are in-eluded 'in a separate: !'Results Of the Attitude Trials"
(December 1979):



. 2. "Activities during 1979

2:1' Methodology Seminars

The Second International. Mathematics Study raises many 'methodo-
,logical issues, predominant among them being .the matter of student

growth in achievement. during the school year; How should growth be
measured? . What analyses shall be employed to account for growth?
What are the. implications .of thiS interest in growth for sampling and for
the structure of the instruMents; particularly the cognitive test?

As a response to this: important probleMa; distinguished methodolo-
'gists from. various countries including Japan ; Siveden, Australia; New
Zealand, Canada and the United. States were invited to prepare:, papers.
to address the growth issue ;.

.' Early: in the planning; it became 'evident that it was impracticable .:
to attempt to gather together the principle p_articipants_ in one loc4tion:
Hence; it was decided to convene: two somewhat parallel' sessions: one
at Michigan'State University; `USA;. and another at the Australian Coun-
CH for -Educational ReSearch, under, the direction of John R. Schwille
and John P; Keeves; respectively.'

Michigan State Seminar: February 1:-.2; 1979

OvervieW of the Second lEA Mathematics. Study.-
- K. J. Travers, 'University Illinois

Overview of Descriptive Analyses for the Study.
E. Kifer, University of Kentucky

Relating Classroom Process' Variables to Measures of Student Achieve-
ment . and Learning in the Second I EA Mathematics Study.

Graham Nuthall,' University of Canterbury
Nuthall discussed a number of apparent contradictions between the,,

logic of relationships that exist between significant classroom _process'
variables= and the analytical procedures .which are available and advo-
cated a procedure based bn. student performance on individual items:
He argued that the appropriateforrn of summary aggregation of data is
across students, and not across items, using the item ,scores as 'records
of what ,is known, or not 'known, rather than as measures 'of a variable;
The paper was presented by' Professor Kifer in Professor Nuthall'S
absence.

Explanatory potential of 'teacher topic questiohnaires
Curtis McKnight; UniYersity of Illinois

McKnight analysed the topic specific questionnaires with a view to
identifying variables possessing explanatory power;

. -

Test construction issues -'' A practical' probleth and a proposed solution
'Richard M. Wolf; Teachers College;
Columbia University-

Wolf -discussed the-problem of needing a large number of items to
sample`. proposed .IntPrnational Grid while having only a limited
testing time available in schools:" -.He examined alternative solutions and



advocated multiple matrix sampling as a viable solution, outlining the
advantages and disadvantages of the method.

Structural Equations 'and multivariate leasi squares; . fitting different
methods to different questions

W. Schmidt, Michigan State University
Schmidt contrasted multivariate least squares techniques; inclUding

. repeated measures models; and structural equations models based on
maximum likelihood procedures; An explanation of the two methods and
examples Of research questions posed in the study fOr which the
methods would be. appropriate were presented;

A general. model. of task learning'
Richard D., Noonan, University of
Stockholm

Noonan "preSented a task learning model devised to attempt to solve
the problem: given a data set including .a 'variety, of st6dent
ground; .affective and cognitive, measures, as well as teacher and school
measures' at' two point's in time ft.e. , beginning and end of school
year); how can the data be analysed to shed light on the process' of
cognitive 'growth?

.

Mathematics achievement in longitudinal models using ridge..regression
estimation procedures . . ,

. W. Bulcock and CF. Lee, Memorial
University; Newfoundland,' 'and V.S. Luk,;
Simon, Fraser University, Canada.

In the paper presented, the limitations of least squares regression
and two stage least squares procedures are examined:: Simple ..ridge
regression is examined as a possible solution but it 'Is foUnd that the
minimum mean square error is not a proper criterion However, the
variance normalization- criterion. is found to correct all the limitations of
simple ridge regression with :the. former critierion. When simple. ridge
regression using the variance -normalization criterion is used in conjunc-
tion with two stage least,- .squares, new insights into the reciprocal
structure of the. cognitive, affective and conative outcomes of 'Schooling.

.

are gained:
Several implications: of these findings both Substantive and.

'methodological = for the .Second lEA Mathematics Study were discussed.
.

The lEA Longitudinal. analysis froTh a multilevel perspective':
.disentangling between-class and within-class relationships

Leigh Burstein; University of California;
Los Angeles and Robert .. Linn;
University of Illinois . ..

The authors discussed how toe. multilevel :character of the data
should influence the longitudinal analysis in the Second:.IEA Mathematics
Study and describedhow a multilevel perspective n.the SpecifiCation of
substantive questions and in the analysis strategies employed can poten-
tially' clarify the .way in which instructional': :practices affect student

..performance; They outlined the way in which a multilevel. analysis of
the .StUdy data might proceed. and presented both the Lgeneral questions
that the multilevel analysis can address and specific featUreS of a
possible analytical framework...



Discussants for the symposium were :.
Annagret Harnischfeger- (CEMREL)
David Berl iner (University of Arizona)
Andrew. Porter- (Michigan,. State University)

Australian Council -for Education inar:
February 19=20, 1979

The seminar- referred to many of the papaers delivered at the
Michigan State meeting and received presentations by the following:
Rosier, Malcolm. "Planned analyses for the Second' l'EA Mathematics

_ tudy=Cross-sectional Study in Australia." February 1979.
"Report of the !EA Second International Mathematics Study Data Analy-

sis Seminar." Melbourne, ACER, February 1979.
Keeves,. J.P.. and .R. Lewis; "Teachers, classrooms" and student out-

comes.11
RoSier, M. "Hypotheses for the Australian National .Study of Mathe=

matics Achievement."

Capitalizing upon the visits to Australia of Neville Postiethwaite,
Roy Phillipps, Robert Garden,' Ian Livingstone, and Roslyn Slemint,
extensive work was done on the sampling manual, and administrative
manuals for the reduced (cross-sectional) study.' An impressive amount
of ',work was done on- those documents during_ a short period of time,
and drafts were sent for- national comment in March-April, 1979

The International Mathematics Committee benefitted greatly frorri.the
proceedings of both Seminars, and is very appreciative of the progress
made on the manualt, at well.

2;2 !EA General ASSembly, Paris, September 17-21, 197.9

This important Meeting provided a second. opportunity for the IMC
to interact directly with representatives from each country planning_ to
take part in the Study (the first opportunity was at the Tokyp Assem-

bly in. January 19781. Activities during the Week-long Meeting- included:

2.2.1 Review of the cross-sectional and longitudinal aspects of the
Study =

2.2.2 Consideration of planning for the CUrriculum Symposium,
January 1980;

2.2.3 Consultation with Dr. Keeves of the Internationali. Sampling
Committee on, a country-by-country basis

Individiral problems concerning_sampling were discussed and recom-
mendations for proceeding were offered. The

and
acknowledges with

gratitude the tremendous commitment of time and energy offered by Dr.
Beeves to this important task.

2.2.4 Critique of all draft final instruments_ and manuals
One important outcome of this activity. was the formation of a

subcommittee consisting of representatives of. the National MathematicS
Committees from France, LuicembOurg, the Netherlands and French and

',.Flemish Belgium, for the. purpose of recommending the inclusion in the



cognitive tests for both Populations of -additional.. items. The items, in
the I_ category (important in some countries) would serve to more
accuraely reflect significant diversity and emphases in .the curriculum,
particuleNy with respect to geometry. As a result, it was agreed by
the IMC_to increment the rotated forms_by two items per form with !-
items. Thus, 8 -items were added at Population A and 16 items werg
added at Population B.

2.2.5 -Election of chairman of Mathematics Project Council ..

Mr. Roy W." Phillipps was elected unanimously to a second term as
chairman of the Council.

2.3 Meetings of the International Mathematics ComMittee

2.3.1 Mich Igen State Meeting : January _27-February_3;_1979
This meeting took place during the depths of, winter in the mid-

western United Str2tes and featured such .unplanned events as the
"airlifting'! of Roy Phillipps and A.I. Weinzweig- froM a small airfield in
Chicago during a record blizzard by one of the University of Illinois'
private eirplanes; All in all, the meeting was productive; and owes its

ssuccess largely to the attention paid by Jack. Schwille to every detail;
The IMC, expresses- -its sincere thanks. to. him and to Michigan State
University for hosting this meeting.- Those attending: E. Kifer; S.
Hilding; R. Garden; J. Wilson; K. Travers; R. Phillipps. Invited
guests included F. van der Blij; University of Utrecht; the Nether-
lands; J. SChwille; and occasional visits from other scholars in the
MiChigan State University community; Gerard P011ock was "unable to
attend, due to illness.

It was a distinct pleasure to welcome Dr. van der Biij to the
meeting; His probing questions and lively commentary contributed much
to- the substance and enjoyment of the meeting.

Major-- accomplishments of the meeting included:
2;3;1.1 Preparation' of final_ formS. of the cognitive instruments for the

- reduced (cross - sectional) study.. These were sent out for
- _ _ national_ _in _March 1979.

2.3.1.2.- .Preparation_ .of draft background questionnaires for school;
teacher and student for the reduced study.

2.3;1.3. 'ReView_-of recommended final forMs of the attitude scales for.
the reduced:study.

2.3.1.4. Review of plans for the_ .curriculum analysis; including the
Bielefeld symposium on the curriculum.,.

2.3.1.5. DevelOpMent of strategieS for coordinating the -various aspects
of the study (reduced' or-cross-sectional component; full 'or
Ibrig_itudinal component with respect to. both Populations)..
These details are elaborated upon .in section. 9 'below. Here;
it is stated briefly that it appeared realiStic to proceed with
Population .B-; reduced 'Study; on the schedule :as: announced
in Bulletin 3; :That :is; data collection could proceed as early
as May 1980.- The anticipated' work on the manuals helped to
give confidence' in that .projection. However; Population-
was more problematic.. Major. issues :relating to the cognitive
instrument and the classroom process questionnaireS were .yet

9



to be resolved. Funding for instrument development con-.
tinued to be. a Severe problem; The IMC agreed' that in view
of these anticipated difficulties; countries should, where
possible; delay data collection until 1981; For those few
countries which must proceed with data collection for the
reduced study; Population' A; in 1980; the Committee would
strive to .provide Interim instruments and manuals' by the end
of 1979.. -;

2.3.1. . Consideration of methodological issues raised at the"Michigan
State' University :Symposium:

The .Committee met for half a..tlay following the symposium to
review the deliberations of the symposium and outline the next_ steps to
attempt to resolve the many issues raised. Many of the subsequent .

sections of this Bulletin reflect the decisions made at this meeting.

2.3.2 . Budapest Meeting: September 2/1-28_4 1979
This meeting was hosted by the. Orszagos Pedagogiai Intezet, .

Miklosvari Sandor, Director. Local arrangements were by Zoltan
Bathory, the JEA..CoUncli Member for Hungary. The IMC is grateful to
both gentlerrien,_ and to Dr. Julia Siendrai, Dr. Judith Kaciar-Fulop,
and the many other individuals at the research institute who did .so
much to Make the meeting productive and enjoyable. Outcomes of this
meeting included:.

2.3.2.1 Finalizing of the instruments (crass-sectional study),
Version III of the draft final forms (dated July 1979) of the
Population. A cognitive test was adopted for use in: the cross7
sectional study; wth the addition 'of the supplementary; items
as noted, under 2.2.4. For the .Population B test, it was
noted that .for psychometric reasons it is preferable to have
items assigned to forms randomly with' stratification on4content
and behvior. The version of the PopLilation B test described
in . Bulletin 3 (page 29) is_now available as an international
option for the Longitudinal Study.
The final form of the, attitude scales was recommended in a
paper by. E. .Kifer of the IMC and was published separately in
December 1979.. A- short scale on, computers and mathematics
has been added.
The questionnaires for schciol, teacher and student were
finalized. Robert Garden of New Zealand and David Robitaillei
Canada,: contributed much to this work.. Their assistance is
greatly appreciated;

-

2.3.2.2 Editing of the manuals
ConSiderable re- working of the manuals was required in the
light Of. developments since the work sessions in Australia in
February of 1979. Much of thip work at the Budapest meet-
ing, was done by Jack-Schwille of Michigan State University
and 'Richard Wolfe; Ontario Institute for Studies inEducation.
Neville Postlethwaite; Chairman of !EA, was also able to
attend :the meeting; for several days; and assiSt.in the task.
To all 'of these gentlemen; the IMC is greatly indebted for
their dedicated, and .skillful efforts.



2.4 Update: Latin American activities

The=Caracas meeting; held in May 1978; and reported in Bulletin
3; page 3, docurhented the existence of a broad basis of interest' in. the
Study on the part of mathematics educators in Latin America; A follow-
up meeting to consider the net steps for -participation in the Study
was held subsequent t6 the Fifth InterAmerican Conference on Mathe-
matics Education, held in Brazil in Febituary 1979; _Limited travel
monies for this meeting were .made available_ by the Organization of
American States through the office of Dr. Raul Allard; Director of ,Edu-
cation.

Under, grant from the Organization of American States, Mr. Peter
Staples, a graduate research assistant in mathematics educati6n at the
University of Illinois, was e fabled to -spend one month in Brain assist-
ing with preparatory work for the Study. Mr. Staples also visited the
Dominican Republic, where Dr. Eduardo Luna is actively involved in
pilot testing the classroom process instruments.

Chile, with long experience in [EA, is well organzed.for participa-
tion in the.,Study; Other countries; notably Brazil, Costa Rica and the
Dominican .Republic; have made considerable progress toward participa-
tion; Presently; mechanisms are being explored 'for promoting communi-
cation within Latin America and providing'technical consulting services
as needed; However, external funding is likely to be needed for realiz-
ing these mechanisms;

2.5 International Funding

Maintenance of the Office of the International Coordinator is pro-
"Vided by the Department of Education, Wellington, New Zealand; Sup-

- port for meetings of the International Mathematics Committed and for the
office of* the Chairman of the International Mathematic§ Committee can-
tinues to be provided by the National Institute _of Education, U.S.A.
During 1978-1979, a- large portion of the costs of 'developing the class
room processes instruments for Population A were borne by an. NIE
grant- to the U.S. National Mathematics Committee.

The Federal Republic of Germany has provided a grant to Dr.
Hans Steiner, Institute of Mathematical Didactics, Bielefeld, for- the
Curriculum Symposium scheduled for January -7-11, 1980.

,The Ford Foundation provided a small grant to enable the publica-
tion of a brochure describing the Second Mathematics. Study in general
terms. This grant also allowed the International Coordinator to attend
a meeting of the lEA Standing Committee and to visit national- centers in
Hong Kong, Feder?al Republic of Germany, Spain, Ireland and the
United States.

Two major needs essential for thd.completion of the Study have yet
to be met: (1) support for training of the national research coordi-
nators, (2) support for international data processing in New Zealand
and the United States. Dr-;' Neville Postlethwaite is seeking funding for
these aspects of the Study.
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- 3, Projected activities for 1980

,Corriculum Symposium, January 7-11, 1980

This symposium, an essential component of the curriculum, analysis
component of the Study, will be hosted by the Institute of Mathematical
Didactics University of Bielefeld, Federal_ Republic of Germany'._ Dr.
Hans Steiner is coordinator of the symposium and in charge of local
arrangements. Planning for the meeting has been done by the Cur-
riculum Analysis Group.* Details are given under Section 6, below.

-,--
3.2 Res-ear-di Coordinators Meetings t1,tx,

.

3.2.1 CroSS-sectional study, January 1980
It was hoped that a training Session for countries participating in

'the cross- -sectional study could be held ,in January, 1980, the week
following the curriculum symposium. Dr. Steiner kindly agredto make
the local arrangements at the Institute of Mathematical Didactica
Bielefeld. However, at the time of writing, it was not known whether
funding would be available to make this meeting. possible.

3.2.2 Longitudinal Study, December 1980
An invitation has been extended to lEA by the Institute National

de Recherche Pedagogique, Paris., for such, a session. The Interna-
tional Mathematics Committee is most appreciative of this continued
expression of interest and 'support on the part of M. Jaquenod, Direc-
tor, and M. Daniel Robin.. It is expected that the support will provide
per diem expenSes for invited' participants. It will be necessary for
individual countries to provide their own travel costs to this meeting.

3.3 lEA General. Assembly, Finland, August 4-8, 1980

This meeting, which provides the opportunity for lEA members to
deliberate upon general concerns of the Association, also serves as an
extremely important mechanism for providing interaction between mem-
bers of_the National Mathematics 'Committees and the International Mathe-
matics Commiftee.

A key item on the agenda_of the''Couneil meeting will be a consider-
of results of pilot_ testing of the classroom process _instruments yin

these countries: France,. Japan; Scotland; Thailand, United States,

*The Curriculum Analysis Group, based at the University of Illinois,
Urbana, consists of James Hirstein, Horacio Porta and Ian Westbury, of
the University of Illinois at Urbana -Champaign, augmented at different
times by Alan Purves of the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign;
A.I. Weinzweig-of the University of Illinois at Chicago Circle; Hans-
Georg Steinerof the University of_Bielefeld FRG; Ulf Lundgren of the
Stockholm Institute for Education, Sweden; Ed. Jacobsen, Paris, France;
and Roy W. Phillipps, Department of Education, New Zealand. Kenneth
Travers serves, as liaison ,between the Curriculum Analysis Group and
the International Mathematics Committee.

12-
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together with India anti the Dominican Republic through individual
arrangements with the latter two countries.

3.4 Fourth International Congress on Mathematics Education, Be.rkeley,
California, USA, August 10-16., .1980

This important international meeting is held quadrennially. As-
pects of the Second Study will be dealt with on the program. One
session is planned on the Curriculum Analysis and another is scheduled
to report on results of pilot studies of the classroom process instru-
ments in the seven countries referred to in 3.3.

3.5 Other forthcoming international meetings of special interest to
mathematics educators.

The First International Congress on the Teaching of Statistics,
August 1982; the Sixth. Inter-American Conference on Mathematics
Education, Latin America, 1983; the Fifth International Congress on
Mathematics Education, 1984, in Australia.

3.6 Meetings of the International Mathematics Committee

It is expected that the Committee will meet at least twice in 1980,
although funding may not permit more than one meeting in addition to
those made possible by other Study activities; such as the .Curriculum
'Symposium in West Germany in January 1980 and the lEA- Assemblyln
Finland in August 1980.

A main consideration of the I.MC in 1980' will be the developmental
work required in preparation for the4longitUdinal study for which data
collection is scheduled to begin in 1981.
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Purposes and benefits of the Study

The Second International Mathematics Study is an investigation of
the teaching and learning of mathematics in schools. The Study has
three main components: a curriculum analysis; which is an examination
of, the curricular contexts in which teaching and learning take place a
study of classroom processesi- intended to provide information on what
takes place in the classroom as mathematics _is taught; :and an analysis
of student outcomes (cognitive and affective) in the light of the nature
of the curriculum and instructional practice. Two populatibns are
targeted for study:

Population A: All students in the grade enrolling the modal
number of Students which have attained the age of 13;0 -
13.11 by the middle of the school year.

Population B: All students who are in the normally accepted
terminal grade of the secondary educational system and who
are studying mathematics as a substantial 'part (approximately
five hours" per week) of their academic Program;

Instruction, even in one subject such as mathematics; is both
complex and of crucial importance; Such a system is a highly complex
network of many components and relationships; The system is dedi-
cated to the implementation and actualization of the country's educa-
tional intentions in the subject matter area If the subject matter is
important :to the country and its citizens; and hence if its educational
intentions are important to the country, then the instructional deliyery
system becomes crucially important as the vehicle for realizing those
intentions;

Thus the nature of the system; its structure, efficiency and
power; become pressing issues. The conceptualization of the-, issues
Involved will depend upon the position from which one perceives the
system. For the teacher :or school official the issues include the . ade-
quacy :of resources provided, the feasibility of tasks assigned, the
nature of the environment made possible, and the concrete criteria of
the achievement and growth of children and-Tthe-quality of educational
events. For the researcher the issues are the basis for (and partially
the motivation for) the scientific task of authenticating a valid' model of
such a system, exploring the cause and effect relationships of the model
and the effect of=variationink-eyc-orrponents-of it-;--and; finally; deter-
mining the structural properties and dynamics of the class of models
exemplified by the given instructional delivery system; For the cur-
riculum specialist and for national, (or international) educational-decision
makers there are policy questions such as the adequacy of outputs of
the system in terms of national goals, the maximization of the efficacy
Of the system, and the isolation of parameters that endance control and
use Of the system;

One, element common to all of these tasks and issues is the instruc-
tional delivery system that is the focus of each. Involved in each of
those tasks is the portrayal (model) of that system and its components,
relationships and dynamics in at least a reasonable facsimile of their



overall complexity. The level of descriptive detail needed in the _por-
trait is established by policy needs, by the authenticity needed for a
valid object of research, and by practical needs. The extent to which
the portrayal is sufficiently complex to have ex_planatory power through'
the relations and dynamics captured is an inaex of the utility of the
model in deciding the' policy and research' issues raised by the instruc-
tional delivery system;

The Second lEA Mathematics Study was conceived in the arena of
such issues; It seeks to assist participating countries in their own
mathematics instructional delivery systems, whether from a perspective
of policy, research or priCtice, and it also seeks to provide resources
that will help those concerned with policy or research to more broadly
explore issues involving comparisOns of alternative systems.-

The FirSt lEA Mathematics Study was conceived in a similar arena
and faced a similar task of portraying mathematics instructional delivery
systems for a group of countries' primarily for policy purposeS. That
study chose to fOcps its. descriptive portrait on a careful picture of. the
system's outputs of student achievement and to focus its explanatory
efforts on key background and instructional variables.

The Sec6nd lEA Mathematics Study, building on the work of triat
prior study, seeks to enhance the usefulness of 'results both interne-
tionally and to each of the participating countries in terms of their own
national .concerns. It seeks to 'enhance: the usefulness of results for
those who approach instructional delivery systems from a. policy per-
spective as well as for those with concerns for research' and practice.

It is desirable and. useful, to provide a clear and detailed portrait
of the outputs of the various national systems, i.e., the actual achieve-
ment and attitudes of students.- However; it is also important to
greatly enhance the portrait. of mathematics instructional delivery sys-
tems, to move beyond the factors identified by the First Study; To
ward this end, the Second Study conceives of an iristructional delivery
system as involving three key elements, as follows:

1. The System Specialists, who form national educational inten-
tiont into a curriculum Jembodied variously), train, personnel
and distribute 'resources for implementing this intended cur-
riculum, and prOvide mechanisms for monitoring and guiding
that implementation;

2. The-Instructional Agents, the teachers who provide the
instruction that implements the intended curriculum' in the
schools and classrooms.

, the students who receive the
curricular impulse starte&by, .the intentions dealt with by the
System Specialists and transmitted ,by the teachers as instruc-
tional agents by which 'the .impulse travels through the de-
livery system 'from originators to recipients:
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This . conceptualization of intructional delivery systems leads to
three levels of focus for the Second Study: the educational system
(generating the Intended .Curriq,ulfkip), schools, classrooms and teachers
(generating the Implemented Curriculum),_ students (embodying the
Attained Curriculum). These three\ levels of focus lead to the three
key components of the Second Stucli.%-describ

This multi-level conceptualization offers the:adva to roviding
detailed portraits of two aspects of instructional ciplively st is (the
Intended and Implemented Curriculums) notports.a0d in such ail be7-
fore: It also offers the advantage of del-Melting policy and research
questions.., about dynamics and relations between inputs. (the Intended
Curriculum) and outputs. (the Attained Curriculum) into two sets of
related questions using the Implemented Curriculum as a critical inter-

: vening variable. That is; policy and research questions of interest may
be explored by considering firSt the impact of the Intended Curricylum
on the implemented Curriculum and then the impact of the Implemented
Curriculum on the Attained. Curriculum. Thus; =it seems probable that
both the descri_ntive and explanatory aspects of the portrayal of mathe-
matics instructional delivery systems will )9e enhanced by the multi-level
conceptualization of the Second. Study, both between and within coun
tries, and for policy; research, and practice perspectives as well;

The investigation will include:

4:1 An analysis of the. mathematics curriculum in order to determine
the nature of the curriculum today to specify the changes which have
taken-place in the curriculum in the past twenty yearsi and to identify
those factors which have contributed to its current character.

Benefits of the Curriculum Analysis

For most lEA countries; the: past twenty years have been a period
of considerable activity in curriculum development. What have been the
results of this enormous investment of time;" talent and financial re-
sources? For example, has the curriculum become much more hetero-
geneous, signifying more responsiveness to national goals and needs?
Or; in spite of (or, as the results of) the activity and efforts, does
school mathematics appear across countries as essentially a monolithic
structure?

Detailed information aboUt the curriculum can also be of importance
in viewing the findings of the other two phases of the study: the
investigation of instructional practice and the analysis of student out-
comes. "Curriculum," as Griffiths and Howson have noted (London:
Cambridge University Press; 1974, page 156) involves not only state-
ments. about goals and content, but includes either explicit or implicit
notions of pedagogical method and of evaluation. Hence, a knowledge
of the _cirriculum of a country should help shed light upon teaching
methods utilized to implement -the content of the curriculum and should
also be of assistance in understanding student outcomes as measured by
the international tests and attitude scales.

ie



The curriculum analysis, therefore, serves. two purposes which in
some 'senses are independent of .each other. It provides much needed
information about .the curriculum in each country within the context of
knowledge 'about the curriCulum' across some two dozen countries. The
curriculum analysis also serves to help understand and interpret the
data to be collected at the classroom level (both teacher and pupil).

4.2 An investigation of classroom processes (Population A)

A series of unique, detailed -questionnaires has been devised' for
the purpose of obtaining information on .what.-teachers fro as. they teach
selected topics in the PopUlation A curriculum. These topics haviebeen
chosen on the basis of an international consensus on what is important
subject matter for that Population.

Benefits of the classroom_ process stud

Very little detailed information, is available on' what instructional
strategies are employed by teachers as they go about teaching. Yet-,
since the classroom is the heart of the educational process (at least as
education is most commonly practiced today), it is essential that we
have more information about what students encounter as they study in
the 'Mathematics classroom.

This information is also needed as the pre-servite and in-service
needs of teachers in a country are assessed. What aspects of teaching
practice seem to be most common? What are the desirable aspects of
this practice, judged on the basis of current professional wisdom about.
pedagogy? What aspects of instructional practice need to be improved?
For example, do teachers use' a variety of instructional techniqueS, 'or,
instead, do they tend to have an approach, which is applied to, all
topics, and to students of all ability levels? , Are there "national pro-
files" of teaching behavior which can' characterize a country?

An attempt, will also be made to relate instructional practice to
student learning. What' categories of instructional practice are related
to student achievement, where this achievement is a measure of growth
on a particular topic in that teacher's classroom during the school year?

43 An analysis of student outcomes
41

Achievement and, attitude instruments have: been devised to reflect
emphases and concerns in. mathematics education for An international
item_ pool of several hundred items 'for each population has been devel-
oped. -Drafts of the instruments were propo-aed, by the 'International
Mathematics Committee; and reactions invited from the National :Mathe-
matics Committee in each participating cduntry. The cognitive' instru-'
ments will provide information at the item and subscore level on .mathe-7
matical content and behavioral process dimensions of achieveMent based
on an international grid for each population (see Tables 12.1 and 12.?),.
The attitude instruments will measure, these aspects of 'mathematics-
related affect: mathematics in.school; mathematics and self; mathematics
as a process; mathematics and society; and a scale devised to measure
student attitude toward computers;
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Benefits of the student outcome domponent

This aspect of the Study will enable the level of mathematical:
achieVerhent, to,' be assessed, in the light of curricular 'emphases and
instructional practice. What is the level of computational skills in each
country ?' T6 what extent are students able to solve Mathematical prob-
lems? What are the attitudes of students 'about studying mathematics,
and about its role in society? HoW do comparable ability groUpS (say,
the top 5$ of the students) compare in 'problem-solving skills across
countries?

In .planning for this Study, the IMC has emphasized the importance -
of utilizing information from the research instruments at the item level;
TWo reports, by Peaker and by Postlethwaite, illustrate the sort of
analyses which are expected to be useful.

'Peaker. (International Review of 'Education, Volume 'REV, 1969, pages
222g-228) examined the findings of the' First 'Mathematics Study from the
perspective 'of gleaning _those results of greatest interest to classroom
teachersof :mathematics., HIS analyses of item level information are,

Ines
rich in implications for instruction. For example, he exam-

ines country performance On. an integration item for Population 3a (ap-:
proximately our Population- B), trest '9, ltem 4) arid concludes that the
striking differences in perforrriance on this item (.04 in the_Nethe"rlands
to ;68 in England) cannot be ascribed. co the :retentivity, of the system .

(which is '5%.for both countries) but should, rather, be _attributed. to
'differences, in curriculum and instruction. An analysis_ of performance

-at' the .Subscore level produces similar conclusions. While two 'countries
may have total scores which are nearly identical, the contributions to
this score come from different sources. Again, in Population 3a, Bel-
gium and England had total, .scores' of 65 and 66 respectively. But,
observes "Belgium is 'strong... on new mathematics, algebra,
analysis and sets.. England is girong on geometry,' analytical geometry
and particularly, on calculus." (page 225).

Postlethwaite Pltem . scores as feedback to curriculum planners:. A.
simple case from the Swedish ComprehensiVe School and a more general
model:": 'Scandinavian Journal . of , Educational_ Research (15:3; pp. -
123=-136)] has suggested that item. level' analyses in conjunction with an
examination of. the textbooks. and syllabi may yield important information
for helping explain' variation -in "achievement at the educational system
level...

Ralph W.' Tyler,. in a recent ,paper entitled "American Education in
the . perspective of education in other nations", reviewed the 'state of
education in the U.S. On the, basis of the previous lEA studies. Many
of his conclusion's may be of interest to those in all countries who are
concerned with the education of their youth.. He Viewed the !EA data
from the., point of view of "identifying factors that explain the variance
in educational achievement bath' within and among industrialized na-
tions." He gbes on to conclude, "For the top five or ten percent of
liming people in, all these nations the two main factors are oriportunity
to learn the subject and the emphasis given the subject by those 'adults
'who 'are', respected by these .young people. For the majbrity of the
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children the . factors identified are the Opportunity to learn,. the subject,
the education of the parents, the public attitude toward the subject, and
the time devoted to learning it."

. .

.A.4 An _examination of changes in mathematics. education since the early
.. 1960s.

The past_:two decades have been marked =by considerable' interest
and activity in the curriculum; particularly in :mathematics and the
sciences. In many countries:, the 1960s especially' were characterized. as
a period of curricular refOrm,. and event revolution; Two events approX-,.
Fmately. twenty years agO now serve as important benchmarks in rnathe-.

. matics education. In 1958, the 0,rvnization 'for European 'Economic
topperatiOn condUcted a survey of mathematics. education in 'member
countries which ,culminated in the Royaumont . Seminar and the report;
New Thinking in School--MatheMatiOs (OEEC; 1.961). This survey pro-
vided information on., 'practices and trends in 'school- mathematics and
rather detailed information on the mathematiCal; content of the curricu-

Hum; . The second 'event the First lEA_Study, of Mathematics, 1964,_
provided 'empirical data on characteristics of Schools; teachers and
students as well- as achievement' and attitude data for students in twelve
countries; Of those twelve; eleven are currently,planning. for 'partici-
pation in the Second Study.' . ...

. .

With information froM these . two surveys, supplemented by informa-
tion currently' being requested of _the 'some_ twenty7four countries, which
have expressed interest. in the SeCond Stud.,. it will be pOssible to
chronicle many . of. the changes which have occurred in mathen-tatics
education.

Typical questionS-. which could be addressed by an examination of
changes in mathematics education include: . What lasting changes, in the
.curriculum have': taken place? What factors, have influenced these
changes? How' does.curricUlar change take place 6- different' countries?
With respect to student outcomes; 'questions, relating to current concern
for "declining standards" can. be. addressed.. In..what aspects of mathe-
matics achievement -haVe there been declines and in what aspects have
there been gains over the past twenty years? What evidence is there .
of the impact. of technology; in particular computers and calculators; on
classrop. m 'practice and student achievement an attitudes? Are there
strikingly different patterns, of student gains (losSes) across countries?
If so; what' other factors can .help account for thet:.e changes?

. General questions relating to student achievement as suggested by
Tyler (im eit) Will be responded 'to ,in the study.. "Wide publicity needs
to be given to the negative effects of the, erosion of ;"the out-of-school ,

learning environment. The average child' now has fewer 'hours with
parents; and fewer 'hours in youth-serving institutions_ than in the
past.. The average child from. 10 to'.14 years of age. spends 1,500 hours
per year watching television' and only 1,100 hours per year In school;
Hence, rebuilding 'the. eroded out-of-sChool learning environment is
likely to bring greater. results than 'ariy other single 'strategy.", , .



5. Model for the' Study

Figure 1 _illustrates a conceptualization of the Sttidy. Three 'levels
are objects of investigation, ,ione corresponding to each of the three
Components of the study. The .curriculum analysis' focuses .upon the
educatiOnal system as an' entity and is intended to portray the context
in _which Mathematics' education takes place (school organization.; selec-
tivity and eduCational goals; for ,example) as well as to review the
status of mathematics education in that system; The investigation of
instructional prattice focuses upon the classroom level. /Here is _deter=
mined both the extent. to which the "intended curriculum," as formal=
ated at the... system_ level,.. is actually implemented in the 'Classroom, and
the variety of instructional methods employed as .the.. implementation
takes place. The third focus is upon student attainment of curricular
and instructional goals: What-is the nature and extent bf!MathematiCal
achievement and attitudes of the students in the two target populations
of the Study?

An__ExpandecliModel of the Study

Each of the components of the Study may be viewed in more detail
with the aid of the expanded model (originally proposed by McKnight) ,
as shown in Figure 2. The figure useful in highlighting certain of
the interrelationships which are to be examined.
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6. Component I: Curriculum Analysis (The Intended Curriculum)

The curriculum analysis is to be conducted in order to provide a
backdrop .for. Viewing and interpreting the findings of the classroom
processes *and student outcomes, components of the Study. The cur-
riculum analysis will undertake two probes into the state of mathematics
curricula in the participating countries and organizational contexts
surrounding these 'curricula. These 'twO probes, discussed below, are
referred to as a Contexts, Survey and a Status Survey.

6.1 Vie- Contexts Survey'

It is the goal of this component of the curriculum analysis to pro-
vide a framework within which the findings of the status study can be
viewed; Some of the data on the contexts for school mathematics is
already available In such investigations as the Royaumont StUdy and the

-First lEA Mathematics Study. These data will be updated where pos-
sible, and fresh data will also be sought. Explicit probes will be made
in the following areas:

6;1;1; Societal contexts for Schooling with Tarticular reference
to the occupational structure and national demography..

6:1.2. Institutional contexts of 'school inathematics:
6;1;2;1 Articulation between secondary school and the

subSequent careers of students;
6.1.2.2. enrcillment. tracking and school organization

and ()Vera!l curriculum with ';'-e implications for
course enrollthents and perceptions' of mathe-
matics;

,

.1.3. The curriculum development system. .

Its character and form and its participants at the formal
level, and its articulation with a curriculum research, a d
development system, if any :

6.1.4.. The character and form of the, cortte..abr-systemS and
coordination surrounding riiathematics. i.e.,
6.1;4;1; examination and grading systems ,

6.1.4.2. inspeCtion systems
ti; i; 4:3; text and- materials development systems

Particular attention will be given to the jurisdictional settings of
these systems and their articulation with the format structures of school
organization;

6.L 5 The. legal and certification structure of the human re-
source system: supply and demand of teachers.,

A questionnaire has been devised by the Curriculum Analysis
'Group irt order to ,formulate a description of the societal, organiza-
tional contexts of mathematics .education with a focus on occupational
structure and national demography, articulation between secondary
school and subsequent careers of students, school organization, cur;
riculum development systems, control and' coordinating systems (exert/U-
nctions, inspectorates, etc.) ,and the legal and credentialing structures
of the system.
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The Status Survey

In 1959, the Organization. for European Economic Cooperation
(OEEC) held' a' seminar in Royaumont; France; for the purpose of re-
viewing the current status of the school .mathematics curriculum for the
21 member countries of OEEC and to consider the "production of a
sound matheMatics prograMme in harmony with modern thinking in
mathematicS." (New Thinking in School Mathematics; OEEC, 1961;
page 7:.)

-The_Curricurum Analysis Group has prepared a 'questionnaire based
on the Royaumont survey instrument, but modified in order to take
account 'of mathematics topics ,which have since been "legitimized" 'in the
curriculum and_ new topics, such 'as computer or information science
which are candidates for "legitimacy", to varying degrees, in the cur-,
riculums of the lEA countries.

There 'is significant overlap between countries participating in the
current Second lEA Mathematics Study' and those participating i.n the
OEEC Royaumont Study (where possible, a picture of the curriculum as
it was in 1960 will 'be collected from those I.EA countries which were not
members of the. OEEC at the time of the survey. The countries partici-
pating. in the .Royaurriont Study,, were: Austria, Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The
Netherlands, .Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, .Turkey, United,- Kingdom,
United -States, Yugoslavia:) The expectation is that these two census-
like surveys will provide, for a significant number of Countries, useful
and important data on both stability and chande in the matheMatici

'curricula in the participating countries; There have, been major
changes-in the structures of many school systems since 1960 and it will
be of considerable importance to attempt to assess the significance o
these changes for the charac of the mathematics taught in the
schools.

6.3 National Case Studies

In 1977 an advisory committee of UNESCO; sponsored by the
Inlernational Commission on Mathematics Instruction (ICMI), issued a
call to various countries for reports on changes in mathematics edu-
cation ,which have occured since the late 1950s.' The call included the
following outline, publishCd in Educational Studies in Mathematics, to be
used as a guide to the authors of the national reports as they des-
cribed the various- developments.in their countries:

Chang-es in:
subject matter
teaching method
attitude toward mathematics
relations between mathematics and other subjects.

; Change as a process:
The leading ideas --

how did they develop in the course of the years?
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how did they manifest themselves in plans, projects,
proposals?

how were they actually realized?
main 'forces
general educational, social, cultural developments;
increasing mathematical literacy;
increasing mathematical excellence;
adult education;
applicability of mathematics.
designers'--
cOmmissionp, committees, curriculum developers, textbook

writers, test designers.
performers --
administrations, schools, teachers, Students, parents.tools --
training:, retraining, textbooks, syllabi, teacher's man=uals.

Cooperation and resistance --
by administrations, teachers, parents, public.'

Lessons learned in the past to the benefit of the future.
Changes on different levels:

schbol teacher training arid
inter-relatedness.

eactions to- change:
in other areas;
by higher learning;
by parents;
y the publk.

retraining, and guidance In their

Reports were received from the following countries (authors of thereports are gi en in parentheses) and publidhed in Educational Studiesin Mathematics, Volume 9, Numbers 2 and 3. Countries planning foparticipate in t e Second !EA Mathematics Study are marked by lc.

Australia* (A.: Blakers)
Bangladesh (S. . Sharfuddin)
France* (A. Rex uz) .
Great Britain* ( G. Howson)
Hungary* (Maria almos S.

Tamad Vd,rga
India (J.N. Kapur)
Iran (Badiollah Rostami)

The. Netherlands* (H.

Nigeria* (R.O. Ohuche)
Poland (A. Ehrenfeucht)
Sierra Leone (A. Williams)
Sri Lanka"' (A.J. Gunawardena)
Sudan (M. Sawi)
Thailand* (0. Purakam)
United States* (J.T. Fey)
West Indies (B.J. Wilson)
Freudenthal)

Subsequently, reports from an additional 'half dozen countries werereceived and are scheduled to be published' by UNESCO in Summer1979.

'These reports will be examined by a ±committee- of ,three persons
(Frederik van der Blij, the Netherlands;, Sven Hilding, Sweden; andA.I. Weinzweig, the United States) which will prepare a summary papersynthesizing what is reported by the countries. Professor van der Blij
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ava

is serving as chairman of this committee. Robert Garden also assisted
greatly in the work of the committee.

6.4 Case Studies in Teaching- Mathematics

The fin6l component of the curriculum analysis will deal with thrde
mathematical topics and how -these topics are articulated in the curricu-
lum and classroom. For illustrative purposes, -three countries will be
asked to prepare national case studies on the 'teaching of one of the
three topics: geometry, introductory algebra, -and' probability and
Statistics.

6.5 Publications of the Curriculum Analysis

The following publicatjons, scheduled to 'appear in mid-1980, are
expected to eme'rge from the symposium, and hence be the first reports
of the findings of the Second International MathematicS Study.

6.6.1 Report of the proceedings of the Symposium
6.6.2 National reports on thd status of mathematics education

and the synthesis repdrt
6.6.3 Implications of_ithe curriculum analysis for interpreting

the findings of the classroom Process and student out-
comes phases of the Study

a
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Component II: Classroom Processes (The Implemented Curriculum)

Previ6us lEA studies have' sought to provide detailed portraits of
student achievement that represented the curricula Of participating
countries as attained by the students in the targeted populations.
These detailed portraits of national student achievement; set in an
international context of portraits of student attainment in other coun-
tries; had a variety of policy implications for the participating coun-
tries; The potential policy implications were enhanced by studies of a
number of broad background variables concerning the students involved
and a few key 'global characteristics of the, instructional delivery sys-
tems of participating countries.

7.1: Description and Explanation

The goal of the Classroom_ Processes component of the Study is to
provide detailed descriptions of national curricula as 'implemented in the
schools and classrooms of the lEA countries. The practical complexities
of school and classroom life lead to a transformation of any intended
curriculum (such as those portrayed in the Curriculum Analysis com-
ponent of the Study). It is possible to judge something of the extent
and nature of this transformation by examining those .processes and
activities characteristic of instruction in the targeted classrooths, and
by examining the methods and practices commonly used by the teachers
providing instruction to the target classes.

7;1;1 Detailed Descriptions of Practice; Providing a portrait of
classrooms involves, at the- most fundamental level; a detailed .descrip-
tion of typical practice in the classrooms in which instruction is de-
livered to the -target population; Such description is prior t6 any study
of relationships among aspects of that classroom practice. However;
even descriptive studies at this level should begin to provide some
information relevant'' to the "why's" of student outcomes. Without the

information-provided-by-such -sttidies-much-is-missing,of-the context-in
which student outcomes must be explained;

7;1;2 Relational Descriptions; To enhance the explanatory potential.
(and policy implications) of the classroom processes descriptions; it

nec yo - f7CHSCretetits5-Sr0-0111-
practice elements t6 a portrayal_ of the relationships between these
elements. An important aspect of the data analyses=made possible by
the Classroom Processes component-of the Second Study iS the examina-
tion of key interrelationships between the classroom practice elements
captured by the instruments used What should emerge is a description
both of discrete elements of classroom practices and of interrelationships
in classroom practices that make more global characterizations of those
practiCes possible.

7.1.3. Explanatory Analyses. The _curriculum as implemented in
actual schools and classrooms is not only important as context for
interpretingstudent outcomes and seeking reasons for them, DLit= also
important as a source of potential explanatory variables.. Classroom
effects and teacher _practices are essential intervening variables in
describing any national instructional delivery system. In most cases, it
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is not realistic nor should it be particularly effective to use distant
background variables and variableS related to the official or intended
curriculum of a country in order to explain the pattern of student
achievement and attitude outcomes. The intended curriculum and _the
national systeth'for directing the implementation of that curriculum must
firat have an impact on the schools and classrooms which are the site of
instructional 'delivery. In return, this delivered instruction has an
impact on actual student achievements and attitudes. Thus, classroom
effectS and teacher practice must be° a central link in any detailed
explanatory chain Seeking to characterize a national instructional de-
livery system.

This status as source of intervening variables means that the data
from the 'Classroom Processes component will enter into two other impor-
tant . kinds of analyses; First; classroom and teacher practices char-
acterizing the :implemented curriculum may related to the intended
curriculum and the national system for guiding implementation (both
portrayed in the Curriculum Analysis component of the Studyl to assess
the extent and nature of transformation of the intended curriculum and
to assess how such transformation is related to various kinds and
aspects of: national systems for guiding impleMeritatiOn.

.

Furthermore; aspects of the implemented curriculum may be related
to the pattern of student achievements and .attitUdes. The design of
the Study seeks to make such an analySiS Po§Sible bOth within several
specific mathematical topics and across those topics. It seeks also to
analyze several different levelS of clasSroom practice variables ranging
from the very specific to the more general. This enhances the likeli-
hood that this type of analysis, at some level of specificity, may reveal
important relationShipS that Might otherwise be hidden. by Some more
global variable- (such as "opportunity to learn") in a less detailed
analysis. There is thus the potential for discoVery of patterns- of
instructional practice that have demonstrated effectiveness in terms of
§tUdent achievement and attitude outcomes.

7.1.4. 5ummary. The Classroom Processes component of the_Second
_Study will poMntially be able to provide a portrait of that aspect of
instructional delivery that_includes the following descriptions and analy-
ses:

i) Descriptions of discrete classroom practice elements
H) Descriptions of relations between classroom practice elements

(including more globe-, classroom practice characterizations)
iii) Analyses of relationships between intended and implemented

curricula (and, effect of various practices in, guiding imple-
mentation)

iv) Analyses of relationships between instructional practice as-
pects of the implemented curriculum and the pattern of stu-
dent achievement and attitude outcomes

-7:-2- reategories"of'the tr pierrrenteri- -Eurrkluin,

Section 5 of this Bulletin offered a model for this Study and Fi-
gure 5.2:is an expanded version of that model. The central "block" of



that figure represents an analysis of. the -Implemented Curriculum in
terms of four major categories, and seeks to put these four, categories
into a network of categories characterizing the other components; of the
Study.

7.2.1. Teacher Methods and Prbctices. Central to the implemented
curriculum, to instruction as actually delivered in the classroom; is the
category labeled "teacher knowledge: methods and practices." Ihdi-=
vidual teachers often act, when faced with similar instructional situa-
tions, in stereotypical ways that constitute a pattern or set of patterns
characteristic of their. teaching practice. In some cases for a teacher,
these patterns are a reflection of consciously, held and deliberately
executed methods; In other cases, these patterns have evolved out of
the teacher's experience and past practice. The result is, for any
given mathematical topic and instructional situation, an array or reper-
toire of characteristic approaches to instruction in the various aspects
of this topic. These,practiCe patterns are quite complex but, in many
cases; are relatively stable and available to the teacher for considera-
tion (at least if probed by very specific questions in which demands for
inferences and demands on memory are minimized);

A model has been constructed and is ,bemg refined which 'relates
some of the major aspects of such teacher methods and practices; and
which also integrates them with the other aspects of the implemented
curriculum. A series of questionnaires for teachers has also been
developed which probe (by means of very specific low- inference; low-
memory questions) critical aspects of these kinds. of practices in several
topic areas. These questionnaires; along with the model, should pro-
vide both useful descriptions 'of discrete practice elements (as discussed
earlier) and descriptions of 'relations between practice elements, leading
to more. global characterizations of teacher practice (guided by the
model).

7.2.2. Other Aspects. While "teacher methods and practices" are
the central component. of the model of the implemented curriculum they
are not the only component. There are several .categories that impact
on teacher methods' and .praCtices, both. to constrain and influente the
selection-of-methods-and-also-to affect the execution .or performance of
a given typical method or practice. One such. major category is that of
"schoor'and classroom resources." The array of resources available in
the school or a cjassroom within the school constrains the instructional
chokes of the teacher providing instruction in that setting; Resource's
act as both props and cues in instruction; Certain instructional actkti:-.-
ties can be carried out only if certain resources are available as props
to be used in the activities; Further; the actual phsical presence 'of
certain resources may serve to cue or influence a teacher's decision to
use certain activities:

-

A second major category is that of "teacher beliefs and attitudes."
This category includes a variety of factors internal to the.teacher that
influence his or her interpretation of instructional situations and re-

--sponses to -therti (in terms of methods selected and executed); These
factors include such things as teacher beliefs or schemes 'of typical
student behaviors; instructional, situations, and teacher actions. They
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also include the teacher's internal representation of the- mathematical
subject matter; and basic attitudes toward mathematics, towards teach

ing, and towards specific classes and students;--- Teacher values relat-
ing to various kinds Of attiVities, student responses, are also included.
While this category is an incredibly complex one; certain aspects with
demonstrated connections to practical instructional outcomes have been
selected for probing through the. questionnaires.

Two other major categories that directly affect the iMplemented
curriculUm_and; in particular,, teacher method and practices, are actual
elements of the intended- curriculum. This inclUdet, firSt, the textbook

or textbooks chOteri and available to the teacher. This is one of the
dominant influences. (if not the dominant infltiende) on teacher choice of
instructional activities and strategies; Secondly, there are various
embodimehtS of curriculum goals and influenceS such as national or
school syllabi, external examinations; etc., Whith affect the activities
and strategies chosen not so much in the sense of by what they make

possible (as a textbook does) but in the sense of by what they make

desirable (which, a_ textbook also does). Selected aspects related to
both of these categories are also probed by the questionnaires;

Finally, there are the actual activities of the claisroom; The
preVibUt set of four categories affects and constrains the selection and
execution of teacher methods and practices, and the methods and prac-
tices so selected are realized in a set Of instructional activities in (or
related to) the classrooM which constitutes the actual instruction for the
target class;

,7.3 tescription of the Instruments

7;3:1 Instrument§ Involved. instruments or element§ of instruments
related to the ClaStrooM Processes component of the Study include the

following:-

1) Teacher Background QUestionnaire;
This seeks information_on sex; age; years Of experience, etc.'

2) -feather Attitude Scales
Certain of the attitude scales [described elsewhere] will be
taken by teachers as well as studeritS.

3) Teacher Opportunity-to-Learn ItemS
This construct was devised for use in the First lEA .Mathe-
Matict Study as an index of the extent to which the intended
curriculum was implemented by the teacher in the classroom;
The measure has subsequently been refined and is currently
being piloted for use as one aspect of the ClassrooM Process
component- of the Second Study. It is planned that both
teachers and students will be asked questions concerning the
extent to. which opportunity_ has been provided in class to
learn the various,topics reflected' in the items from the cog-
nitive tests;'
ClasSrooM Process General Questionnaire
Certain aspects_ of teacher and instructional practice are, tYpi-_-
cally quite uniform across specific subject matter topics. A

general qUestionnaire will be used, seeking information on



these more general practice elements (e.g., grouping prac-
tices, uses of instructional materials) . Items fromthis ques-
tionnaire, serve three purposes :.

(1) They lead to variables powerful in their own right;
(2) They provide, a context for_ interpreting more topic-

-specifit.information; and
,

(3) They 'make contact with variables used in other
studies of general teaching behavior' so, that results
of . thiS study, May be related to other :stUdies:

Six Topic7Specific Classroom 'Process Questionnaires'
Certain: other aspects of:teacher and instrUctional practice
may or may not generalize 'across topics, , but, 'even if they,
do, may still- be, best assessed through low inference and
memory demanding-question§ about specific aspects of inStruc-
tion related to specific topics;
A tople-specific"cLuestionnaiee about instructional praCtice has
been .idevelpped for each of six topics which' are reported as
important or.', very important on a consensus basis across'
countries; Thus; at least' .some of these instruments should
be 'related to the year's work of any target class' of any
participating :country; It is intended that each instrument
will be completed soon after the majority of the year's instruc-
tion in the relevant topic.
The six topics are as follows:
(1) Ratio, Proportion and_ Percent
(2) Common and Decimal Fractions
(3) Geometry
(4) Measurement _
(5) Formulas and Equations.,
(6) Integers .

.

This array of instrumentation should be sufficient to generate a detailed
portrait of the intended curriculum, as implemented, by the teachers in-
volved in the Study.

7.3.2 Content of the Instruments. The six topic=specific 'queStion-
naires, which 'constitute the main clata7gatherin_g instruments of the
Classroom Processes component of the Study, are designed to. sample
information from a rich .,conceptual domain (described in Section 7.2) .
The' number and ;complexity of items' Scattered over the six question-
naires might Seem, -at first, 'quite daunting.. Actually, hoWever, all of
the items can be grouPed into' 1,3 item tYbes, by content and the items of
any- given type -(1) follow, for the,most part, the Same item format with'
only minor, variations; and (2) cluster together in terms of the variables
they represent and the- higher-order variables to which they contribute.

The 13 item types fall into the following four major categories:
1) Teaching Methods (8 types)
2) Topic Profile. (3 types)
3) Teacher Opinions (1 type)
4) Specific Area Questions (1 type)

Two of the categories are quite simply_' described. First, at the end of
each questionnaire is embedded an "opinionnaire" that solicits a variety
of teacher opinions -oh aspects of the instruction related to the, topic
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involved. Much of this inforMation is _purely descriptive. but., some is
used in characterizing teacher beliefs and values. Second,. the_ "speci
fia area questions" constitute .a: small set of 'items (7 in all) -.which "seek
Purely descriptive information related' to instruction in one Or the other
of' the six topics, but which has no counterpart in the other topics
(e.g.', . kind of geometry 'used).

The "topic profile"
across the six topics to
that topic. The three
sub-topics covered, and

category involves three item types standardized
provide a quick, global profile of instruction in
item types deal with (1) allocated time, (2)
(3) program 'emphases.

The most complex,: and certainly the most interesting, category of
item types' is that of "teaching 'methods" which involves 8 ,item types.
This category _ has five major. sUb-categories. First, one subtcategory:
relates, to content dealing. with "cOncepts _and relationships.", -In. this .

sub7category are two item types, one dealing, with kind of representa-
tion used in the concept-oriented ..inStruction and another .concerning
the:kind Of teaching techniques used in introducing and dealing with'
such conceptual representations.

.

A _seCond .major sub-category concerns "formulas, procedures and
propositions." It also involves two item. types; with One' .the
procedures 'taught and a :second the techniques used 'in teaching those
procedures

A third sub-:category,;deals with mathematical applications. 'Again,
two item types are invOlved; one to sample the applications used and
another' to sample the sources. frorn: which these applications are' drawn:,

A fourth sub-category. involVes only one item type, Which samples
the . reasons for use 'and non-use of certain concept. representations,
procedures, applications and techniques from the above sub-categories..
The fifth and final sub-categOry._ also involVes one item ;type which
.relates to the number, and kind of instructional' aids Or resources uti7_
lized; .

This scheme of profiling topics and looking at teaching methdd_-in
terms of :three kinds of content (concepts, procedures and appliCa7.
tions),, all of which can be realized through use of only about a dozen
item' types, seems quite simple. It is, in 'fact, this conceptUal -

city. of design which allows the. generation of a reasonable but small
number of higher -order .variables to characterize the rich variety that
can be sampled by the many specific items of the few item types;

7.4 ClaSsroom Process Variables: An Overview

7.4.1 - Levels of Classroom ,Process Variables
The classroom picCess questionnaii:e will yield a wide variety of

variables at several levels. 'At least five levels of variables can be
identified as follows:



1) item level
. .

2) basic item-type variables (most: item variables may be, aggre-
gated'. with corresponding. variables for other items of the,
same item type to yield a variable characteristic of some
aspect of that item type) M..

.

3) homogeneous 'higher-order variables (further aggregates using
conceptually -based clusterings of 'similar item types and
variables) : ;.
heterogeneous higher-order variables (further aggregates

:using model-based cOtterings. Of more heterogeneous' item
types and variables :which have been' related through the
modeling of teacher methods and practice's)

5) statistically=determined higher-7order. variables (aggregates of
variables, bated on Statistical clustering techniques rather
than any a priori conceptual approach)

Item variables no clustering ..and hence no inference in
their definition, Basic item -type variables:' involve. Minimal_ inference
reflecting only : the _lowest level of clustering., that of identifying
item types and obvious content; similarities.' _,These .two . 'stages yield a

large number of Variables since there_ are a large number of items and'
since this. ,low level 'of , clustering. yields over .5.0 basic item, type vari-
ables (not considering the. fact -that most yield indices for. one or more
Of the specific 'topics, as well' as 'a'n' 'overall. 'aCross-topic score and :also-
not considering that, in many.: cases, a number of different weighting
schemes are available in i,aggregating. by .using: frequency' and/or empha-.
sis information gathered by the instruments).

. . . . . .

The next stages require some ecisions., Two major approaches
are available in seeking further,_ ..higher inference clustering. : .0ne
approach . simply uses statistical techniques.. (e.g. factor analysis) to
identify; weight and aggregate variable 'clusters. Conceptual interpre-.
tation of aggregates created in this way takes place largely after clus-
tering; A second 'approach is to use a prirt,somp 'conceptual scheme to:.
identify. clusters .before' any, empirical work and to base :aggregation on
such already conceptually,..meaningful A conservative versi:
of this concePtual clustering involves still' -relatiVely low inference
clusters of variables involving content,' This is what-was re,
ferred to above-as. (elatively) homogeneous . higher-order variables, A
more venturesoine. approach is . to use a more elaborate conceptual scheme .
(e.g., a moderthat would generate Profiles among sets Of variables;:
with 'the Profile becoMihg a new higher-order variable) to generate what..
were Called. .above .. (relatively ,more). heterogeneous .higher order vari-'
ables.

In the .preseht 'situation of relatively 'limited information, it does
not seem reasonable to _choose- the statistical :"rather than :the conceptual
approach., to higher-order :clustering-art to :choose the more conservative
tether' than the .:more venturesome in..'concepttial., clustering.. Thus, the
earlier list. reflects the fact that all, three strategies .'of generating-:use7
ful higher-order variables will be followed atleatt through the'. stage of
large. scale piloting..., It is hoped that:a convergence between statistic,
ally= gerierated'and.:cohceptually generated Cluttes....Wili emerge during
analysis of such data,
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It is; of courSe; not .possible to describe at this time clusters that
may be statistically generated later, Work on model building and the
.more venturesome approadh to ,conceptual.clustering is ongoing at pres,
ent but is somewhat, tentative; It is appropriate,- however; 'to go into
more detail on the more conservative conceptual approach Of generating
homogeneous higher-order variableS,'

7;4;2 'Homogeneous
of

Variables .

The present set of basic Atein-tyPe ,variables from the six topic-
specific classroom process instruments reveal a 'number- of clusters
based_ on narrowly conceived low inference_ similarities which 'are suit-
able for generating the next higher level, of aggregated variables.,
those 'which were earlier called. "homogeneous higher-order Variable's,"
Three clusters of, this type 'are discussed here:

. .

Representation Type; major; issue in education for some time
(eSpetially elucidated by Bruner) has been that 'of Whith type Of
representation of subjeCt matter is appropriate and 'differentially helpful
in which type of instructional 'situation. Bruner, Used a typology in-
volving three major ,types of content representation: the concrete, the
iconic, and, the abstraCt. This typology has been extensively discussed
in the literature related to math_ ematics edUcation and to cognitive
growth.

A' typology of instructional situations to be related to this typology
of representation ,type is more difficult to identify" from the literature;
However, a broad typology' is.' embedded in the Study's classroom pro-

. cess instruments; Instructional "situations may be classified into three
categories: . concept- oriented instruction; rule- or procedure-oriented
instruction; and applications- oriented nstruction,.

e"

A, :crossing of these two, typologies yields. nine sub-Categories of
variables," one for each representation, instructional .*.situation
The present instruments' yield indices for each, of these' nine sub!-.
categories 'overall, i;e,, across (or pooling) the six '-topic- specific -in=
struments, and, in most 'Cases; most of the six individual topics yield
indices fOr the. sub - categories, for 'those topics seParatelY; There is
thus .a 'network of variables able to portray in great detail represen-
tation type and its interaction with instructional' situation type_ both
within specific topics _and. across topics,- The possibility of relating
these variables- to student achievement' scores within specific topics_ and
across: topics suggests ''a rich potential for exploring the effeCt of re-
presentation 'type on stUdent,Fachievement.

, .

It should be :noted that the crossing or representation and instruc-
tional situation types to produce nine sub-categories...that form -a, net
work of variables' cities not exhaust either the variables or 'incliceS that
can be related to that crossing and that network. '.Something like "row
.sums" and "column sums ". aggregates can be forMed to get overall'
indices for a .giVerf 'representation type across instructional types, etc.
In addition, the network of related indices also ,makes possible the ,

development,,. of. variables 'related to profiles baSed on. some set Of .sub;!!
categories ;from' the' nine; The portrait that can be used to study the
effects of .rePresentation types is thus rich indeed:



Diversity. The issue addressed above was that of the .effect of
spetific types or blends of . subject matter representation in various in-
structional situations. A related; but separable; issue is that of the
effect of diversity in instruction. Is it better; for example; to pick
one Central representation of the subject matter for large portions of
the instruction' or is it better to expose the student to a variety of
representations (e.g.; in teaching -fractions; representing fractions
through sets .of.'concrete Objects; through diagrams of shaded regions;
through numerical ratios, etc.)? Does the value of ..sLich diversity
deriend on the type of instructional. situation (e.g.; diversity may be
facilitating in concept development but inhibiting in 'learning compu-_
tational. techniques where selecting one algorithm for extensive drill may
be the best approach)? The question of diversity (or as Dienet called
it "mathematidal variety") is clearly both an interesting question and
one of practical 'importance;

Indices of diversity for various aspects of instruction' essentially
are based on measuring how many out of a set 'of alternatives, related to
that instructional aspect were typically used by a teacher in teaching
the target class. . In some cases (e.g., representatiorisof subject matter
as diStUssed 'earlier) a typology exists which partitions or classifies the
meMbers of that set of alternatives into a set of categories or typ4s.
In that case; diversity indices could either be. based on the number of
types utilized or on the actual number of alternatives 'utilized:.

To the extent that diverSity in instruction is facilitative or inhibi-
tive, the ,simple; a-typological index should -bebe mOSt powerful.: If;
however, the typology captures some aspect of the instruction relevant
to the effect' of diversity; the typologically based index may be more
poWerful. For, example; instruction which 'useS three representations of
a concept passing from concrete to abstract to iconic may relate much
More significantly '0...achievement than does instruction that 'simply uses
three 'rather .than one subject , matter repreSentation but all of' the same
;type, e.g., abstract.

.

It is hOt'6osSible a priori to -specify whether the typological or the
a-typological indices will be most powerful: in any of the aspects Of

instruction :which yield diversity indices and which also have available
some ,potentially relevant typolo6y. The approach "here is to generate
two separate types of diversity index in each situation: (1) vatiety,i,
which is always a .typologically based index, and ..(2,) fOcus; which is
alwayS a simple;. a-typological index.

Thee present analysis of variables has led .to seven-lowest-level
variety. three related to representations .;used (in each Of the
three instr'.uctiOnar situation types), and four to Other. aspects of instruc-
tion such as number of different factors indicated as utilized in making

'Specified instruction choiCes (i.e.; diversity in method,. Selection or
:choice approach). There are; of .course; seven, loviest-level .focus .in
dices corresponding to these seven variety. indices but there are also
three Other focus indiceS that have been identified irt.:situations for
'thich no relevant typology 'seems available; bringing the total to ten
.16v/est-level focus indices.
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The Se indices have been: called "lowest level" above because it is
again possible to aggregate clusters of them, into higher-level. indices,
although; in this ease; such a cluster would involve more heterptjene
ity and would have to be either statistic - -or model-based; An example
of such a cluster would be combining focus indices for such things as'
diversity in factors considered in instructional decisions, in subject-
matter sub- topics covered, in program emphases, etc., to get an overall
diversity index related_ to the whole of a teacher's approach to instruc'-'
tion in a given topic. Actual specifiCation of such clusters must wait:
either for data or further model development.'_. For.now it enough to
say that the array of seventeen types of, diversity, indices (many avail-
able for specific topics as well as across topiCs) oilers the possibilit
for a rich portrait of the Place of diversity in instruction and the
opportunity to explore some quite detailed hypotheses .about diversity
effects.

Differentiation; A central issue in:eduCation generally, as well as
mathematics :education specifically; has been that of individualization ,or
the adaptation, of instructional approach to :adequately respond to indi-
vidual differences in the students taught.. Issues relating to individual7-
ization have included various aspects of tailoring instrUction, grouping
practices; assigning different tasks to various ability groups. While, in-
formation about attitudes and practices related to the first two of the
preceding aspects is sought through a number of items on the general
teacher -classroom process questionnaire, the last area, i.e., task dif-
ferentiation, is explored in more detail on the six topic-specific ques-.
tionnaires..

As was stated earlier, the items of the six, topic-specific instru7
ments seek specific; detailed pieces of'information that make possible a
"descriptive mosaic" covering a,variety of aspects 'related to variety
of specific .instrUctional situations and instructional decision-making..
Much of this mosaic relates to the subject matter (concepts, procedures;
applications); representations, techniques and instructional strategies .

typically used in presenting various topics; Almost all of these' aspects,
of instruction are potential candidates for differentiation decisions in
order to respond: to below average students; above average students or
both. .

In a large proportion of the items providing the information just
described, additional information' is' sought :about differentiation related
to the thrust of each item; including. the,group (above average; below .

average, or both) towards which differentiation is directed and often
some Measure of the frequency of; Or emphasis on some, particular dif=
ference.

This aspect of items makes possible differentiation indices for a
large number of items, and it also makes .posSible more aggregated dif=
ferentiation indices related to various aspects of instruction (e.g., type'
of representation used, subject-matter sub- topics included, eft.) bOth
for specific topics and across topics. _These indices are available in two
forms: (1) differentiation indices, which use simple, unWeightedaggre-
gations of presence or absence of differentiation, and (2) intensitylin-
dices; which are weighted aggregates :-of_ simple differentiation indica-

:
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tors, with weightings determined by frequency and emphasis informa-
tion.

----__.

Currently, in addition to item level andsub-category indices,
there are seven higharorder differentiation indices and six intensity
indiCes (available across topics and for many specific topics) related to
most of the same aspects---..of instruction, as were the dhierstiy indices,
This Make§ possible a detalleok portrait of -teacher differentiation prat-
titeS to be related to the infirmation gathered (thrOugh the- general
questionnaire) about the' other aspects of individualization anchto be
related,..-tO, student achievement and attitude; This also makes posSible,
as was ,discUSsed briefly earlier, the combination of differentiation
information with diVerSity information and, other types to provide more
global characterizatibriS of a tea'cher's practice through :madel-based,
heterogeneous aggregations. of yariableS. The characterizatiOns of\teacher practice that:Would emerge with varying levels of aggregation;
varying topics, relating to various aspects of instruction, would seem
potentally to be both descriptively and explanatorily rich.

7.4.3 An Example
Perhaps additional insight can be provided thrbugh illustrations of

.how some typical items will be used Sil-Own on the next. pages are
some items from the Common and Decimal f\ractions Questionnaire. The
fate of these _items .in terms of the variables just described will be ex=
amined.

Essentially these items involve one central item securing key infor-,
mation surrounded by a cluster of other items eeking additional infor=
mation. The central item examines teacher use of an array of eleven
"interpretations" (representations) of fractions; This array or set. of
alternatives can be classified according to represe tation type (e.g., ais abstract, c is iconic; i is concrete); Although s t of alternatives ih-
this item is not well balanced in terms of repres ntation type; the
balariCe IS much _better when this item is aggregated with others of the
same item -type from the same questionnaire; (There re'currently two
other such items.) The Central item -will then conti-pute to indices
related to representation type for conceptual instructio for the frac-
tionstions topic (and through it to across-topic indices); he additional
information sought on frequency and/or emphasis enhances the descrip-
tion and might be used 46r weighting the aggregate in ices toward
greater, power.

Since the central item Secures information relative to a "set of al-
ternatives on some instructional aspect (cobcept representa4ons); it
also will make a contribution to. various diversity .indices. , Since\ a typo-
lody_ (of _representations) is available, the item may contribOte .both to
variety indices and focuS indices. Specifically, it :would aggregate with
other items of the same type and topic to provide an index f6r the-CVF (Concept Variety, Fractions) and CF-F (ConCept Focus, \rac-

,

tions). variables and, thi'ough them; would Contribute to Other higher-
order variables;

The cluster of related items seeks information about hOw this in-
stance, of concept representation is 'varied by the target class teacher tizi
enhance the achievement, of above average and/or below average stu\--
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. COMMON FRACTIONS
1. Various interpretations of fractions are depicted on the left below. For each interprdtti
-1 lion (a-k), place a check in .the box by the response that best describes your use of that

interpretation.

a. Fractions as quotients:

-4
.

means '3 divided by 4"
4

b. Friictional parts of a collection:-

4 means1
. 161)

E--- I--- L I---I ad
not use

I use
occasionally

I use
frequently

Ido
not use

I use
occasionally

I use
frequently

c. Fractions as regions:._ d. Fractions as ratios:

: means .:1(.'1') () (:, (-) 17)
-a means

:: :
. 0 ....) C. 1";. r.

I do L I use 1 do
not use

I II use '
occasibnall3rfrequentl_y

use
occasionallytally

use
frequentlynot use

e. Fractions as segments:

a-

f. Fractions as operators:
.

a
means .

,
4

Pparator
7 3

I do 1-.-L. I use I I do I use
occasionally

I use
frequentlytititiiTte

use

g. Fraction's' as repeated addition
of the unit:

o

h. Fractions as decimals: .

,

F I use ._ I- I use I

fteefiisittiiIr
I do I use I useI do

not. use occasionally frequentlynot useoccasionally

1; Fractions as points' on the numberline: '. Fractions as measurements:

this-container holds

or7

Ido I use I I We 1-
- ----, ,Jnot use occasionally frequently

k. Fractions as

three

number pairs:
.1 . .0

fourths as (3.4)

.

.

this boii eighs -4-.. kg

or .

,
"-- \

r do I---:

this stick is .1 m (1g:::
. . .

I use f

\

z use II do
iitit iiiiii ,

I use I use -1"
not Insh occasionally frequently60.tiiiiiiiiall* iiiiiffiThiithr
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dents; This additional information thus makes possible a contribution to
a differentiation, index; RD-F (Concept Representation Differentiation,
Fractions); for _the topic and through it a contribution to the across-
topics version of the index and to other; higher - order, variables; Since
frequency and/or emphasis information is also available; this additio.nal
information makes possible contributions to intensity (weighted differen-
tiation) indices as well.

Still other items in the cluster of related items secure information
on the reasons for use and non-use of the interpretations involveth
Utilization of this inforrhation relies on a facet model for the item type
dealing with reasons for use/non-Use. One version of that -model is
presented in the next pages. It uses four major categories of reasons
with various sub-categories for each. Within each category two ver-
sions of reasons are available, positively stated reasons for use and
negatively stated counterpart, reasons for non-use. The sample state
meets of each category and version are exactly the choices for items of
this type throughdut the various -questionnaires (there are currently
eleven ,other such items).

The particular items from the example can thus be scored in terms
of the categories (or even sub-categories should that lever of analysis
prove fruitful) of the Model. This makes possible a contribution to a
profile of the factors entering into instructional choices for this teach-
e,. The model, in fact, provides a typology for this aspect of instruc-
tion and makes it possible for these items to contribute to diversity
indices (both a variety, index, COV, and a focus index, COF) for this
aspect and, thrOugh them; 'to other, higher-order indices.

The fate of this example is' typical. First, the central item and
cluster of related items provide item level variables and add to a first
order descriptive portrait, of elements of instructional practice. Second,
they make contributions to a number of different aggregate indices (still
of the more, homogeneous type of cluster). Third, the aggregate. in-
dices that emerge can be further aggregated both ,across topics andlor
to- still higher-order statistical- or model-based clusters.. Next; these
indices at ,varying levels of aggregation can contribute to studying
relationships within the portrait, of instructional practice iwithin
the .:Classroom Processes component) and, finally, they may contribute
to analyses relating the three components of the study by connecting
these sort of indices to topit-=Specific achievement subscores, to influ-
ences identified in the Curriculum Analysis (e.g., Does national policy
affect differentation? Do national syllabi and examinations affecttcliver-
sit0), etc. This combination of simple-, specific items with contribu-
tions to a complex network of portraying variables would seem to be one
of the major strengths of the clasSroom processes component of this
Study.-

t-
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REASONS FOR USE

,,

REASONS FOR NON-USE

1. Student: Cognitive 1. Student: CognitiVe

1.1 Meaning
(1) Allows student to associate

meaning to symbols .
(2) Provides a meaningfUleicrt-

text for
(3) ConcreteMiTeT.--Tretations

are. meaningful._

1.1 Meaning
(1) Not an appropriate

interpretation.
(2) Not appropriate

for the formula
studied.

1.2 Understanding
Knowing4more than one
method aids understanding.

.2' Understanding
(1) Learning rules

does not aid
understanding;

(2) Premature learning
of rules interferes
with understanding.

.

1.3 Structure .

(1) Allows student to distin-
guish . from

(2) AlloWS Student. to see
'Similarities of to

,(3) 7FTEirs student to relate
to

(4) Allows staFir to use
preSiiously acquired

knowledge to learn.
0

Student: Affective 2. Student: Affective

(1) Interesting (and/or appeaf-
ing) to students.

(2) Easiest for students to-
_ ,understand..

(3) Easier for students to
have definite rules.

(1) Though students would
dislike it;

(2) Might confuse students;

3 Subject Matter . Subject Matter

3.1- Effectiveness
(1) Felt it would be effective.
-(2) Most effective technique.
(3) 'Powerful technique for

mental arithmetic

3.1 Effectiveness
(1) _It is ineffective-:--v.-r`--
(2) It is too time con-

suming*
*(or did they mean to

teach .ratheR than :to
use if so, then 4.4)



3.2. Justification
(1) Mathematic justifications

are important.
(2) Provides rnathematical

justifications for the
steps of

3.3 Applications
(1) Application students likely

to see in the,future.
(2) Numerous _interpretations

facilitate applications.
(3) Students need practice

in describing natural
phenomena through
mathematic tyrbbolt.

4. SchoOliTeacher System School/Teacher System

4:1 Textbook
(1) It's in the textbook
(2) It's em_phasized or recom-

mended in the textbook.
c

4.1 Textbook
(1) Not emphasized or

recommended in
the textbook.

4.2. Syllabus
(1) It's required in this, school

42 Syllabus

43 Teacher 4.3 Teacher
(1) Not familiar with

the interpretation.
(2) Did not think of

using it.

-40 System_ Deicriatidt 4.4 System Demands
(1) No time to Present

II al
(2) Required pack-

ground students
did not have.
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8. Component III: Student Outcomes (The Attained Curriculum)

As has already been stated and illustrated, the Study probes the
curriculum at three levels. The curriculum analysis seeks to portray
the curriculum as intended by the educational :system; the classroom
process component portrays the ways in which the curriculum is imple-
mented by the teacher in the classroom. The third component, the
subject of this section, explores the nature and extent of curricular
goals as they are demonstrated_by_student_attainMent_or_achievement.
measures.

Two broad classes of measures are utilized: cognitive and affec-
tive. Proposals analyzing -the data at the item and subscore levels are
given in Section 14,

It is envisaged that limited supplementary data from students will
be sought ih the areas of general background information (sex, age,
breadwinner occupation; _etc.); and classroom process (including oppor-
tunity to learn and uses of hand calculators).

The following aspects of student outcomes are of particular -interest
in -the Study: benchmark comparisons; growth during the academic
year; linkage with classroom process; sex differences,

8.1 Benchmark Comparisons

In _many IEA countries, a major concern. is a' comparison of the
status of mathematics education now with that of fifteen years agoi the
date of the first survey. Although :.many changes have taken place in
mathematics- education in the past decade and a half, there are little
empirical data to document the extent and magnitude of these changes
frnm an international perspective.

Cognitive Measures.. "Anchor items," that is, items used in the
.first survey,- -will be selected for- the purpose of comparing student
achievement then and now.- Criteria for selecting items from the first
survey will include representation of V cells or current _grid; and
satisfactory psychometric properties; Items will .be sought that can be
classified as follows:

Low Level High Level.
Population A: Arithmetic

Algebra
Geometry
Measurement
Probability/Statistics

Population_B: 'Aurnber
Algebra
Geometry
Analysis
Statistics

Appendix C provides further information on the anchor items.
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Affective Meastres. The change of focus for the -affective re-
sponses has implications for how the new Study will dovetail-with the
old one. A narrowing of focus implies the need to generate new scales'
rather than simply re-administer the .old ones: Still, it is desirable to
have items common to both surveys to provide a basis for comparisoni
between what exists now and what was found fifteen years ago Al -.
though the old scales have a different focus, there are items in ,those
scales that can be ,utilized.-.in the new survey. A goal in'the_constru6-
tion of affective scales is to include those items that have functioned
well in the past but to supplement them with items and scales that more
closely fit the goals of the new survey.

8.2 Growth During Academic Year

A. growth'measure for classes_ during the academic year is planned
internationally for Population A and as an international option for,Popu-
lation B. The primary justification for a growth measure resides in the
concern of the Study for the classrooM. In order to focus upon the
classroom, what happens there and what students learn, it is essential
that data whi6h references the curriculum as attained by the student
entering the class be available when end of year measures are obtained.
Hence, a pre-test achievement and attitude measure at the classroom
level will be sought. Some have proposed using such measures as an
index of school "effects": emphasis on education; qualifications of
teaching staff; impact of supplementary resources, ,etc. The primary
intent; however, is to use pre-test measures on classrooms as a covari-
ate in isolating !earnings which have occurred in the classroom during
the school year.

8.3 Sex Differences (as related to issue of between-student analyses)

"Women and -(or in) mathematics" is.a topic receiving considerable
attention in several countries _at this time, according to preliminary

information received by the Curriculum Analysis Group. While this
topic is only illustrative, it is -important that some between-student
analyses be possible even though the main thrust of the Study is,at the
classroom level.
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9. Versions of the Study

As. work on the Study has proceeded, certain modifications in the
Study have emerged. Feedback from national committees has pointed to
the need for further _work on the selection of items for the' cognitive
test; and probably for a more complex structure of the instrument for
the longitudinal study (see Section 12); The demands which the pro-
posed study will likely make upon national ,centers and schools; in terms
of administrative details; in terms of teacher. time for responding to the
classroom process questionnaries throughout the school year, and in
terms of maintaining close contacts between schools and national centers
all point to two need's: (1) a "feasibility run" of the full Study in at
least one country, and preferably several, should be conducted to
demonstrate the manageability of what is proposed (2). -every country
intending to participate In the full study shoUld plan ,to undertake a
Nil scale, dry run of all instruments and data collection procedures.
This should take place in 1980_-1981i. Finally, problems in funding have
continued to impose .further delays onthe time schedule.

The International Mathematics Committee therefore agreed, at its
JanUary 1979 meeting (see Section 2.3.2) to view the Study as having
two versions, 'or' elements. One is.a reduced, or cross- sectional study, -
which makes fewer demands upon the countries in. terms Of data collec-
tion, testing time (testing takes place:?nly once during the school year)
and ,costs (administrative, printing, etc.). This version of the study
consists, essentially, of Components I (the curriculum analysis). and III
(the student outcomes survey) and eliminates the investigation of in
structional practices (the classroom processes component) for Popula-
tion A.

For Population B the version of the Study remains for all countries
as announced in Bulletin 3. The implications of these plans for time-
tabling can be summarized as follows:

is Population A ;(cross - sectional): prOceed on timetable announced
in Bulletin 3 and reproduced in Section 15 of this Bulletin:

ii. Population A (longitudinAl): 'conduct -full scale dry run dUring
1980=1981 and collection data one year, later than- indicated in
the timetable.
Population B: Since a longitudinal study is a national option
only, countries doing the cross - sectional StUdy, will - proceed
on the schedule indicated in the timetable. Countries inter-
ested. in the longitudinal study may wish to get in touch With
the U.S.. National Coordinating Center,, University of Illinois,
Urbana (attention: Kenneth Travers) for .copies of the class-
room process instruments being developed for the calcUlu
and Other topics at that level). Reconimended dates for
longitudinal study, population B, are 1980-1981.

9.1 -Population A = Cross -- sectional-- Version

Some countries have indicated that they wish to take part in only a
cross-sectional study_at the Population A level. At least two of these
countries have indicated that they must collect data in the first half of

44
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1980. The Internatiorial Mathematics Committee therefore made efforts to
have instruments ready for these countries by December 1979.

Cognitive 'Tests: - Knowledge of Mathematics.

For each population, final instruments were devised to address the
needs of the cross - sectional ,study;

PopulatioTest
This test' consists of a core form and four rotated forms (A, B, C;

D); The core 'test'"is. devised' to provide' a relatively. comprehensicie
measure of mathematics achievement with the balance of items froM the
V and I cells ofthe international grid.: assigned by content. and behavior
stratification to the rotated 'forms.; The number Of items in the 5 forms
reflects the weightings of the .V and cells in the. grid. and, includes
about 30 items from the First Study (these are the "anchor items'

.Population B test 6

As this :teat was originally structured (see; for example, Bulletin
3; page .29). it consisted of 8; forms. of 15 items each.. The seven forms
were constructed by random assignmerit of items from. the international
pool.. with stratification on content and behavior. The eighth form
consisted entirely of items on the calculus.

Those_ seven forms, were constructed using the international grid as
a bluepriht, and for some countries provide an adequate reflection .of

rcurricular emphasis. For othe countries, however, those seven forms
do not proVide'; Sufficient emphasis on the.: calculus; Therefore,' for

'those. countries all eight forms -were. to be 'used.
. .

Two concerns caused the .1MC to propose .a new structure for test;
First,, the use of a test form 'defined by content (as- opposed, to random _

assignment) introduCes methodological problems;. For -example; the
sampling errors of the' estimates of item difficulty on a form where there
is no random :assignMent will have-. 'inflated item intercdrrelations;
Thus; a substantial amount of irnforecision; and perhaps bias; .would. be
introduced 'int, the ,estimates'of item and subscore Parameters:

An additional concern had to do with administrative practiCalities;
The calculus form is, of 'Course; quite differeht from the' other form, and
could cause confusion or concern ..in ,.the classrooth; also likely
that the.ocalculus :form would .take. longer to answer than the other
forms.

The . Population *B test has therefore been restructured by the IMC.
and ,pres'ented, to the CoUntrieS for consideration._ This _restructured
version is proposed for use by all countries participating, in the cross-

Those_c.ou anation-al=option engage
the longitudinal study, will have .available either the version of the
Population B. cognitive test presented in Bulletin 3 or ,some 'other struC-:
tu re , which responds_ to their, interests and needs. Poe 'example a core
test which yields subsCores on such topics as trigonometry, systems of
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equations and elementary functions may be appropriate. The .IMC will
assist in the__ exchange of information between countries concerning
plans for the Population B longitudinal study.-

The new international version of.the test consists, of eight_ forms of
17' items "each,. 'Each form is a stratified:(6y content and behavior) ,

random Sarriple of the item pool which was devised,on the basis of the
international grid.

Attitude Scales

Four scales' in their recommended final form are as follows:
Mathematics in School
Mathematics. and Society
Mathematics as a Process
Mathematics and Myself
Computers and Mathematics

Details on these scales, together with reSultS of the pilot testing of the
items, ere available in the IIVIC docurftent, Report of the Attitude Trials,
December, 1979.

-Questionnaires
-;

During 1979, National Centers had two opportunities 'to comment on the
school, teacher and student questionnaires for the cross - sectional
version. These instruments werefinalized in September, 1979.

Opportunity-to-learn ratings

It is planned to gather these ratings from the students and-their teach-
ers.

Sampling

A sampling manual for the cross-sectional verSion.haS been sent to each
country including, a timetable for the negotiations, with the sampling'.
referee. This timetable recommends a one -year lead time before data

collection to allow for drawing the samples, securing permission from
schools, and making other arrangements.

Administratianuats
-Drafts of these manuals were sent to National Centers 'in early 1979.
Finalizing took place during the September 1979 meetings.

Data__Processing

Despite the continuing lack of funding, contingency plans have been
drawn up by the International Coordinator. Dr. Larry Nelson, Univer=
sity. of Otago; New-- Zealand;-has--been---contracted,to-provide_guidance_
for the data management. One of the Research °Meer positions within
the Coordinating' Unit has been redesignated to allow' for the appoint-
ment of an experienced programmer. ,Budgetery provision has been
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made for the. necessary, Computer- time and'..negotiations are continuing
with the Department,. of, Education. for the installation of a visual display
unit and hard copy terminal in .the. Department of Education: Difficul-
ties' are being experienced, in finding a source of. funding to purchase
Osiris IV as an editing and file building packagre. Once this is solved,
work will begin on establishing the necessary'rotitines with dummy data
which are already prepare& Efforts will be made to coordinate, the
work: of this unit with that of the Data Processing Centre for the longi-

.tridirial study,at 'the University of .alinofs. .

-
9.2 Longitudinal Version.

Developmental work on the various instruments will proceed in

a) Background questionnaires (School, Teacher, Student) and attitude
scales
The questionnaires as productd for the cross-sectional- study will
form, a substantial basis for the full study.

b) Classroom prodeSs questionnaire's
These will be pilot tested in about six countries with an attempt to
sample diverse instructional practice. As a result, considerable
"internationalizing " of the instruments in order to account for dif-
ferences in instruction should emerge.
Cognitive instruments -

Suggestions for further development are outline in Section 12.
The INIC will strive to produce instrumentation in time for dry run
beginning in September 1980:

,

For countries which, of necessity; must proceed with data collec-
tion for Population A during .1980; interim forms of the 'inStruments
(reduced study). will ,be available ;by. December. 31; 197§. It is expected
that the in terms of items; .between these instruments and the
final -..struments will be maximal. least 90% of the items will
be common to both sets of instruments:
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:10. Research Hypotheses

10.1 _Level_ l_:_ Educational System

The _data. from both the Contexts, and Status SUrveys: of _the Cur-
riculum Analysis Will make 'possible the examination in a descriptive
sense of .relationships illustrated by such.. research , hypotheses- as:

, . .

1 It. is expected that the existence of national examinations is
accoMplished by' minimal variation in curricular patterns and character-:.
iatica.:

. . .

2. It is expected that curricular change takes, place more readily
. .

where such .change is supported, and to a considerable extent directed,
by ,external examinations'.

3. It is expected that more variation in Curricula exists -where
there is a number of disarete examining bodies with diffe'rent foci and
constituencies as contrasted with jurisdictions in which there is one
examining authOrity or no' system-based examining authority.

10.2,

It expected that the more overt and eXplicit 'the control' in
the ;educational system; ..as indicated by the presence of: a: national cur-.
riculcim, a :centralized .inspectorate and se 'system' of external. `examine-
tiona andior grading .systems, .the leas variation wilLbe: fund between
teacher .,opinions on curricular issues.. 'justification for and use of In-
structional" strategies 'and 'both 'within and, .between clasaroom use of
instructional strategies and resources: .

'2. It is 'expected. that more limited ,resources; in. 'terms, of insti-
tutions' and faCilities for; say, teacher educationi will,' lead to more
common, socialization -of teachers;' hence less variation in teacheriatti7
tudes, opinions, .exPectations and instructional behaviors.

One aspect.'of the .linkage, between the curriculum, at the system or
national level and. the classroom is that of 'teacher coverage or, "oppor-
tunitytO-qearn". One -view of such -a measure is to regard it as' ,an
index of the 'curricular 'validity of the international .tests, the greater
the extent- to which the subject matter 'has actually been taught in a
country's classrooms; the more' appropriate is that test as a-measure .of
student. achbevement in that country ;and as ,a Corollary, the ,m' ore mean-
ingful are cross - national comparisons, on 'that test). 'As in pest- !EA
studies; we would expect that teacher. .coVerage . wil l be" a relatively
'Powerful Variable in terms of accounting . for variance, in student a-

.

chievement

There. is .another direction in' which interpretation. of the..teacher
coverage :index could .mitive,. One could 'speak' of congruence. "between
the' intended and 'implemented curriculum as lame sort of measure of
teacher, 'competence ; or effectiveness and Crritemplate_ some sort of
rSiikiirdfThetional -systems-of-education on -the_basis_of_the'_,degree to
which the systems' teachers implement the national curriculum:
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'Subh an -Interpretation' is. fraught,, with pitfalls,' however. A fun-
damental problem is that teaching is not _a mechanistic.,, process whose

":,success 'depends upon _the "degree to which - desired information. can be
deliveredi or "laid. on" students. The essential dynamics . of a class-

. toottie, the sensitive interaction between teacher' and student, the judi7
cious selection of appropriate subject matter and instructional approachfor a given day are_ among the factors which are to be taken into ac-
count 'In an.. educational . --systc.:m. Teacher coverage'_' is an important
measure, 'but is, only one of .a vast ,complex of critical 'va'riables which
enter into the mix for effective teaching and :learning.

10;3 ElyoOtheses Linking System and Student Outcomes:.

This class of comparisons investigates: possible relationships be7
fween characteristics of the curriculum and 'accompanying 'student out.,
Comes;

Attitudinal Dimensions

There is considerable overlap between the attitude scales of the-
first and second mathematics study. This should . permit 'useful bench-
mark comparisons for countries which participated ..in the first study.
In particular% 'countries. in student attitudes were manifestly

;negative in _the first study may Wish _to identify possible shifts on theSe
Measures. > The Mathematics as a process scale,_ designed to measure
one's View of the nature of mathematics may also be examined the
light of curricular, emphasis in the various. countries. One might hy=
pbthesize, for example; that curricular emphases in Alpha and Gamma,
coinbined with the above,projected profiles of classrobm :prOcess in those
countries; would" be accompanied by Mathematibs--as a,,Process outcomes
such as suggested below. A

Mathematics as a Process

This scale is intended to obtain a measure of the stu-\
dent's perceptions about the nature of mathematics. it is-`,
hypothesized .to reflect differences in curriculums and in,classroom processes .

. For example, emphases' on mathematics as
a creative enterprise, and classroom approaches' that encour-
age, 'open- ended investigations on the part of, students, are
expected to impart a view of mathematics that is dynamic and
creative..

High

Mathematics
as a

Process

Low

ALPHA BETA GAMMA °
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Cognitive Dimensions

The most popularized aspects of this wrt of study are, undoubt-
edly, the stydeht outcome measures, and particularly the cognitive
aspeCts. In view of the consrderable curricular activity over the past ..
20. years,. one ShOUld expeCt attention to focus upon comparisons_ be-
tween 'student achieVeMent "then_and how;" The results of the 'National
Longitudinal Study of Mathematical: Abilities, 'which examined: student
outcomes over a fiVeFyear. period beginning in 1962 for curriculums'
based. - "conventional" and "modern" 'mathematics textbooks suggest
the _sort of findings one might_ expect: for the United States_i_ and, .

assuming reasonably .comparOble definitions 'of "conventional" and
"moderhq, and accompanying impleMentation in the classrooms (bold
assumptions, to be sure! one might .:expect that countries. which_ have
undergdrie extensive '!moderhizing" of the ,urriculum will exhibit
dent outcome measures which have increased on the upper levels-of
cognitive _behavior- while at the same time 'some loss of ground on the
tower levels might be anticipated; On the other, hand, countries which

.
have_ experienced less "modernizing"' of the curriculum might expect less
shifting across behavioral levels and (again, other factors being equal,
which they never are)- more congruence of student outcomes between
the first and second studies;

The figures on the fol lowing_ page. present 'mean achievement scores
for students in "modern" f Textbook ) and "traditional" (Textbook
TO textbook groups, transformed to statidardized scores "having a mean
of 50 and standard deViation 10._' The circles in each figure .repre-
sent textbook groups; Thereforei the figures present profiles illystratT
ing. the relative position of the Various :groups on .37 cognitive scales
used in the survey. In Figure 3 the darkened dot ..repreients
!'modern" text, the SMSG program. _NOtice the _relative position of these'
groups on the _IDwer cognitive level as to the higher levels. In the
second figure (Figure _Lk) the darkened dot represents a 'conventional
text. The relatiVa position of this group is in many respects, a striking
contrast to that of the modern text;

(The following two figures are from E.G. Begle and J.W. Wilson, "Evalu-
ation of mathematics :programs," -MathernaticsLEducation , Sixty=:ninth
Yearbook of the National Society, fo-F7ffes-tua)/-61Edircation, 1970,
pages 396.and 398, respectively.)
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Item Le Vel Information

As has already, been stated in thit (Section' 4.3).; and
eltel.srliere (see, for example; put leEn 3, pages' 36-37); the International
Mathematics Committee wishes to focus upon simple description of bdt- 1-

. comet at the subscbre or item level in en tter-fipt to present findings
which are Most easily, understood and' communicated. There is also the
intentiO, however to preserve , the data in a format which enables

,analyses based Upon a variety of Models;
,

One of the potentially. most valuable sources of information out of
the, first mathematics study; which still remains o be fully mined and is
reported in ,Appendix AI to the -report of that tidy, is the item data
indicating those countries in _which each item Wa- hardest and in which
it was easiest; 'A sample from the Population 1, (our Population A)
results is provided;

. .-0 -.1

0 0
rl $4

0 _ +2 QL RI C23 00 ' 0
+3 -.A te 1 WI .r1 c1 CD

Q)- 4->
40 cd.

Lao ..1c) ,140.)

CO

eit P ;,.e 0
Em 0i I CO 'El rx-o . ."? 0P4

ci P

7. A. box hark volume of 100 cc.=.Anotb:etzbcii is twice at
long,twiceaut wide ind twice as _high. llow many cc is the

\ volume of the second box? 'Ans. 800,

8. Or\the scale to the right,
the reading indicated by
the titan,: is between'
A. 51 and 52 D.. 62 and 64
B. 57 it\nd 58 °E. 64 and 66
C. 60 rand 62

One
diffic Ity
Item tt ha
the 'curric

la .39

Ib .24 s

I a ..42 :45

I b,

B. D

Eas

Eklgium, ljsrael

England; ja

.44 .44: D England, jap n

Harder in

'Awtralia, Swecien,
United States
Australia; Swedeiti
United States

Belgium; France

Belgium; Franei;
Israel

at-l offer many hypotheses for ,explaining the differential
f 'these items in .various countries; If it can be assumed that
more of a "real World" flavor' than Item 7, what is it about

lum in England and Japan which might account for 'the rela
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tive ease of the scale reading task? Is the applied nature of mathe-
matics. much more evident in the curriculum of those countries than in
Belgium and France? Item 7; on the other hand, has its own intriguing
characteristics. Does success- on this item reflect understanding__of
volume in any deep sense or the ability to use formulas?. And again,
what in the curriculum might account for the differences?

Certainly, instructional effects must be taken into account as well
The kinds of experiences in which children are engaged as :learning,

- takes--place-would-surely-bereflected-lrin pifformance 'on items such as
these. Children who have actually- stacked -blocks and counted as they
learned the concept of volUme could 'be expected, generally, to be more
successful at solving problems like the one posed in Item 7. ' But; onthe other hand; prior experience in applying 'mathematical =formulas
might over-rule and account for the success ore say, the Belgians.

c,

,\\: The following hypotheses have been -proposed by the Curriculum
Analysis" Group for the attitude scales;

Concerning relationships within measures: ,

1. Strong positive correlations are expected between:
a _Mathematics in School (ease, liking) and Mathematics and

Self;
b. Mathematics in School (importance) and Mathematics and

Society; -.c. Mathematics in School (like) and Mathematics and Self;
d. Mathematics as' a Process and Computers and Mathematics

2.- The strongest correlate of- growth in achievement will, be
Mathematics and Self
'Concerning within country relationships:
a. CharacteristiC national profiles on the .attitude score will

be found. \. .
.b. These, profiles will help provide a context for national

acni Ve%%-men s ores, \.

c; Congruence b ween' teacher and 'student profiles for the
common measur s (Mathematics in School and Mathematics
as-a 'Process) wi I be found within countries. .

Concerning within, cla s relationships :
a.' Characteristic pr files of classroom -.attitudes

identified, and be found to vary according to:
(1) type of school

\(2) type ef progra ,

(3) teacher characteristics (age, sex, training, method§
used in bless, ttitudes)

(4) type of curriaul m
Corfcerning _betwee ri-'-sii:Oent relationships (note: attitude
items are common/10 all'stddents).
Individual patterns of attitude will vary according to:
a, achievement
b. Se* ./

. socio- economic level and parental education
d. eXpected educatien
e. expected occupation
f. birth Order and family size
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The rationale for these- hypotheses comes from a sense that group
attitudes will result from curriculum and instruction but that individiial
variation from the group will result from individual characteristict.
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11. Sampling Issues

The technical aspAas_of theinternational amplingdesign,---and-
----gUidili-rieS for implementing the plan in each country are to be found in

the sampling manuals. Persons requiring, information on proceduret to
be folloWed in drawing .samples of their own countries, or on other
aspects of sampling' should refer to those documents. The manual for
the CrOSS=SettiOnal ,eversion of the study was .prepared by the Interna-
tional Sampling COmmittee and ,circulated to all. countries for' initial
commentary in March 1979. The ,final version was circulated in June
1979: The International Mathematics Committee is indebted to the Sam-
pling Committee for the work represented by the sampling- manual.

The present section Summarizes certain of the main features of the
sampling design as enunciated in doOuments from the Australian COuncil
of Educational Research (notably, '10. J. Rosier; K. N. Ross and J. P.
Keeves, "The Sampling Design," 1972 in Sections 11.1-11.9). Comments
on the desiqn; particularly as they relate to the full _(longitudinal)
study; are drawn, from a_ paper by R. Wolfe_ 11979), Sections 11.8-
11.13. It is intended that the issues raised here help highlight the
particular problems' of sampling which attend the aims and design of the
longitudinal study;

11.1 Pu rposes_of_the_Study

The purposes of the Study are outlined in Section 4 above. Asindicated there, data to address these purposes will be obtained
through questionnaires and written documents 'at the 'national .or'SyStem
level; from teachers and coordinators of mathematics within SchoolS and
through tests, attitudes scales and questionnaires from Students.

11.2 Procedures

The statistics-used to summarize the data collected by the Studywill, in the main, be proportions responded to in a specified way to
items in tests, attitudes scales' or questionnaires, or, will be-mean values
of_responses on- a,subtest or scale. Anilysis of the classroom processdata will in vol veoree<p-lanto-,ras_neg r_ession=fo--
the main= report of the Study in seeking to account for the effects ofcurriculums and instruction on _learning. The techpical volume will
exhibit a, variety of models used to explain the classroom process and
student output data.

There will be an emphasis on the descriptive and comparative as-
pects of the data collected in the preparation of profiles for cognitivetest items, attitude scale items, student and .teacher views and 'class-
room and school praCtices. It is intended to present these findings assimply as possible so that the reporting will be meaningful to an audi-ence of mathematics educators, curriculum co-ordinators and teachers.
However, there will also be an emphasis on the explanation of change in
Student performance over a school yea14. This will require the_develop-
ment of .statistical models. to account for change; as well as the develop-
ment of appropriate analytical procedures for the examination of the
models.
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To the extent that this study seeks to make comparisons with res7
pect to performance in mathematics within a country between 1964 and

aRq r
sary to maintain comparability in definition of target populatipns and in
measures of student performance both between countries and between.
occasions; =

These many constraints on the design of the study and the sampl-
ing plan, in particular, will- be difficult to satisfy. Consequently, it'
will be necessary to allow each of the participating countries some
latitude to select, options provided in the design of the study and
incorporated in the sampling plans to answer the specific research
questions of greatest relevance 'to them and to conduct the study within
the financial provision available to them. Some of the options available
are outlined in subsequent sections.

11.3 Sample Sizes

Previous .IEA research has indicated very convincingly that in any
multivariate analyses serious difficulties are encountered if the number
of schools in a betweenLschool analysis falls below a level of about 70
schools. Furthermore lEA experience suggests that consistent and
meaningful findings are 'only obtained when about 100 to 200 cases are
used in any analysis in which more than a very limited number of
predictor variables are introduced into a regression equation. ThiS
experience is in agreement ,with the advice given py Kerlinger and
Pehazer (1973, R. 46). Moreover; experience indicates that to have
less than 15 students from. any school or classroom yields unstable
results and to include more than 30 students from any school or class-
room provide's redundant information; Thus an intact class'group of 25
to 38 s-tuderit-swith-tifie-lo-
posti-testin_g not exceeding 10 students to yield a final 'group size of 15
to' 20 students; would ,appear a sound basis on which to collect data.

Nevertheless,. it, is important to recognize that different National,
Centers have different levels of financial support available to them. As

=a=_consequence---zit---.zweT1141=lae-impartant-ma_kitiiri.-;-7de_gceeof
in the design of samples; so that no centre would, be prevented from
participation on the grounds-that---financial-support-would_not_ be
able for testing a large enough bcrdy of students for full analyses to be
carried out. Where only a sample of limited size can be tested; certain
types .of analyses of the data may not 'be possible but other important
results can clearly be obtained. Yet it would also be, important to' cau-
tion National Centres that in_ the design_ of a sample; the- use of too,
large a sample involves not only unnecessary expense but collects data
that are; in the main; redundant. The sample sizes discussed in this
section are those seen to be the optimal sizes for carrying out an ef-
ficient and unrestricted investigation. Table .11;1 records what is seen
to be the optimal range within which any sampling of schools; class-%
rooms and students should take place together with a recommended
sample size.

ai Z1..t7 ...111ILL.
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Recommended Sample Sizes

Lower
Bound*

*(R)

Schools

Classrooms
within schools

Students
within schools

-Pre-test 20
Post-test 15

70

Total students
in analysis 1,050

Total class-
rooms in ana-
lysis

Lower
Bound*

(F)
Recommended

Upper
Bound

Recommended
Total

70 100 150 100

20 25 "30 5;000
20 20. 25 4;000

2,030 4;000 11,250

140 200 450

*Lower Bound (R):

Lower .Bound (F):

For reduced study. Does not provide for dis-
entangling school and classroom effects.

For full study. Enables !solation of 'schOol and
claSsroom effects.-

In the design of a sample, a National Center faced with limited re-
sources should consider carefully which aspects of the analyses it
wished to forego and thus whether it wished to maintain an adequate
number _of. schools for an effective, between schools analysis,, an ade-
quate number of classrooms 'for- a. between classrooms analysis or an

--adecttrate-riatritWr-OrTgtatio'nts-for -a sound estimation of n ationa staffs-If a National Center were not concerned with distinguishing
--between--the-effett-S-dUe'-t'o-S-chOOIS-.Wrfd-thbTd-due to Classrooms within

schools .it would restrict its sample to only .-,One classroom per -school,.If, however, a National Center sought to study fully the effeets of
classroom and teactrer curricular differerv-es within schoolSi. it Should
increase the number of classrooms select.... within a school to two or
three; it should be noted that the practice. of forming pseudo7-schools
as a composite of two or three classrooms. from different schools or of
forming pseudo-classrooms of two or more smaller class rooms while
beneficial for-making national estimates would not be meaningful in a
study of classroom and schocil practices. if a country had a substantial
number of small rural schools with less than 25 students per class or
with less than two classes in the target population, a separate stratuM
of such schools could be formed.. This would enable such schools to be
included in the calculation of national estimates and in the analysis of
change in performance over a school year.



It is increasingly common to find schools and classrooms organized
on an open plan with fifty or more student§ in the classroom group. In
such a situation it would clearly be redundant to collect information on
student performance for: more than 25 or 30 of these students, and some
sampling of students within classrooms would be desirable.

11.4 A Sampling Plan

thedevelopment of a §ampiling plan each 'National Center would.
obtain a, list of all SthobIS Within the regions in which the study was
being conduCted. Thus in the United States it might be considered de-
sirable .to select certain Schobl dittrittS or certain States for involve-
ment in the investigation, while in Australia it might be considered im-
portant to include all StateS and Territories, but_ to draw separate
samples from within each State. The listing ._of schools _would be stra-
tified by appropriate SchbOl stratifying variables (e.g.,. school type),
which froin previous, research studies were known to be related to
student achievement and. teaching praCtice; In addition; an estimate of
the number of Students within the target population should, if possible,
be obtained for each school, together with an estimate of the average
size of claSS so that the number of class groups within each school
could be estimated. In the first stage of sampling schools would be
randomly §eleeted with a probability proportional to size, estimated in
terms of either the number of, students in the target 'population Within
the school or the number 'of class groups within the school. (Strati-_
fication of schools by size will usually be essential. ) In the second
stage of _sampling; one, two or three class groups Would be randomly
selected from within each chosen sChOtil for participation in the study,
again with a probability proportional to Site. In those classes within
schools where there was an adequate degree of Uniformity in class size,
it would be unnecessary to sample students from within classrooms,
provided between 25 to 30 stu ents were presen wi in__eacn class. ,

however, classrooms contained substantially more than 25 to 30 students
it would be more efficient to sample Students from' within clas§rooms;

Since three, and in certain cases four, stages of sampling are en-
visaged in this plan the design is necessarily a complex one and any
accurate estimation of sampling_ error cannot be undertaken by, formula
but only by an examination of the data collected in the study. Two
procedures are available for the 'calculation of sampling errors, namely
'balanced repeated replications' and aCknifing.' Where it is necessary
for a large number. of strata tobe formed it would be important that at
least two schools were drawn from each .stratum so that balanced re-
peated replication procedures could be used. Where relatively few
strata were included in the sampling_ frame it would be important to
have at leaSt schools drawn from each stratum .so that jacknifing
procedures could be used most efficiently.

Alternative procedures' are available for obtaining a sample. of
schools arid ..classrooms within schools where selection is made with a
probability proportional to size. The procedures depend on the avail;;
able information associated with the number of students and the number
of classrooms within each school. The selection of an appropriate pro-
cedure should ,be made according to the nature of the information most
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readily available. Further details of alternative procedures are given in
the Sampling Manual (IEA (MATHS-N2]/A/149). It is, however, im-
portant that random selections are made at each Stage of sampling.

11.5 Units of Analysis
..

The data which, are to= be gathered for the study may be analysed
at different levels of aggregation. Table11.2 describeS_ the level of
aggregation for four possible sources of data (students, teachers,
classrooms; schools) when- applied to four :possible units of analysis
(students; classrooms; schOols; countries).

Table
LeV --- Of Aggregation of Data for.. Different Units Analysis

Source of data Unit of Analysis
'Students Classrooms Schools Countries

Student data

-feather data

Classroom data

School data

Same

Disaggregate

Disaggregate

Disaggregete

Aggregate

Same (Wtd)

Same

Disaggregate .

Aggregate

Aggregate

Aggregate

Same

Aggregate

Aggregate

Aggregate

Aggregate

The development of,descriptive profiles. could be undertaken by uS-
ing.students as the'unit of analysis for student data; and classroonis as
the unit of analysis for classroom data and teacher data. In sample
signs wher-e r-e-mor-et-hanone--da s-s roomperschooli s4o_be_s elected then
the descriptive .profiles for school data could be undertaken by using
schools as the unit of analysis.

The consideration of factors which explain change in mathematics
performance will focus on the classroom and-the school, as the unit Of
analysis. In some schools the teaching of a' class group is shared by
two or more teachers either within an open plan or team teaching situa-
tion or merely to maintain a balanced workload .for each teacher: In
such circumstances it will be necessary to combine the information com-
posite of those teachers providing a learning experience for the class7

..room groUp. The -basis of weighting should be the time spent with the
'classroom group.

11.6 Estimates of Error

When using data from different sources, namely: students, teach-
ers, classrpomsand schools different levels of error are present for the
different 'statistics likely to be employed in this investigation. In
matina, prior to the collection, of data; the errors which are involved'in
the presentation of, the results of this study it, is ,necessary to make
guesses of the probable values, of the design effects to be found.

5 :9
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'Table 3 records estimates ofthe standard errors for several different
statistics_: proportions, means, and regression, coefficients. In making

-these-est-1m ates---we-have-a ssumed-=an-=-i ntrar..claas_cor reta tion fo r -stu dents_
Within;schools, of 0.1, for students within classrooms of 0.2; and aver-
age sizes of school .And classroom groups of 40 and 20' students respec-
tively. These assumed values are consistent with estimates for these
statistics made in earlier !EA. studies; ;although considerable variation
has_ been found between countries according to the nature of the school
and curriculums existing within thoSe countries.

Table 11.3 estimates of Standard__Error for Different Statistics Using

Recommended_Sample_SI2es

Statistic Source of Data
Students Classrooms Schools Countries

Proportions 0.02 0.04 0.05

a 'Means 0.04s
ST

O.
88sC

0.10s'

Regression Coeffi-
cients 0.04 0.08 0.10

Recommended Number 4000 200 100 1

SimPle EcRiivAlent
.Sample 800 140 100 .1

sT, s and s
S

are the standard deviations for students, classrooms

and schools respectively.

Since the testing: program will involve_ the administration of a core,
test with 'four rotated tests being_ administered to subsamples of the
students soMe_teSt. items ;Will be taken by only students This-
reduction in the, number of students taking certain items will only..
_
increase_ marginally the ,standard errors for proportions and mean"'-values
recorded. in Table ,3forjdata collected from 'students, 'provided all four
rotated tests are. administered in 'each classroom;

-It should be noted that much published research has 'usefully em-H
ployed regreSSion coefficients which have magnitUdeS much less than
0.16..Consequently;." it would seem that the use of only 100 schools, or
a. simple equivalent samPle. of only 140 classroom's would' run the risk of
Tailing to detect as significant some potentially interesting_ school. and':

.classroom variables. a full examination of seh6Ol. and classroom
fects it; would clearly be desirable to approach _a$ 'hear as financial _re-
sources would allow, the upper bound of sample sizes_ recommended in
Table 11;1;



1 Level :of Response

Durin,g the lEA Six Subject Survey; which was limited to the
collection of data_tatnae_point-in-time-i--t-fie---s-ampling-Llosses in the'. exeCu--.
tion of .the sample desig'n were such that- in 10 out of 20 countries the
response rate was less- than 80 percent of the students in the designed
sample 'and in seven or these ten countries the response rate was less
than 60 percent of the students in the designed sample: -Therefore it
is ,important :145 recognize that in this study We..are attempting an eX--.
tremely ambitious data gathering operation by collecting data at two '

.points in ,time; from; in general; two or more classrooms in a school
with a substantial demand on the teachers during the school. year the
completion of questionnaires. While the sampling plan may carefully,
'designed. and the leyel of response in the initial stages of the investiga-
tion .high., the important evidence, for the study_ is being collected at the
final stages and during the school year It will be necessary for
efforts.' to be made to reduce the administrative load on schools and
'teachers in order to maintain as high a level of response as possible so
that sound analyses of the data can be carried out and useful generali-
zations made:

Commentary on the Sampling Plan

11.8 Facilitating National Analysis 6

It is likely that the Second Mathematics Study will effectively pre-7
emPt the energy and resources forhigh-quality international, surveys in
mathematics for a long time, certainly a decade or more. It is even
more important to keep in' mind that for many _countries, participation in
the Second Mathematics Study will absorb the local energy and re-
sources for extensive national surveys in ,mathematics for an equally
long time. It can be argued that, ultiMately, most of the users and
users of the study will be , for national analyais, interpretation and
planning.

- For .national.. interests, ;therefore; the sample designs must be ar-'
ranged to:facilitate within-7couhtry analysis. This may be more impor7
tant provlsion__of__riationai-summaries*erinternational-compa-rison...
Two, aspects of the sampling .proceSS . are critical to facilitating national
a- nalysis.

First, national' .centres need . to be. directed, encouraged, and
'assisted' in determining, substahtivelY _relevant major 'stratification for
their, studies; . Certainly in all countries there are important regions.;

. types of communities, types of schools.;'' or subPopulation_s of studentS
or teachers for which.' nationally important educational policy questions
need to be answered A:proCess at the _national level of discussion and
debate needs- to .. be :carried out to decide -what, the critical_ strata are
In one country these may be:regicinai, 'while in. another they may be

: according to- school stream.
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DisProportionate Sampling: .A National Concern

While Sampling proportional to size (pps) yields probabilitysampieS
at ,the national level, this me#hod may be disadvantageous to some coup=
tries. One cannot assume that sub populations of critical national in
terest (such as minority ethnic groups or experimental technical

schools) are present in equal proportions.

In all practical cases, national averages will be ssufficiently
but-ate for international or longitudinal comparisons no matter What,
scheme Is used within country. But if proportional sampling is used,
small but critical groups of schools; teachers, and StUdehtS will likely
not- be represented sufficiently in a sample to alioW separate analysis,
and that .Could diminish national interest in analysis. ,

TheThee prospect of disproportionate sampling_ could mean reduced na-7
tiohal accuracy; but if sufficient accuracy is obtained .Within each major
stratum; it will be -obtained overall as well 'There will be cost, per-
haps, in increased sample sizes, and the payoff will be in improVements
*just ,national analySes.. national and international analyses. will
require weighting; since samples will not be self-adjusting. This rineans
that the central data processing and analysis and the subSequent na-
tional work will have to program in weights. This does not seem to be
an overwhelming prciblern and; in fatt, the necessity of using weighting/.
means that other sampling methddblogies; such as some kinds of class'-
room sarriplinss; would also reqUire, weighting; need not be
avoided. .

.

11.10 Practical Error Analysis
.

The methodologies proposed for the Second Mathematic
Survey are 'More: sophisticated and complicated than' in earlier StUdieS.
Also, it is planned that a xrarietst`of complex analyses will be carried'
out and reported from data.* It should be hoped that-the complexity

,inclNiarie_ty_considered. necessary for realistic international analysis will
be made available for national analysis as we .

.The' notion of applying classical error analysis procedures to such .

a variety, of fancy analytic results in such a large number of national _

and international circumstances tinder conditionS of very complex, sampl-
ing is obviously impractical. What' is needed'_ is a.. .general methodology
for error analysis which. can be aPplied immediately ,arid. consistently to
all analytic results for the surveys.

The national. sample designs should ..be .arranged with,,proper ba7
ancing and replications to allow interpenetrating subsamples so._ that

jackknife or balanted=repticate Sampling formulas, can be universally
applied to statistical results Perhaps the US -NAEP rule should be
'adopted: no statistic should go out without .having an honest estimate.

-,of its accuracy.' The .advantage; of course,_ of subsathpling-comparison
procedures is . that reasonable estimates of standard, errors ,can.
derived by simply repeating analyses on subsamples. increiiiental
computer costs (relative to set-up costs) are minor...



There is ,a
.

need for explicit direction and guidelines to. national
centres to ensure replication arrangenienta when.' national sampling
proposals are reviewed. It will also bet important to encourage good
TeplitatiOn-arrangements.when .national proposals are reviewed.
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11.11 School ,Size and Sampling Classrobms..,

The CrossSectional---Study to some extent -.and the Longitudinal
\Study 'fundamentally are _concerned 'with what happens in the'rriathemat-'
ics classroom .and how that affects achievement. This means that. the
sampling of classrooms- and the linkage 'of .students and teachers. are
critical aspects,of the design. .

It is, impossible to .deal realistically with .sampling classrooms'. (and
therefore students or schools) without _taking into account :the fact that
in many. (most?) school .systems, students_ are asaigned to classrooms
explicitly according' to their mathematics achievements and interests and
according to the instruction they are tol receive. _,A sampling. plan
which d es not take into account the streaming of students by :ability or'
the Jiff rentiation by classrOoM- of content of _instruction is going to
suffer to ribly 'in; terms of accuracy and potential. for analysis.

he i sue is connected to. an, issue of .sampling.;according to schoo
size. Srna schools are likely to have different .numbers and kindt Of
classroom. a , .

rangements; Perhaps this 'suggests -that stratification by
is deair ble. for ..substantiVe reasons: any 'case, stratifitation by

size -will be necessary, -for the technical reason of making rational,
careful 'select ons of classrooms.'

It .is..de -*rable that schools first -be .:stratified by 'size (of the
population` of interest; of CoUrse)..' Within .sizestrata, there seems to
be no reason e alternative to careful and 'Planned selection of class7

..rooins.accorclin to the .kinds of classrooms . which :appear. For the
LongitUdinal. St dy certainly_ and for any :part of . the' Cross-Sectional ,

Study Which .pr- umes to relate instruction' to achievement, classro-omS
rather than _stud nts must be sampled. . But if there are; say; two low

\,.. and two high- str ams in a ,school; the sample must include one of each

`require at -least on of each' .

This Obviously\ complicates matters. The _sampling and administra
tion .plans will have\ to contemplate further collection; more
extensive decision processes, and perhaps some in-field sampling. The
data collection, 'processing, and analysis' may .have to provide for in-
school \ weighting.

11.12 Selectin. the' Longitudinal Part of the Sample,
_ \

One `major variable in- study, is "growth in Mathematics" over
the year Analysis of this obviously, requires representative samples
and assessments of accuracy. The hypotheSis that relational studies of
variables can be.:carril out on judgment samples is certainly restricted
to verY dodo! judgments or very special relationships. Preferably,
Probability samples will be:employed, however.
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The ideal approach to selection for the longitudinal study is ran-
dom sampling. Careful, substantive stratification, probably with dis-
proportionate sampling rates, should be encouraged; If general sampl-.
ingis not feasible, there are' a number of alternatives without eliminat-
ing the randomization. First, the scope of the survey could be re-7
stricted, for .example, by taking .a' random sample within a convenient
region or set of regions; Second, only schools of certain types, such
as public schools, might be chosen; If non-random samples become
absolutely necessary--that is, after attempts at drawing random samples
fail--then it will be essential .that the best, non-random procedures_ be
employed; For example; an explicit quota system might 'be used 'after
fine-grain stratifitation; In this case, the national centres are going to
need more guidance and assistance in defining the sampling.

'11;13 Sampling of Teachers

The sampling plan calls for a national probability sample of
.classes; However, this does not automatically yield a concurrent sample
of teachers associated with these classes which_ is random:. In par-
ticular, the sample will be biased, in the favor. of those teachers whOse
teaching assignment includes classe in the target poPulation. It is
important to keep in mind, therefore, that the data associated with the
sampled classes is a probability ,samPle,of the instruction& environment
in which the national probability sample of students is embedded. It
might be found, for example, that 30 percent of the teaching of addi-
tion of fractions at Population A involved the use of number line. In
national profiles of teachers opposed to teaching). were desired
'What percent of teachers_at the Population A level use the number iine
in teaching addition of fractions?) weighting, would need to be em-
ployed. The school questionnaires Will provide the needed information
for the weighting.

64
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2; Structure, f the cognitive tests,

The : teSts are_subject to many emands_and_constraintsCognitive_
For both populations, the demands include

12.1 Cross-national curricular validity
Meaningful comparisons across countries

have validity in the countries involved. The
familiar one of devising a test which is, as
"fair" or "unfair" to all countries, with their
educational _goals. See Peaker (1969, pages
discussion of this issue, with speCific reference

require measures which
effort made here is the

far as possible, equally
individual programs and
229-237) for a technical
td First Stddy.e

The following procedures were followed in developing cognitive in-
struments which Meet the curricular validity criterion; (These com-
ments are drawn from a memo prepared by Robert Garden.)

12.1.1 The International Grid

In responding to Working Paper I, National Centers inditatd the
relative importance in the mathematics curriculum of their countries of
each topic and behavior:on comprehensive lists for each population.
From these responses International Grids were constructed in .Whith the
elements common to most countries' curricula were included. .TheSe
grids, later modified in response to further replies to Working Paper I,
formed the 'basis for blueprints for drawing: up test forms.. (See Taples
12.1 and 12;2;) It should be noted Ahat_the grids reflecV the iMpOrt-
ante With which' National Centers regarded topics and behaviors for the
Population A and B leVel. students whether' they taught at those or at
earlier levels of schooling.

12.1.2 The Item Pools
Trial items' were drawn -from:
(I) items used in the First !EA Mathematics Survey -
(ii), items sent by countries proposing to take part in the study

,(iii) item constructed from tests, item banks and examinations
sent by countries

(iv) items constructed for those cells in the grid for Which items
were not available from other sources.

In assembling the pools of items -the major fattOrS taken into ac-
count were:

(i) the need to sample the International Grid adequately with
items as free as possible_ from cultural bias (e.g.; currency)

(ii) the need to include sufficient "anchor" items from the First
!EA Mathematics Survey to allow for .comparisOnS to be made
Where this seemed appropriate

(iii) the need to include. items on particular fields of interest of
the International Mathematics Committee.

For example, the Committee saw it as ,essential that items including
calculations with money be included for Population A, even though thiS
would cause some translations problems in one or, two countries.. Items
appropriate,fo,r hand calculators' were also included.
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The classification of ..items_ by behavior is regarded only as sag-.
gestive of levels of cognitive complexity; Some-items will _have a dif-

_ferent_dia4sifica tion_from_tountr_y_to country depending on factors such
as prior instruction;
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TABLE 12.1

Population A: Importance Eor___lnstrument-Construction
Of Content Topics And Behavioral Categories

Content Topics

Behavioral Categoriesa
Computation

Comprehension
Application

Analysis
000 Arithmetic

001
002
003
004
005
006 .Powers and exponents. . . . . . .. ...

Natural nuMbers and Whole numbers. . . V I
Common fractions . . . . . . ... V I IDecimal fractions; V V IRatio, proPortion, percentage V I INumber theory

007 Other numeration systems
008 Square roots

wl
009 Dimensional analysis

100 Algebra
101 Integers
102 Rationals
103 Integer exponentS. . . . . . . . . .
104 Formulas and algebraic expressions . . .
105 Polynomials and rational expreSsions.
106 Equations anti inequations (linear only) .
107 Relations and functions
108 Systems of linear equationS . . . . . . . .
109 Finite systems. . . . . ...... . .
110 Finite sets
111 Flowcharts and programming . . .. . . .
112 Real numbers

V

Is

Is
I I

I I

200 Lieometry
201 classification, of plane figures-..= . . . . . I V202 Properties of plane figures . . . . 1 V203 Congruence of_ plane figures I I204 ,Similarity of plane figures. . . I I

205. Geometric constructions I I206 Pythagorean triangles Is is
Is is207 Coordinates . . . . . . . . . . . . .

208 Simple deductions I-
s I

Is

I. P

a-
The following rating scale has been used V = very important; important;

I
s =-important for some countries. A dash (7) indicates that the. topic was not

considered important enough .to warrant trial items- being found or ,constructed.
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TABLE 12.1 (Continued)

Behavioral Categoriesa

'Computation
Comprehension

Application
. . Content Topics Analysis

200 Geometry (Coned.)
209 Informal iransfordatiOns -in geometry'. . . . I 'I
210 Relationships between lines and planes in

=space OOOOOO ...:,-
211 Solids (symmetry properties) . .. I ,

212 Spatial visualization and representation Is
213 Orientation (spatial) - Is
214 Decomposition of figures
215'. TransforMational geometry . OOOO . I- I

s
I-

.

300' Probability and 'statistics .,
301 Data collection_ . . . . 2. . .- .... .. I'-
302 Organization of data . .. . -. . . Is
303 Representation of data I

304 Interpretation Of data (mean; median, mode) I

305 Combinatorics . . . .... . . . .... . -
306 Outcomes, sample spaces and events. . . . Is ..;

307 Counting of sets, (P(A B), P(A B),
independent events . .- ...... .

308 Mutually exclusive events
309 CoMplementary events.

400 Measurement .

_401 Standard units of measure. . . . .. ...
402 Estimation,.
403 Approximation . . . ...... . . I I

404 Determination of measures: r areas, volupes,
V 1



TABLE 12.2

Population B: Importance For Instrument Construction
Of Content Topics and Behavioral Categdries

Content Topics

Behavioral CPnnripca
.Computation

Comprehension
Application

Analysis

Sets. relations and functions
1.1 Set not Mon. . . 2 ; . . . . . . .
1.2 Set operations (e.g., union; inclusion) . .
1.3 Relations
1.4 Functions . . ...... . . . .
1.5 Infinite cardinality and cardinal alge-

bra (rationals and reels)

Nuitiber. systems
2.1 Common laws for nurtiber systems
2;2 Natural number
2.3 Decimals
2;4 Real numbers
2.5 Complex numbers

., .

3 Algebra .

3;1 Polynomials'_ (over )
3;2 Quotients of polynomials. .... 33 ;loots and radicals
3,.4 Equations and ihequalitieS . . ..-. . .
3,-.5 . System of equations and °Inequailties . . . ,..
3.6 Matrices.. --------

, V V
I

V V
V V
V V
I I

__la - GrOUjis, _rings and fielder -s -s
0.---111. t-....2 . f

-s

Geometry
4.1 Euclidean (synthetic) geometry_ . . . .
4.2 Affine and projective geometry in the plane
4.3 /Analyti:. (coordinate) geometry is the plane
4.4 :1Thrdimensional coordinate gemmectry. . .
4.5 Vector methods-
4.6 Trigdnometry . . . . . . . . . .

;.-

a'c'he following rating scale has been used V = very irrip-ortaht,I = important;
I = important 'for sable countries. A dath (L) indicates that the topic was not
considered important enough- to warrant' trial items being foUnd'or cbriStructed
bThis, section is currently being modified to take into account curricular empha
ses iri some European countries.

89
a
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__TABLE_12.2_(Cont inUed)

Content Topics

"behavioral Categories
Computation

Comprehension
Application

Analysis

Geometry (Cont'd.)
4.7 Finite geometries
4.8 Elements of topology 000000 -_
Analysis
5.1 Elementary functions V
5.2 Properties of functions . . . . ..... V
5.3 Limits and continuity . . ... .. . . . . . I

5.4 Differentiation; . . t . ...... . . . . V
5.5 Applications of the derivative V
5.6 Integration V
5.7 Techniques of integration V
5.8 Applications of integration V
5.9_ Differential equations . . . . . .- .. I_
5.10 Sequences and series of functions . . . .

_s

V
V
V
V
V.

6 Probability and statistics
6.1 Probability
6.2 Statistics
6.3 Distributions
6.4 Statistical inference
6.5- Bivariate statistics

V

Finite mathematics
7.1 Combinatorics . ..... . . . .

Computer science

Logic
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12.1.3 Item' Trials
"'From The assembled pools,. 10 -toll of 40 items each at Popu-

lation A level and 13 collections of 20 items each at Population B level
Were field tested in several countries. In one country a farther. 2
collectionS of 40 items at Population A level were' field tested. The
Committee examined the item statistics and comments by National, Centers
resulting from this field testing, paying particular attention to mathe-
niatical , appropriateness, psychometrit: properties and cultural bias.
Careful interpretation was necessary as comparatively few countries had
taken part- in the triers lan,zi some had _adminiStered the items before the
end of the.. school year' I)r with students_ at higher Ot4de level than
Population A. IneVitably, some measure of compromNe was undertaken
in meeting the needs of wk' ely differing curricillums and instructional
practices.

Further items were constructed for Cells in the International GridS
'to supplement the pools and replace deleted items. The InternatiOnal
Grids were modified slightly as a result of additional replie's received
from countries in response to Working Paper I. The next round of trial
testing included 12. collections of 40 items each at Population A level and
15 collections of" 20 items each at Population B level. The IMC, has
selected,: those items which appear to be most appropriate for the,pur7
poses of.the study;

At the lEA General Assembly in _Paris, September .1979, a petition
to the IMC was submitted to the IMC in behalf of several countries,
including French and Flemish' Belgium, France and Luxembourg concern
frig the lack of items which accurately reflected: the, distinctive nature', oftheir curricula. The shortfall, it was noted, was particularly in
geometrY. As the result of several meetings with various members of
the national committees, and further field testing in 'some countries; it
was agreed to further modify the international grid and to increment
the international tests.

Population A
Modification of Grid:
Add ,to geometry, Section 410, the. category 215: TranSformational
Gebmetry. These are to be cells at behavioral levels I -. III.
Items to be Added to Test
Eight items were produced, 2 for each of _the four rotated orms, as-
follows:

Behavioral Number
Content Level, of Items

103 I I

205.3 I I I '1
207 I I 2
215 1 1

215 I I

215 III 1

Total 8



Population B
Modification of Grid
Categories will have to be added or present categories slightly rede-
fined, especially in Section 4, Geometry, to take account of the special
characteristics of the curriculum in the countries requesting this modi-
fication.

'Items to be Added to Test
Sixteen items were produced; two for each cf the eight rotated forms;
Since,the grid is not yet revised to take the new subject matter into
account, a precise tabulation is not available. The items are primarily
in geometry;

12.1.4 Anchor Items
An objettiVe of the Second Study of interest to many of the coUn=

tries which participated in the First Study is that. of examining differ-
ences in student outcomes since 1964, the date of the First Study.
EVidence such differences will be gainedthrough the use of anchbr
items; that is,: items. used in both the First and Second Study.

For the cognitive instruments; the :achor items raised special
prObleM areas: The selection of items from the First Mathem241Cs Study ci

pool was difficult due to ambiguity in how the First Study item Mea-
sured the stated. Objectives; it was also important to select items, which.
would help address issues in mathematics education such as .what
Changes computational ability have occurred since the,. First Study.

It was regarded as desirable to preserve the original wording and
format of the items. as they appeared 'in7the First ,Study. However, it
was also irecognized_that preserving- the item as it appeared in the First
Study doeS not guarantee meaningful comparison: What is desired in
measuring changes in student performances over a span of years is a
measure of the same behaviors at the two .points of time; However;
schools- and .curriculums change. The instructional content changes;
Hehce;' the IMC strove to take into account changes in uSag_e; conven-
tion, terminology; and other factdrs, in attempts to provide measures of
the same Construct.

The result of thaSe efforts is three categories of anchor itemt.'
One category iS that of items which_ have remained identical from the
first study. The second category is:a set of items which have changed
in terms Of format,' open-ended to multiple choice; The third
category is a "middle group" of items which have undergone only minor
changes_ in wording, and in the judgment of the IMC; sample for all

-practicaLIDU rposes_the_same__co ns_tr_ucts_in the two studies.

A summary of the anchor items appearing in the cognitive tests for
the cross - sectional study is given in Appendix C.

12.2 Responsiveness to growth during academic year (Population A)

The longitudinal aspect of the Study requires as a dependent mea-
sure growth in those aspects of mathematics being examined in _,the
classroom proceSs questionnaires. This is indeed a stringent require-
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ment, for it goes beyond the validity issue to narrowing" the curricular
emphasis to a common period of time cross-nationally (that is, between
the administration of...the 'pretest and .posttest;.)

The initial attempt. .of the International. Mathematits Committee to
produce.' such .. a measure was the proposed __common core of items to

as_ the growth measures, (5 scales of 8 items each). The _results
Of the pilot testing. for Population A: are summarized in Tables' 12.3 _(4
,:)ages) incl. 12.4. (5 pages). The median difficulty *of the items is; for
most countries, within . acceptable ranges for the . end of the year.
Japan_ and Hong..Kong are notable; exceptions in that the items are very
easy. for those countries.-

Countries were also asked to rate the items:according, to when they
are taught.. in t- chool year (important information for .the classroom,

appropriateness;questionnaire) and. the appropriateneS of the items to the tar-
get populations; Table -12;5. :(3 pages) summarizes this information.
Clearly, .adjustMents in' the core tests are needed. .s.o that they better fit

. the curriculums of countries; Much of the remainder of this section
is .addresSed, to this :isSue;

Two other analySes were done opn the pilot data to help shed light
upon the current structure of the .Population ,A .test:. Table 12;6 shows
scatterplots of between country .correlations for various topits; New
Zealand is chosen as the !verical scale since more:. of the items were
pilot tested there than in other Countries; Table 12.7 'illustrates the
reiatioriShip between' the core. and rotated form subtests by Country
median difficulty.

_. Table. 12.8 depicts the between. school. differences on .the core items
for the United State and Canada. With the exception, of a few items
that 'were trieu. two different times with two ;different samples (in Japan
and New Zealand)'; this represents. the, only infOrMation available to the
IMC_ about within .country variation at levels other than between. stu-
dents. The between school variation found in the U.:S... and Canada
may not , be representative- of what will be found in the majority of
countries; If _not,:then,this table may be. disregarded: But if so, this
table may contain :important information for those who are structuring
the cognitive .instruments.

The majority of. the discussion of targeting . the difficulty . of the
cognitive test has had. as a : context the problem. of between country
differences; . Concerns have been . expressed that the cognitive items
may .be too easy. for' one or two of the 'countHes and too difficult for a
few- :of..the others;..- Seldom has the notion of looking at within country
d if ferences entered:_these_di Scussio ns ;But-;ifthe rea resubstantiar
within. country. differences at the school or classroom :level an ;overall
adjustment may not be the 'Most efficient; Since the focus of the study
is_ on the, classroom, an _aim should be to eliminate 'ceiling and floor
effects at those levels. It may be necessary; therefore; to get. esti-
mates of within country...differences at; at least, the school level; so
that a _cognitive . instrument can. be structured that is varied enough to
be applicable to most of the. classrooms within a country.
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Whilethe_eesponse-of_the_natiorial_committees to_our proposed-items
was all in all encouraging, it is clear obtaining sufficient variation in
the, measures to yield interesting analysis will require scales which are
more responsive to the individual curriculums. What follows is a de-
scription of suggested structural changes for:the cognitive test and
procedures for allowing 'countries to construct the best' poSsible cogni-

.tive test for their purPoses.



TABLE12.3:,

'71-

Item _Difficulties by Country for Population A - Cognitive. Test.
(June 1979 version)

FRACTIONS-

1

.BeIgiuth (F1) 67
Belgium (Fr)"
Can/USA .
Fra.nce

Hong Kong,
'Hungary
Ireland:
Japan a

:etherlands. 64
N. Zealand '54
Scotland,
Sweden

Median

ALGEBRA

63

51
.93

76
71

3'

15.

: 74
57.

85,.97

C: CORD TESL

TOPIC-.

6 7-

85 70
50 46

0 63

.38

.

..95 83 90
46.. 85 62' 69.

53 62 .

77. 72

93 6.5.

RATIO, PROPORTION;' PERCENT

3: '4 :IL. 6 8

7i"41 .71 81
51 10 38 16

54 73 '40 12.

Belgium( F1) 56
Belgiuth (Fr). 39
Ca /USA
France
Hong Kong
Hungary
Ireland
Japan'

O

57 61 57
91.' 54 Netherlands 49. 52 28

N. 'Zealand
Scotland
Sweden

77 95 .

35 37 -61

13 z84 84 89
54.. 64 73 77

76 53 77 61 66 88 60. Median 53 57 34 58 71 40 83 77

GEOMETRY

Beigium-(F1):73:
Belgium (Fr) 91
Can/USA 49. .27' 38;

France 39 61.'62
Hong Kong ,:- 88
Hungary
Ireland
Japan
Netherlands 64 60. 79
.N. Zealand -36 '63

Scotland 63
Sweden

61

Median

5 6 7 8

56 40 57,

42'
. .

33 3i-
27' 37

16
23 40 33

52 : 42.

'81: 84 70 63
.57., 55 37, 29. 46
21 47. 54'

52

1 2

BelgiUm (F1) 78, '46

O.BelgiUth,(F 78 42
. Can/USA
.-France
Hong Kong . 24
Hungary.
Ireland
Japan .94

:Netherlands 73 46
N. Zealand 31
Scotland
Sweden

57 61 6 57' 52 '41 41 42 Median

`MEASUREMENT.

Belgium7 (Fl,) 86
peIgium (Fr)
Can/USA, 52
France : 74
Hong. Kong.

RungarY
Ireland
'Japan
Netherlana 92
N. Zealand 64
Scotland .83

Sweden .

96
51 '59

52 .

96 .94 , .84
79 27 54 65 66 23
65 29 77 67. 35.

4

36 0 54

11 14
44 47 22

53
63.

-78 42 79 9 54 65 54 29

2. .3 4' 5 7 k 8

.64 47 26._ 70 33
32 42 81: 83 27.

33

64 8 7 '97 J2

80 83 ,

49. 59 42:..

42' 51 37'

58:

43 89

23 .

1 69 .37
0 65 '40

5o .64 42 81 37

93
74 ]:

43



TABLE 12. -; Continued.,

TORIC

BATIO,PROPORTIONCENT

72.

ROTATED. 'FORMS

(p1). 72 62 90 ;

(Fr). 67' 70
Can/USA 56 33'
France 39 38: ...

Hong Kong 87 91. 96- .

Hungary'
Ireland.
Japan .

Netherlands .

'N.-Zealand 49 50 : 3
Scotland
Sweden

69

86
63. 67.
38 59
6o

82:

5-

Median 67 56 35 '54. 75

MEASUREMENT

2 3 4

(Fl) .85 73* 33 46 87 76 4o 89
(Fr) 73 17 49 71 16

Can/USA. 85. 82 27
France 31
Hong Kong 8o 42 38 51 \

Hungary 4g 15 52
Ireland
Japan 96 ' 72

93 479 6' 39 96 79Netherlands .

__-N;__:_Zealand' L .:84 66 23 38
Scotland
Sweden 82 40 ..9 50 34-

Median 84 73. 25 46 6O. 71 32 51 54. 49 36 68 31 25

6 7 8 9 10 '11 12 13 4

30 55 60 46
's 13. 38 22 23

21 28 56.

74 66
.4.

36 . 25
93 75

27 50 31 , 35

32 13

(Fl).

(Fr).

25
France 19
Hong Kcing , 89
Hungar7 '..24 38
:Cr3land
Japan 79 96
Netherlands
N. Zealand
Scotland 28
Sweden

4 5 6 7 8 9 lo . 11 12 13, 15 16 7'814.,8.(-

. 26 36 , . 49'

.12 35 28 40

-15.
-'-

io . 65 20 51. ..... 39 14'
.- 3 37 . 39 47. -25 35' 47

'68 72 64 To 77 51 21 42
H35 12
32 8 39 61, '38 lay 43 24:

86 -78 . 78 70 92 93 77 85. 65 .-: 84 91 ..

,.. .

27 , = 7 - 56 61' -52 : 55' 32 37 'lib 34 22 46
45 Jo' 30 2' 56 14. 56

15 2.3



TABLE 12;3'..., Continued

TOPIC

ALGEBRA

ROTATED FORMS

3

-felaium:('Fl) .a 76 91. 88 73 67

,

.%1Bliiiiii'(Fi'). 71 56 55 6_759' 92o

tdh/USA. , 34' : 48'. 20 6o 61 47 37 , 38 ,,47
:Fithce 53 63 22 '79 67 17
Botig,kong , 94 82 2.90

35.81 49 914$ ' 69

38 32 61.

56 88 '81 91 94 -88 93 83 94

'10 : ,1112 1 4 16 17- 18 19 20 21 22 23'24 2 26 2 28mOWN....11 ..111a .115 .1.118

66 93 5b 80 43 '90 88 . 47 82 71
65 62 31 63 45 87 54

`1675 20 5i 64

29
, 21

85 93 75 76 61 92

31 53

44 76 35

61 95 'Si .73 86 88

Iieland
,Japan. 87 '94'

...Netherlands

N, :Zealand , .' 46 , 62 29 43 54' 51 51 30' 33 35 418 46 62 ,14 53.. 52 78 24 41 66 59
Scotiand. 78 83 49 '42
Sweden

1

Median

FitkeTTOIIS

71 22 56 81 49 91 85 64 50 46 .72 76 42 93 51 71 23' 57 63 90 83 33 5154 84 64

1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 L11 :18.'19 '20 21 22 23

(P1) 69 86

Relgzm 49 92 91

Oan/USA 92 61 48

FranceFranOe '70 33 , 33

_aokig.kong

.77 66',

Ireland

Japan

NetnerlaOs''

Zealand , 71 54 70 46. 43'. 52

8cotiand . 97 63 58 75 70';'
Sweden

96' 90 71 77

6o 93

74. 37, , 67 61 52 85

7o 56 54
79 57

6 9 61 56 86 47. 40 .76 58 48 45

44 34 91 49,. 85 38 65'
95 7? 92 '93 60 77: 42 75

, 95 74 -79 83

29

22 , 40

83 84 63 88 73 72 86

26 20 67 49 27 .14.69
70 ,19 37 65

71 83 3 79

56 67

67 66 56

95 87 VI

Median. 92 63 69 86 57 61 63 81 70 :6,5 ,72 57 '65A6. .'86 60 41 79 '84;48 52 72



TABLE 12.3 Continued

REMAINING ITEMS ON ROTATED FORMS

TOPIC

WHOLE NUMBERS

74

Belgium(F1)
Belgium (Fr)
Can/USA:
France

1 2 13 It 5 8

32
s

29
86
82.92

.91

91

:

\:\ _
58: 82
q36v 72-

\\95

75

58
76

,9

92
86,

:

Bong Kong' 89 97 79.

Hungary .' :.-32 :., \. 62
Ireland 84; 6o 73
Japan .76 '93 84 81
jletherlands 90

.93

79 : 66
N. Zealand '23 86 86 :73 81 81 '51 66.
scotiana 83
Sweden 74 78. 67 10 43 77 74 62

Median. 32. 86 86 91/ 63 74 71 84

NUMBERS (OTHER)
3 '4 5 6

Belgium.(F1) 61 76 _ 73
elgium (Fr) 57 16 _ 79

Can /USA 66 .57 142 27J4,----

France 61 ; 66
Hong Kong 81 36 .' '86 '75 61
Hungary 28 21
Ireland 63 75
Japan 87 74 72 96 67:'

Netherlands 63 59
N. Zealand 58. 17 53 26 21,
Scotland
Sweden 35 30

L
45

48
52

77

_1.0 32

Median 61 58 41' 53. 75 68 40

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS

2 4 5_ 6

Belgium (F1) 65 77 62
Belgium (Fr): 7 30 14.

Can/USA 30 27 ,72 40 71 36 67

France 23. 25
.39

32 66'.

Fong KOng . 40 40 87

Hungary 35 19 33 2 16

Irelard 28 6 49

Japan 49 70 .92..83 83 81 92

Netherlands 36 37 86
N. Zealand 36 28 67 44 64 47 61'

Scotland 49. 33 .' 71

Sweden 45 67 48- 74 35 45..60. 76' 54'

Median :46 JS 66 40 64 37. 60 ,74 67

-10

64

41
. 56

79



Table MEDIAN ITEM D_IFFICULTIES_LRANGES; POPULATION A

June 1979 Version' of-Test

(FR CTIONS)

C O R F

# of items Mel Rat...292.

BelgiuM Flemish
4 72 67-85

Belgium Frenc 4 418 31-87

Canada! U 68 60-79

France 47 38-57

Hong Ka g 91 85-97

Hung a 60 57-63

'i.lrela

Japan

vu Zealand

Scotland

Total Possible //`

1 57

6 91 65-95

58 53=.71

75 72-77

ROT ED FORMS'
# of items Med Range,

9 69 . .37-85

11 70 49-;93

14 57 40 -92:

10 47. 33-90

12

14

19

9

23

6 . 54-95

42-77

22766

84 63-96

52 14-71

71- 35797



Table 12-.4

(PERCENT,

# of items

(Cont'd.)

RATIO, PROPORTION)

CORE
Med Range

RO-TATED
It\of items Med

FORMS

Belgium Flemish 6 71 41-80 3 72 62-90

Belgium Flinch 38 10-51 2 . 78 67-90

Canada/U.S. 63 40-72 2 44 33-56

France 2 38 38-39

Hong- Kong 2 86 77=95. 3 91 87-96

Hungary 3 37 35=61 =

Ireland 1 56 " 1 58

Japan 67 23=88 -2 84 82-86

New Zealand 45 39-67 5 49 35-59

Scotland 2 65 60-69

Total Pos,..ible

82
83

_



.

Belgium Flemish.

Belgium French

Canada 111

France

Hong Kong

Hungary

Ireland

Japan

Nov Zealand

Scotland

Total Possible

(ALGEBRA)

ont'd,)

CORE ROTATED. FORMS
# of items Med n # of hilt Med, Rama

4 57

2

40-73 15: 80 47-93

42-91 13 65 31=92

13 47 20-75

53 17-79'

83 61-94

48 31.791

41 32-76

17. 88 61-95

21 46 14 -78

63 42-83

6

5 39 27-;62

2 82 76-88

3 33 23-40

2 :52 42-61

75 63-84

47 21-6

3 52 40;63

10

28



Belgium Flemish

Belgium french

Canada/U,S,

France

Hong Kong

Hungary

Ireland

Japan

New 7e'aland

Scotland,

Table 12;4. (Contld.)

(GEOMETRY)

.CORE

I of Range

5 46 36-78

28, 1,1-78

44 22-47

53

52 24 "96

55 51-59

52

94

0 1 RRMS
of items Med Rae

37 18-53

20 16-65

12 31 11-47

6 31. 12-40

9 68 2149

6 23 1-38

8 38 8 -61

83-96 13 84 6-96

29-77 14 43 22763

8 51 14-80

Total lossible Z 18

86



Table .12-;4 (Contid-.)

(MEASUREMENT)

CORE

# of items" 'Med Kt Ler

Belgium Flemish 6 55 . 26-86

Belgium :French 5 42 27'83

Canada/U.S, 2 43 33-52

France 74

Hong icing 7 72 43-97

Hungary 1 23

Ireland 1 51

Japan 3 83 80-93

New 2ealtr 33-01

Sc

PiJstible

88

70 sa-83

ROTATED'
'terns

,M=1.11.

0 R M S

12 57 30-89.

9 '23 13=43

55 27=85

2

15

31

58 3F-80

32

25 25-36

79 68-96

43 21-84
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Table 12.5
ry

SUMMARY OF QUALITATIVE JU1)GMENT OF COUNTRIES
(Population A)

Core Test

Fractions

When Taught1 Appropriateness
of ItemSY

P T S

Belgium F!) 50 50; 0 1.5
Japan 100 0 1.1

0 100 2.0
Canada 0; 100 0 2.0

fiestralia '38 *62 0 1.9:
Spain 75 25 0. 1.6
Chile 8.8 17. 0

X=1;72% =;

2; Percent; Ratio and Proportion

Belgium (FI) 50 50 ;5
1;0

tro7 2;0
Canada -- 100 0 2;0

Australia 12 88* 0 1.9
Spain 100 0 1;4
Chile 100 :0 2;0

SD=;59

Algebra

Belgium (FI) 1.00 _0 2.0
Japan 75 25 1.1
US 100 0 1.1
CancIda 88 12 1.6

Australia *10u 2.0
Spain 88 12 1.6
Chile 12 88

=1.63 SID=.40

For key; see bottom next page;
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Table 12.5 (Cont'd.)

4. Geometry

Belgium
Japan
US
Canada

(FI)

When-Taught.' Appropriateness 1

($ of Items)
P T S

-- 100 0

12 38 50 1;0
88* *88 12 .6
25. .75 .4

Australia 12 62 25 1;5
`Spain 37 62 0 .6
Chile 62 37 1.6

7., 81 SD=;58

5. .Measurement

Belgium (FI) 100 -=.= .12
Japan 87 '13 1.3
US ==. 100 2.0
Canada 13 87 2.0

Australia 13 87 1.7
Spa In 100 -- 1.6
Chile 25 75 ice 2.0

X--.1.5 . SD =.68

Grand Mean = 1.3
Grand Standard Deviation = .67

Key

Whx:n taught
P Prior to this yeai--4--. (that is; taught at a lower level than

8th grade but not snecifically taught
ins 8th grade);

Taught this year (that is, either introduded in 8t!:
grade for -the first time or reviewed

retaught' in 8th grade);
S Subsequent years (that is, not taugh.t up to or includ

ing 8th grade but not taught in 9th
or higher grades).

Not in curriculum (not in curricu:um at any grade level).

Appropriateness
inapproprii1;te

1 acceptable
2 highly appropriate

Nr the '1.`,..em tests knowledge or sk:.is taught.
!evel of the target population and ..s
difficult or easy at the end of the ;rear it It.

b' ppropriate.
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Table 12;5 (Cont ;d)

SUMMARY BY COUNTRY OF THOSE SU BTES7S
THAT FIT A COUNTRY'S c.IRRICULUM

Country

T 0 P 1 C_

.t%..:-.tions Percent, Ratio Algebra Geometry Measurement
Proportion

Belgium Flemish (2) X

Japan (1)

U.S. (5) X

Canada (4) X

ustralia (5) X

Spain (2)

Chile (3)

x

X

X X

/
'X

-

X

X
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BETWEEN SCHOOL VARIATION (Item Proportions & Subtests)

CANADA /USA

N = 15 Schools N = 381 Students

MEASUREMENT

Between School
Item Item Statistics = Statistics

X

1. .54
2. .72

3. .69

4. .72

5. .45

6. .79

7. .38

Totals 4.3

Between School
Item Item Statistics Statistics ---

SD' Lo Hi SD ET-A2 X SD Lo Hi SD ETA2

.49 .34 1.0 .25 .17 1. ;74 ;43 ;54 1.0 ..16 .11'

.45 .31 1.0 .21 .12 2. ;45 ..49 ...19 .9 ;20 .10

.46 .15 1.0 .24 .21 3. .18 '.02 ;4 ;14 .10

.45 .31 1.0 .18 .1Q 4. .62 .48 ..22 ;93 .-25 .23

.49 .07 1.0 .26 .16 5. .18 :.39 0 .6 .13. .03

.40

.49

.38

0

1.0
.8

.18

.22

.14

.10
Totals 2.2 1.2 1.1 3.4 .69 .24

1.9 1.5 6.8 1.4 .34

PERCENT, RATIO; PROPORTION

Item :\Item.:_Statistics

1.

2.

3.

4

X SD-

.34 .47

.60 .49

.25 .43

.49.46

Totals 1.3 1.0

GEOMETRY

Between School
Item Item Statistics Statistics

Between School
Statistics.

-SD Lb Hi SD ETA2-7,

1. .70

2. ..41

3. .25
4. .17

.1.6

.49

.38

.46

.14

-16
0

1-.0

.89

.5

.8

.18

.22

.16

.21

.12

.04

.12

La Hi SD ETA2

0

.31

0

.28

1.0
1.0
.6

1.0

.29

.21

.16

.21

.21

.11

.07

.08
Totals 1.5

GEGRA

.97 1.0 3.0- .49 .14

.83 3.6 .8 .24

Item Item Statistics
Between School

Statistics

-5 SD Lo Hi SD ETA2

1. .41 .49 .07 1.0 .25 .12
2. .57 .49 .23 .9 .16 .06'

3. .70 .46 .38 1.0 .21 .15
4. .49 .50 .08 1.0 .26 .11
5. .61 .49 .08 1.0 .26 .19

Totals 2.7 1.3 1.2 4.9 .87 .32
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12.3 Proposed structure of the Cognitive Test ..(Population
Longitudinal)

Table 12.9 shows the present structure of the Population A test.
This structure differs from what is given in Bulletin 3 (pages 28-29) in
that the present design calls from stratified random assignment of items
across the rotation forms where the strata are subject matter classifi-
cations from Table 12.1; The anticipated requirements for testing time
for the present structure are as reported in Bulletin 3, page 34.

A proposed revised structure is given in Table 12.10. The new
features are:

(i) The required common core for all countries has been reduced
from 8 'items per scale to 4 items. This set of items, the In-
ternational_Core, is comprised of those which are taughtTo
the target class during the school year land therefore, pre-
sumably, hold promise of reflecting growth).

(ii) The remaining °,4 items in the core are: chosen by the coun-
tries to best reflect their curriculum or to otherwise respond
to national_ interests, specifically as they relate to classroom
process. This set of items is the National Core.

(iii) The present rotated forms (4 with 32 items each) may be
augmented by the countries from the international pool of
items.

(iv) In order to provide a comprehensive growth measure; all
items should be administered in the pretest and posttest.

"Existing ( A/ 124)

_Topics Core-Test Rotated Forms
# of items Lof items.

Fractions 8 Rotated Form 1 32

Percent 8 Form 2
i

32

Algebra 8 Form 3 32

GeoMetry 8 Form 4 32

Measurement 8

Subtotals 40 128

Table 12.9 TOTAL ITEMS ==.- 168

Sequence of Testing: Core - Pre and Post; Rotated Forms - Post



Topics

Fractions
Percent
Algebra
Geometry
Measurement 4

Table- 12.10 Subtotals 20

89

"Proposed"

International Floating Rotated Forms
Core_ _ or

National Core

varied on
content and
difficulty
depending on
country choices

#of forms and
length of forms
depends on coun-
try's choice of
"sampling" plan

20 ,120 or more

Sequence of Testing: International Core and other items given both Pre
and PoSt.

1 Demands of student time vs, options for analysis

From the point of view of the researcher, it is 'desirable to have
as many .students- as- possible respond to as many items as possible. If
all students repond to all items; items are said to be completely crossed
with students; The completely crossed' design permits .maximal flexibil-

ty for analySes: between students, between classes, between schools.
However; this option would require an .estimated 4 hours for an Inter-
national pool of 160 items; For the vast majority of countries ;. this is
undoubtedly an unrealistic expectation;

From the point of view of minimal intrusion into the school (minimal
administration time), the preferred test design is that of matrix sampl-
ing, one version of which is rotated forms._ This is the design pro-
posed for Population B for two reasons: (1) a growth measure is' not
required; except as a national 'option (2*! for many countries', testing
time appears to be more difficult to obtain at The advanced grade
levels. The analyses which such a design permits are those at the
classroom level.

Under the rotating :form scheme, each item in the pool is taken by
a random sample of students. For example, if there are four rotated
forms, each item is taken by of any sampled class..

The proposed structure for Population .A is an attempt to acknow-
ledge the many. constraints upon the instrument as well as the demands
of the objectives of the Study.

The remainder of this section presents a 'proposed procedure for
designing the cognitive test for the longitudinal study, Population A. in
the light of comments from the various countries and the empirical
formation on the items which has been received to date;

The proposals in summary are as follows:.
1. The Main cognitive test forms should be constructed as stra-

tified random samples of items from the whole pool.
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2. The number of forms taken by a stUderit-=that is, the density
of item sampling--should be a national option.

3. There should be a national core of items taken by all students
in a given country, but this core will differ over countries.

4. There should be an international core taken by all students in
all countries.

5. The pre-test instrumentation for the longitudinal study should
be a complete copy of the post-test instrumentation, with all
items being used both times.

these proposals and the discussion pointS which follow them are
aimed 'primarily at the design of the longitudinal, Population-A part of
the study, although they are perhaps applicable to the other parts as
well. In a number of places, one is led to the conclusion that really
good degign would require preliminary estimates of difficulty levels of
items and of difficulty differenceS over a school year. Ideally, the
overall study plan should leave time to obtain such data, analyze them,
and feed the results into a final design. The plan also places con:-
siderable responsibilities_ on National Centers in terms of coding, ad=
ministration, reporting of data and so forth.

PROPOSALS

Proposal 1. Stratified random -instruments-

It is clear that in most countries, it will not be practical to have
all sampled students respond to all the cognitive items. Some kind of
matrix sampling is required. It has been suggested' that in certain
parts of the Study the test forms be defined along content lineS, that
IS, there would be a form for ratio, one for geometry, etc. However,
for a number of reasons, stratified random assignment should be used.
The major substantive categories of the item pool would define the
strata; Where possible, further blocking would be made, on estimated or
approximate item difficulty. Each teSt form would then contain a strati-
fied random sample of the pool. That is, the forms would be made up
by stratified randomization.

One immediate effect is that the sampling errors of the estimates of
item difficulty within a content area become less correlated. The deter-
mination of the distribution of SUbtest scores is potentially much more
accurate.

Stratified random instrumentation is essential for relational studies.
No core test can have Sufficient content variability to be a realistic
measure of achievement. The subsamples of students taking different
content=baSed forms are difficult to combine in a single analysis, and
the sample size for any one form would likely be too small for relational
analysiS. Even classroom means might be too inaccurate, because the
sample of students would be so small in a classroom.

But stratified random instruments obtain a little information about
each content category from each student in a classroom, while getting
the same amount of item data per classroom. Total and subpool means
can be calculated for each student and they will be comparable over
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forms. Consequently; integrative analyses can be carried out in which
all student data are used simultaneously and the dependent variable
!cognitive achievement in the whole pool or a stratum of the pool)
includes form differences just as measurement error. Technical ac-
curacy can be improved in such relational analyses by cross-calibrating
the different forms. A simple method is to use form as a controlling
variable in the analyses. In any case, the quality of the information
with stratified random instrumentation is higher and so we should feel
obliged to accept any 'computational complications.

Proposal 2. Flexible arrangements

The °practicalities of administration vary across countries. In
some, the success of the study will depend greatly on keeping the
response burden on individuals to a minimum; In others; there would
be no problem ini having every student answer every'cognitive item, in
fact, this might be preferred.

Because of this 'variation; the study design should allow flexibility
in the instrumentation arrangements; perhaps by defining three levels
of matrix sampling 7-light;: medium and complete response (no sampling);
The light sampling is defined by having each student take one- of the
stratified random forms; the medium by two (or more?) forms; and the
complete by each student's taking all forms. Attention in the admini-
stration procedures would have to be given to assuring rotation of the
forms; and the data processign would have to anticipate varying
amountsof -data. No difficult problems can be seen.

The sampling referrees will; however; have to watch out for re-
duction in. effective sample sizes when each student is providing more
information.- They :should not allow the number of schools., for example,
to be much reduced.

Proposal 3. National cores

The statistical accuracy of the analytic results, -both the national
and subnational summary item and subtest statistics and the. relational
coefficients, can be improved by incorporating a core set of items which
is given to all students in addition to the stratified random forms.

This is proposed ,partly as a technical device; Under, the item
sampling plan; any particular item will be given to a sari-31e of Students
spread over many, classrooms; It will not be possible to restratify the
students in each classroom; so the sample within classroom for an item
will be simple random. But if there is a core test given to all students
in the classroom; then the item statistics can be derived from regres-
sion formulas and ratio estimates which will have much more accuracy
than conventional estimates. The core can also be used to cross,-
calibrate the test and subtest scales of the stratified random forms; and
this will improve the quality of the pooling of the forms. in relational
analysis.

The determination of this core should be made partly on technical
groundt: one wants a test which will correlate highly with most con-
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tent areas, Which discriminates well between students, and which does
not have floorIceiling problems. It is unlikely that a single core will

have appropriate technical quality in all countries, especially with res-
pect to difficulty level. Consequently, a separate core of items should
be adopted by each country. When the cores are used for statistical
adjustment of responses to the main item -pool, the lack of international
correspondence will not matter. A stratified set of items .Would be set
aside for core Lige, and in each countr, the local core would be se-
lected on the basis of estimated item difficulty, content coverage,. etc.
Pre:iminary item statistics will help in ChooSing the cores.

Another reason_ for including national cores is toallow each coun-

try- to obtain extensive data, especiallj, pre/post __data, in areas of
content which are of more interest lbcally and which may not be covered
in sufficient detail ir the item pool and theinternational core;

Proposal 4;_ International core

The original concept of a core test was to provide a way to do in-
ternational Comparisons; If. some countries are at the ceiling and others
at the floor of a core, then the comparisons are 'United and the core
will be useless for national analyses in the countries at the extremes;

NeverthelesS, a small international core is desirable. It would

provide a quick way- to check the statistics on the complete data, it
would allow some quick initial analysis, and it would be a way to have
some results which cli:Cnot require too much explahatibn. The interne-

_

tional core shOUld be considered' as a separate issue from the floating,
national core;

ProjDosal 5. Pre - test /post -test schemes

In the longitudinal study, it is strongly .advised that the cognitive
instrumentation for the pre-test be a complete copy of the post-test in-
strumentation. That is, the same items should be used

Obe reason is to be able to de-Scribe cognitive growth in detail,
that is, for each item and subtest. A principal goal'of.the study is to
find out how many items; which items, and what kind of items a student
learriS over the school year A core test if defined internationally
would be inappropriate for_ each nation Separately;

A second purpose Of the pre-test is to provide a control measure
for assessing the effects of classroom processes; But in this case, the
test had better measure student knowledge. relative to what is taught
during the year; Again, an international core Will,be 'insufficient for
this purpose;

GENERAL DISCUSSION __POINTS

Item_ancL.subtest analysis

The primary analytic outputs of the Study will be estimates of the
difficulties of the cognitive items (each of the items) and estimates of



the distributions of subtests from the item pool. The estimates are
required at the national level for purposes of international comparisons.
For within-nation analyses, it will be necessary to provide breakdowns
of item difficulty and subtest performance according to educ&tional or
demographic stratifications of local. interest. In the longitudinal analy-
sis for Population A, the item statistics and subtest summaries need to
be calculatea at the beginning and end of the school year, presumably
with equivalent detail (see Proposal 5), to evaluate growth.

While these item and subtest analyses may seem elementary, a
great deal of statistical and computational labour will be devoted to
them. Regression estimates based on core tests can greatly improve the
quality of the results, and jackknife estimates of standard-errors will
probably be necessary. It would be valuable to erisure that each
subtest had built-in replication. The design considerations for sampling
items and students should take into account the likely within-country
breakdowns es well as whole-country statistics.

B. Relational analysts

A major intent of the longitudinal study is to relate student back-
ground and classroom process with cognitive achievement. Inevitably,
the cross-sectional studies will also attempt relational analyses. At the
least, there will be item and subtest breakdowns by type of student
(e.g., sex) and type of school or classroom (e.g., track).

It is important to keep in mind that the analytic goal of relational
analysis is to estimate telational parameters, such as the regression
coefficient relating mathematics ,achievement to student sex or mean
classroom achievement to opportunity to learn. Theoretically, the
cognitive measure for .the individual or' the classroom should be defined
in terms of the whole pool of items, or of some complete subpool. The
analysis has to work from the incomplete response data, based on joint
item and student sampling, to estimate the relationships among the
theoretical .variables. While this certainly will involve calculating aver-
ages and partial scores, the accuracy and significance of those inter-
mediate caldulations are only critical in how they affect the final re-
sults. For example, one is not fundamentally interested in the cog-
nitive test score mean for a classroom, one wants instead to know the
regression of true mean on classroom characteristics. If .,the items and
students are too sparsely sampled, there will be technical difficulties in
estimating the regression. If the item pool is substantively restricted- -
for example, by taking a limited core--then the regression analysis is
inherently doomed.

C. Criteria for instrumentation

The decisions about instrument arrangement should be technically
based and given as much hard analysis as are the decisions about
student sampling. What can we say or guess about the inter-country
or: inter-content variability in item difficulty? Optimization of the
instrument arrangements involves consideration of data costs, student
time, and administrative costs relative to analytic accuracy.
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Several notions of accuracy are relevant here: (1) the complete-
neSt of the -sampling of the item pool or subpool; (2) the accuracy of
that sampling, and whether the accuracy can be estimated and adjusted
for; (3) the accuracy of the student and school samples for items and
test forms; and (4) the efficiency of the statistical analysis.

D. Me t hodological__pr incipies

The problem of instrument arrangement is connected to the problem
of student sampling, and a general principle is to spread the content as
wide as possible. That is, each item or subtest should be administered
to as broad as possible a sample of students. The matrix sampling is a
great help.

A corollary is that the instrument arrangements should be designed
to facilitate pooling of response data over forms or item samples. Rela-
tional studies.. should have as much content variability as -possible in-
cluded in their dependent measures, and this means, in particular, that
analysis based just on core tests will be deficient (see Proposal 1).

12.5 Administration of the Cognitive Test

The IMC also proposes options for test administration. Which
optiont a country chooses will depend; of course, on the amount of
testing time availale and the number of items that are to be admin-
istered.

Minimuhi Expectation: At both pre- and post-test times a country
administers the International Core (20 items) and the rotated forms (120
items) ;

a) With heavy sampling--all students take all items that would
mean each student would take 140 items or about 3 hours of testing
time.

b) With light samOlirig==StLidentt take the International Core plus
one rotated form - -each student would take 50 items at both pre- and
post-test time.

Example of one option: At both pre-, and post-test times a country
chooses to adminiSter the International Core plus a National ,Core plus
the rotated forms plus additional items.

With heavy sampling this could mean that students would take ,

up to 250 items at both the pre- and post-test sessons;
b) With light sampling a student could taken the International

Ccii-e (20), the national core (2), a rotated form (50) and effectively
take 80 items at both pre- and post-test times; (This assumes_ four
rotated forms of 50 items each, 20 of which are chosen specifically by
the .country.)

12.6 Procedural Steps to Insure the Quality of the Cognitive Instru-
ments

To be able to provide a valid item pool Upon which countries can
make valid choices it is necessary to gather additional evidence about
the suitability Of the cognitive items. What is needed is both universal
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quantitative information (item difficulties, estimates of amount of
growth) and more qualitative information (appropriateness of it for
growth, and when and to whom the content and behavior upon which
the item is based is taught.

In order to get thiS information from countries, the IMC proposes
the following set of procedures.

For each participating country
1. Selected items in the Internatidnal Item Pool should be re-

administered to tWo groups from students: those in the grade, that con-
tain the target population plus the appropriate grade. Since these data
must be collected prior to January 1, 1980, thiS implieS that

a; Northern Hemisphere countries should test students in
the target grade and the next higher grade;

13; Southern Hemisphere countries Should test the target
grade and the grade level immediately prior to the target grade.

It is suggested that a minimum of 100 students at each grade level
'be administered each item; ,that the sample be a judgment sample that is
representative of the population, and that there be documentation of the
types -of °class and school in which the testing took place. The empir-
ical results of this trial will provide the following information:

. item difficulties for all items in the pool
2. an empirical estimate Of the growth potential of the item
3. a means to estimate the between class and between school

variability in item responses.

In addition to this quantitatiVe .informaticin the IMC would like qual-
itative information about each item at the teacher level; This includes
when the item is taught, to what T37-13137ii-lioriarthe target population;
and subjective judgments of the potential growth.

The IMC will organize the quantitative and qualitative information
and provide it to countries as a basis upon whith to "tailor" the cogni-
tive instrument in line with the suggestions contained above.

The IME recognizes the increased burden that countrieS are being
asked to assume: . We believe, however, the need to be reSpOnSiVe to
national concerns and the complexity of developing a Sound cognitive
test that will produce valid international results dictate an increased
knowledge of the properties of items in the International Pool. We ap-
preciate your cooperation in the past and look forward to your com-
ments on this proposal;



13; International Reporting

As stated in Bulletin No; 3 the international reporting Of results
Will be through a series of volumes. One volume will focus on a Cur-
riculum Analysis; one a comprehensive but not overly technical report
of all the major findings of the study; one a technical volume that
shows how a variety of statistical models of a highly technical nature
Can be used to analyze the data and; _finally; a _series of communications
that highlights the most pertinent findings of the study, written in
popular language and 'addressed to lay audience.

The schedule of completion for the international reporting follows;
roughly; the timetable for the longitudinal study. That is to say; data
are to be collected by mid-1982; analyzed by mid-1983 reports are to be
completed by mid-1984.

o

Each of these reports will utilize , the results of the study in dif-
ferent ways.* Each requires analysis and presentation of data; but at
different level§ of technical and statistical sophistication; These re-
quirements combined with the complexity of_ the design that is envis-
aged; make; as in previous studies, the calculation of statistics and
disseMination of results a formidable task; Not only is it necessary to
know how to calculate the appropriate statistics but also results must be
provided quickly_ and efficiently to those who are responsible for re-
porting the results.

In addition to providing results to authors of various volumeS,
plus complete data tapes to authors of the technical volume; present'
plans call foe the dissemination of procedures and software to facilitate
Within country analyses; _The latter places additional importance: on
proper." data analysis and appropriate statistical procedures. Although
it will be complex technically to produce some of the_desired reSults; it
is essential .that simple procedures and adequate software be provided
so that countries can produce both analyses comparable td those done
internationally and ones that are uniquely appropriate to them.
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14. Statistics and data analysis

Tables 14.1 through 14.7 outline an initial attempt_to delineate the
variables in the study and to indicate the kinds of statistics that will
be computed. JuSt as other tables tend to make the complex_ appear
Simple, so too for theSe. Given the design of the study some of these
statistics_ are extremely difficult to compute. There are issues of the
rotated forms, sampling decisions, weighting, levels Of analysis, esti-
mating standard errors, appropriate regression equations, and many
others, embedded in the problems of what statistics should be computed
and how they should be computed.

Below are some guidelines that have been discussed in relation to
data analysis and the -calculation of appropriate quantitative results.
This list is not all inclusive and some guidelines have benefitted from
more discussion than others. A thorough discussion of. these issues
and responses from the countries to the International Mathematics Com=
mittee (IMC) will, we hope, add to and clarify these general guidelines.

14;1; Measures of Central Tendency and Variability

The tables contain marks where measures of central tendency and
variability are to be computed. It should go without saying that such
measures will be chosen that best reflect the type of variable being
analyzed and the kind of information to be generated.

14.2. Item Analysis

Though not .Specifically stated in the Tables, both the cognitive
tests and the attitude Scales will be analyzed for their psychoMetric
prOpertieS. Such analyses include item discrimination paraMeters,
factor analysis (of various sorts), latent trait analysis and other appro-
priate statistical descriptors and methods;'

14.3. Levels of Analysis

The full Study is based on a sampling plan that includes stUdents
within classrooms, classrooms within schools and schools within coun-
tries; Although the question one asks should always precede the statis-
tics that are computed; it is important to keep in mind the different
level-S-0f analyses that are possible. Of particular importance in thiS
regard; are the distributions of variables within classes. Preient plans
call for the calculation of a number of descriptors of these within ClaSt=
room distributions.

14.4. Standard errors.

It has been suggested that as a general principle no statistic be
disseminated without an honest standard error attached to it This
implies the jackknifing of all estimators in order to get appropriate
standard errors.
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14;5. Weighting

It is unlikely that samples will be self-weighting. ThiS implies the
necessity of using weighting schemes in the ealculatiOri of Statistics.
Such is especially the case where countries might choose to over, sample

a particUlar stratum in order to address an important iiiieStion, On the
other hand there are some analyses where weighting might not be
important (e.g., between country analyses). In general the _guideline
is '.to weight appropriately where necessary_ and to present . both
weighted and unweighted results where they will provide more insightful
interpretation of results;

14.6. Corrected Scores

Given that there are many corrections for guessing and none
available given the design, that will provide-an appropriate correction,
in general the results should be produced without corrections for gues-
sing. Those countries or individuals who wish to correct would be free
to use the correction they deem most appropriate.

114.7. Standard Scores

When presenting profiles of various scores and resultS it may be
desirable to express scores in standard units. It is suggested that
those standard units be chosen so as to eliminate negative and non-
integral ScoreS. For example, a within country metric might have a
Olean of 50 and Standard, deviation of 10; a between country metric
might have a mean of 100 'and standard deviation of 15.

What follows are tables that begin to delineate what kinds of statis-
tics will bo computed for the variables that are to be in the Study. As
the study becomes more refined, the variableS may change and how
they will be handled statistically could change alSo.

One assumption upon which the tableS are based is that countries
will use rotated forms to gather information about students' cognitive
achievements. A second is that the sampling plan will be based on
samples of classrooms within school, thereby making the level of analy-
sis issue extremely important. As a consequence, many satistics must
'be computed for students within classrooms, classrooms within schools,
and schools.

Although, given the design of the study, some of these statistics
will be difficult technically to compute, the general goal is to produce
estimates that are relative, common and straightforward.
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STATISTICS AND DATA ANALYSIS

114.1. SCHOOL QUESTIONNAIRES (POPULATIONS A AND B)

STATISTICS
Measures of

Frequency Central
Distribution Tendency Variation Level

1. Corhmunity Served X
2. Enrollment X
3. Enrollment: Sampled Population X
4. Enrollment: Sampled Population

Mathematics X
5. Number of Teachers X
6. Number of Mathematics

Teachers X
7. Mathematics Prefel red

teaching subject (teachers) X
8. Number of school days /year X
9. Number of periods/day X

10. Length of periods X
11. Calculators: Encouraged X

-12. Staff meetings: teachers
mathematics

13. Staff meetings: activities
14. Calculators: Policy,

Four functions
1.5. Calculators: Policy,

Programmable'
16, Grouping: Policy
17. Gender: Policy

X

3

3
3

3
3

3

3
X 3

X X, 3
X X 3

-
a

3

3

3

Legend:
Central Tendency: p = proportion, x = mean.
Variation: SE = standard error, SD = Standard deviation, SS = both.
Level: 1 = student, 2 = classroom, 3 = school, 4 = all levels.
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14.2. TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRES (POPULATIONS A AND B)

STATISTICS
Measures of

Frequency Central
Distribution Tendency Variation

1. Gender
2. Age
3. Teaching Experience -

Total
4. Teaching Experience -

Matherriatics to Pop.
5. Preparation - Mathematics
6. Preparation - Pedagog)

Mathemati,:c1:3
7. - Pedagogy:

General
8; Teaching Flours/Week:

- Total
9. Teaching Hours/Week:

Mathematics
10. Additional Duties
11. Teaching Schedule

a) Pop. A or B -'classes; hours
b) .Lower - classes; hours
C) Higher - classes; hours

12. Target Class: Subjects Taught
13. Target ClaSs: Number of Teachers
14. Target Class Number of Students
15. Target Class: Periods

0 Instruction/Week
16. Target Class: Length of Period
17. Target Class: Hours

instruction/Year
18. Target Class: Compared to

others in School
19; Target Class: Ability Range
20. Target Cla%s: Initial Matery
21. Target Class: Subject Matter
22; Target Class: Compared to

Country population
23; Target Clas§: Activities Teacher

a) Last Week
b) Typical Week

24. Target Class: Activities Student.
a) Last Week
b) Typical Week

25. Target Class: Students
Respond to Questions

26. Target Class: Varying
Assignments

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

x

X

x
X

X

X

Level

2,3
2,3

X 2,3

2,3
2,3

2,3'

2,3

X 2,3

2,3

X 2,3
2,3

X 2,3

X

2,3

2,3
2,3

2,3

2,3
2,3
2,3

2,3

114
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2;3
2,3

2;3:

2;3

2;3
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRES (CONTINUED)

27. Target Class: Hours
Homework ,Assigned

0

a) Lat Week X X X 2,3
b) Typical Week X X X 2,328. Target Class: Calculators -

1Access X1 X1 X 2,329. Target Class: Calculators -
2Use X2 X2 X 2,330. Target Class: Topics Covered

a) Number of weeks X X X 2,3b) Spiral X 2,331: `'Target Class: Materials X 2,3 -
532. Target Class: Textbook X 2,3

1 This question yields at least two variables; frequency of use with' .what type of calculator

This question also yields at least two variables; how used with what type of calculator

Possible Composites:

A. Allocated Time Total-Var 15 x Var 16 (Var 17 provideS a check) ,-
B. Allocated Time: Total Instructional Var 15 x Var 16 x ((Var 23b +

Var 23c)/Var 23a + . 2. + Var 230
C. Allocated Time: Instructional - Common Fractions Var 15 x Var 16 x

((Var 23b + Var 23 c)/Var 23a + . + Var 23f) x (Var 30a)
D. Allocated Time: Instructional - Decimal Fractions (as above except

substitute Var 30b for Var 30a)
E. Allocated Time Instructional - Ratio and Proportion (as above except)
F. Allocated Time: Instructional - Percentage (as above)
G. Allocated Time: Instructional - Measurement (as above)
H. Allocated Time Instructional - Geometry (as above)
I. Allocated Time: Instructional - Formulae & Equations (as above)
J. Allocated Time Instructional - Directed Numbers (as above)
K. Student Time = Var 24a + Var 24b + Var 24c + Var 24d
L. Materialt: Variety - Var31a + . . + Var 31g
M. Materials: Individualized Var 31c + Var. 31f + Var 31g

Possible Clustering. Variables:

A. Target Class: One teacher - Var 11 combined with Var 12 and Var 13
B. Target Class: Ability - Var 18 combined with Var 19, Var 20, Var 21 and

Var 22
C. Teacher: Mathematics Preparation: Var 5/(Var 6 + Var. 7)
D. Teacher: Individualization: Var 24d/(Var 24a + Var 24b + Var 24c) com-

bined with Var 25 and Var 26
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14A;,STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRES (POPULATIONS A AND B)

VARIABLE

Frequency
Distribution

1. Gender

Central
Tendency

STATISTICS
Measures of

Variation Level

X X2. Age
3. Father's Occupation (Scaled) x X

4. Mother's Occupation (Scaled) X

5. Father's Education (Scaled) x X

6. Mother's Education (Scaled) x X

7 Language Spoken in Home x
8. Planned Further Education

4

9. Hours Homework - Mathematics
a) LaSt Week /11/ 4

b) Typical Week 4

10. HourS Homework All Subjects
11. Hours Outside Tutoring -

Mathematics
a) Last Week
b) Typical Week

12. Parents Help with
Mathematics: Frequency

13. Computational Aids:
What Used

14. Computational Aids:
How Uged

15. Home Support for Mathematics
(18 items)

X1

X2 2
X

X

Xl

X

1 This question yields at least two variables; not only what computational aids are used
but also where they are used.
2This question also yields-__at least two variables; how computational aids are used and
which ones for what purposes.

Posiible Composites:

A. Student Background - Var. 1 ± Var 2 + Var 3 + Var 4 (Weights for composite
may be chosen in a number of wayS)

B. Exposure to Mathematics OutSide of School Var 9 + Var 11 (Composite to be
formed of either the "a's" or "b'S")

C. Environmental Support for Mathematics - Var 12 + Var 15 (Scale to be formed;
potentially there are 14 itemS)
Computational Aids: AcceSS (Var 13a +-. + Var 13e)
Computational Aids: Use = (Var 14a + . . . Var 14 e)
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14.4. COGNITIVE TESTS (POPULATION A;

VARIABLE STATISTICS
Frequency Central

Distribution Tendency Variation Level

For Pre and Posttest or Posttest only

1. Item responses (about 160) X p SE
2. Subtest: Fractions X X SS
3. Subtest: Percent, Ratio,

Proportion , X X SS
4. Subtest: Algebra X , X SS
5. Subtest: Geometry X X SS
6. Subtest: Measurement X X SS
7. Other Content Subtests as Speci-

fied (e.g., whole numbers) X X SS
. SubteSt: Computation X X SS

9. Subtest: Comprehension X X SS
10. SubteSt: Higher Level Behaviors X X SS
11. Other behavioral level subsets

(e.g., minimal competence) X X SS.:,

1,2

Growth Scores

1; Item responses (Raw Gains)
2; Subtest: Fractions (Raw Gains)
3: Subtest: Percent, Ratio,

Proportion
4; Subtest: Algebra
5; Subtest: Geometry.
6. Subtest: Measurement
7. Subtest: Other content
8; Subtest: Computation

Subtest: Comprehension
10. Subtest: Other behavioral

x

X
X

SE
SS

SS
SS
SS
SS
SS

SS
SS

1,2
4

4
4
4
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'COGNITIVE TESTS (POPULATION A) CONTINUED

Frequency Central
Distribution Tendency Variation Level

Profiles within and between country
(pre and posttests or posttests only)

1. Item reponses p
2. Content Subtests X
3. Behavioral Subtests X
4. Items aggregated according to issue

(e.g., role of applications) -X

SS 1 , 2
SS 1 ,2
SS 1,2

SS 1 , 2

Profiles within and between country
(growth)

1. Item responses (Raw Gains) p SE 1 , 2

2. Content subtests X SS 1 ,2
3. 'Behavioral subtests X SS 1 , 2

4 . Other subtests . X SS 1 , 2

Anchor Items

1. Differences at item level
'2. Differences at subtest level
3. Profiles within and between

countries
. Growth between pre and

posttests on. anchors (C-

X
SE
SS

SS

SS

1

Variance Components Analysis (Random
Effects Analysis of Variance)

1. Items by StudentS
2. Subtests by Students

;Including Fractions; Ratio,
proportion and percent; Algebra,
Geometry, Measurement and other
content areas. Also, possibility of
doing it for behavioral levelt.

To estimate components of variance due to
students, classrooms, schools and interactions.
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COGNITIVE TESTS POPULATION B

The statistics to be computed are similar.tO those for Population A

a) There will be no growth scores

b) The topic subscores will include:
11 Arithmetic/number systems
2) Algebraipolynominals; equations and inequations
3) Geometry/trigonometry
4) Analysisffunctions; differentiation; integrations

c) Subscores within behavioral levels are also 'envisaged.

d) Item responses will-be tabulated

e) Within and between' country profile's will be generated

f) Analysis based on anchor items will be conducted
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'14.5. ATTITUDE MEASURES (BOTH POPULATIONS AND TEACHERS)

VARIABLE

1. Mathematics in School
a) Item responses
b) Subsea le: Like (alpha)
e) Subscale: Important
d) Subscale: Difficult
e) Whole Scale
f) Subtcale: Growth

2. Mathematics as a Process
a) Iterri responses
b) Full Scale

3. Mathematics and Utility
a) Item responses
b). Full Scale (alpha)

4. Mathematics and Myself
a) Item responses
b)' Whole Scale (alpha)

5. Mathematics Anxiety
a) Item responses
b) Whole Scale (alpha)

6. CalcUlators and Computers
a) Item Responses
b) Whole Scale (alpha)

7; Within and Between Country Profiles
a) All attitude scales

and subscales

Frequency Central
Distribution Tendency

X

Variation Level

1,2
SS 4
SS 4
SS 4
SS 4
SS 4

SS

1,2
SS

1 2
SS 4

1,2
SS 4.

1,2
SS 4

SS 1,3
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14;6. CLASSROOM PROCESSES AND OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN (POPULATION A)

.VARIABLE STATISTICS
Frequency Central

Distribution Tendency Variation

1. Opportunity -to Learn

a) Teacher's responses
1) Item responses X
2) Subscore: Fractions X
3) Subscore: Ratio,

proportion, percent
4) Subscore: Algebra X
5) Subscore: Geometry X
6) Subscore: Measurement X

b) Student's responses
1) Item responses
2) Subscore: All above

c) Within and Between
Country Profiles

2. Classroom Processes (variables
in the process of being refined)

a) Item responses (e.g.,
number of interpretations)

Fractions
R3tio, Proportion, Percent
Algebra
Geometry
Measurement

Composites (e.g., degree
of individualization,
teaching strategy)

Fractions
Ratio, Proportion, Percent
Algebra
Geometry
Measurement

X

-X

SS

SS
SS
SS

X SS

Level

2

2

2
2

1,2
X SS 1,2

SS.

SS 2

SS

c) Within and Between
Country Profiles X X "SS

2-
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14.7. BIVARIATE STATISTICS

1. "Grand" correlation matrix
a) At student, class, and school levels
b) Among all continuous variables
e) .1ncLuding:

1) Subtests of the Cognitive Examination
2) Attitude Scales
3) Teacher Gerieral characteristics (Including composites)
4) Home background variables (Including composites)
5) Home environmental variables (Including composites)
6) Topic specific teaching practices (Including composites)
7) Topic specific Opportunity to Learn
8) School variables

. Other appropriate "relational analyses"
a) At student, class and school levels.
b) Among categorical' and continuous variables
c) CalcUlition of "statistics" such as

1) Eta
2) Omega
3) Contingency' Table coefficients
4) Log linear models

3. One type of Multivariate Analysis (Growth)
a) At the topic level

1) Students Pooled Vfithiri Classrooms:
Topic Specific Posttest regressed on Topic specific
pretest_, Background variables, Opportunity to Learn,
Student level instructional variables

2) Between classroom analysis
Aggregated Posttest regressed on
scores from pooled within classroom
variables, school 'variables)

Technical recommendations
1)
2)
3)
4)

(Predicated posttest
regression; classroom

Use dummy variable for rotated form
Use unstandardized coefficients
Jackknife to get standard errors
Should be properly weighted (depends on sampling plan,
point of view about weighting)

5) Should _make assumption checks (Homogeneity of corn=
posite regression (from 1); robustness of regreSSion)
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15. TIMETABLE OF KEY DATES

The following timetable is reproduced for convenience from Bulletin
3 and applies to Population B. For Population A, (longitudinal)
countries should add one year to the key dates for sampling plans,
translation, administration, and so forth.

To ensure inclusion of results in the international report (see
Section 13), countries are urged at this time to plan to have completed
data collection by mid-1982.
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TIMETABLE FOR SECOND lEA MATHEMATICS. STUDY

Curriculum Analysis

Preliminary analysis

National responses to
international grid

IMC Meeting

Planning of Curriculum
Analysis Model

Preparations for Curriculum
Analysis Symposium-Committee
to write up national statements
from Working Papers I and VI,
textbooks, examinations, etc.

National Centers to identify key
national mathematics experts

Curriculum Analysis Symposium

International Report: data
analysis, editing of Symposium
proceedings and papers

Publication of Volume I,
Curriculum Analysis Report

Cognitive Test Construction

Identify International Test Grid

National responses to Inter-
national Grid '

Field Trial of item collections

IMC and National Centers write
new items to fill gaps in grid

Review trial data and extra items

`Start

October 1976

January 1977

August 1978
January 1979
September 1979
,February 1980

May 1978

Complete

January 1977

August 1978

September 1978
February 1979
September 1979
March 1980

August 1978

September 1978 December 1978

September 1978 January 1979

August 1979

September 1979 January 1980

January 1980 July 1980

September 1977

May 1978

May 1978

May 1978

September 1977

july,15, 1978

January 1979

August 1978

August =t9 -8



IMC report on trial data and final
chance for National Centers to
contribute items for trial

Response to IMC report

Additional afield trials as necessary

Review of field trial data and
synthesis of item pool by New
Zealand Coordinating Unit

Final draft of cognitive
instruments by IMC

Initial review and comment on
draft of cognitive instruments
by. National Centers

Preparation of manuals

Dry Run all instruments
(includes translation and
refereeing of national options)

Final instruments

Pi-inting and distribution of
instruments

Administration of pretest
Southern Hemisphere
Northern Hemisphere

111

Start Complete .

September 1978

September' 1978

October 1978

January 1979

February 1979

March 1979

September 1978

April 1979

October 1979

Feburary 1980
September 1980

Administration of posttest
Southern Hemisphere
Northern Hemisphere

Classroom Processes Instruments

Initial development of combined
opportunity-to-learn and class-
room processes instrument

New Zealand pilot trial Of growth
scores and classroom instrument

October 1980
April 1981

June 1977

March 1978

Consultations_on_instrument- May 1918_______

Draft of instrument

125

September 1978

December 1978

December 1978

January 1979

February 1979

March 1979

Februai-y 1979

July 1979

October 1979

December 1979

April 1980
October 1980

April 1981
July 1981

August 1978

December 1978

August 1978

August 1978
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Start

Limited national. trials August 1978

Data analysis of trials plus
New Zealand data

International trial as part
of Dry Run

Finalize instrument

Translation, refereeing, and
printing

International Mathematics
Committee meetings

Manuals

Completefete

December 1978

January 1979 February 1979

April 1979 July 1979

July 1979 October 1979

October 1979

April 1979

Administration of classroom
instrument

Southern Hemisphere February 1980
Northern Hemisphere September 1980

Attitude Scales

Rationale, and identification and
development of affectives scales

Pilot trial affective scales in USA

International trials of affective
scales

Data. analysis of trials

IMC report on field trials

Review of National Center
comments

January 1977

June 1977

March 1978

June 1978

September 1978

January 1980

August 1978
February 1979
October 1979

October 1979

January 1981
July 1981

June 1977

October 1977

June 1978

August 1978

September 1978

October 1978 October.. 1978

Additional field trials (if
necessary) October 1978 December 1978

Final draft of affective scales Oebruary 1979

Translation, refereeing of problems February 1979 March 1979

Dry Run_ APril 1979 July 1979



Final instruments

Completion of manuals

Printing and distribution of
instruments

Administration of pretest
Southern Hemisphere
Northern Hemisphere

Administration of posttest
Southern Hemisphere
Northern Hemisphere

Student,
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Start Complete

October 1979

February 1980
September 1980

October 1980
April 1981

Draft questionnaire items for
student, teacher,' and school
questionnaires

Draft questionnaires
.International Trial in conjunction

with trial of additional cognitive
items

Analysis of final data

IFAC settle final draft
instruments

IMC report data to national
centers

Questionnaires finalized

'Completion of manuals

Translation and refereeing

Administration of questionnaires
Southern Hemisphere
Northern Hemisphere

Sampling

DiscuSsion of sampling specifica-
tions and consultation

January 1977

September 1978

January 1979

February 1979

February 1979

November 1979

February 1980
SepteMber 1980.

October 1979

October 1979

December 1979

April 1980
October 1980

January 1981
July 1981

July 1978

August 1978

December 1978

February 1979

February 1979

March 1979

October 1979

October 1979

December 1979

January 1981
July 1981

January 1977 May 1978
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International Sampling Committee
prepare draft paper for IMC

Final sampling design settled

Sampling manual prepared

Manual approved IMC

National Centers draw samples and
consult International Sampling
Committee

International Sampling Committee
report, to IMC

Natonal Centers contact SchoolS
and replace refusals

Southern Hemisphere
Northern Hemisphere
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Start

May 1978

August 1978

September 1978

February 1979

October 1979
June 1980

Complete

AugUst 1.978

September 1978

February -1979

Felii-Uaty .1979

Ottober 1979

Ottober 1979

December 1979
July 1980

Data collection
Southern WeiiiiSphro February. 1980 January 1981

Northern HeMiSphere September 1980 July 1981

Data Collection MOdes

ConsultationS with National
Centers on potential methods
of data collection January 1977

Report to 1MC by Dr. J. Schwille July 1978

IMC suggestions to National
Center's and return of National
Center. comment

Methods of data collection
settled

Printing of answer forms (if
necessary) and dispatch to
countries

Pretest
Posttest

CoMpletion of manuals
Protest
Posttest

-September-1-97-8-

. Janpary 1979
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July,1978.

AUgUSt 1978

December 1978

March 1979
August .1979
June 1980

.-October 1979



Data Prncessingand, Analysis

Preliminary Planning:

Outline of instruments with
approximate number of items

Outline of codebooks (dummy)

Preliminary consideration of file
building

Detailed Planning:

Settle coding of final instruments

Standardize punching and coding
forms for Dry Run

Settle analyses required by IMC

Settle file building and weighting
procedures

Update of Codebooks

International trial of countries'
capacity to produce files and
undertake standard analyses
(run as part of the Dry Run)

Write programs for basic item
analyses, univariates, correla-
tions-T-school---reports--- and for
Special multivariate analyses

Analyses for IMC and countries
requiring assistance

Construction of data bank
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Start

December 1978

July 1978

July 1978

February 1979

Febru;ry 1979

October 1978

February 61979

February 1979

February 1979

February 1979

April 1980

December 1981

129

Completion

February 1979

February 1979

February 1979

October 1979

March 1979

February 1979

July 1979

July 1979

July 1979

March 1980

December 1981

December 1982
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APPENDIX A

MSTRIBU-flON OF COGNITIVE, ITEMS

POPULATION A

176 ITEMS

CONTENT BEHAVIOUR LEVELS TOTAL

II

000 ARITHMETIC 24 Items 19 Items 15 ItemS 2 Items 60 Items

001 Whole Numbers A/1 A/4* Al 6* A/8 8

. A/2, AI5* A17*
AI3*

002 Common
Fractions

CoreI1* Core/3 A/14
Core/2 COre14 D15

A/9 A112* D14
AI10 -A/13 D/6
A111 D/1
D/,2 D/3

16

003 Decimal Core15* Core16 CoreI7
Fractions Ei1/1 B/4 Core/8.

B/2 C19 1315

B /3* C110 C112*
C16 C/11

fr-7----
C18

004 Ritio, Core/9- Core 111 Core/14
Proportion, Core/10 Core112 Core/15
Percent CI1 Core/13 Core/16

C/2 CI3 C14
C/5

13

005uNumber Theory 1317 B16* B/9
'B/8

006P- rs C/13*
C/14
C/15 132
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CONTENT BEHAVIOUR LEVELS TOTAL

I II III IV

100 ALGEBRA 24 Items 15 ItemS 8 Items 1 Item 48 Items

101 Integers D/7 D/11 D/12
D/8
13/9
D/10

8

102 Rationals D/13 S1 2

103 integer
Exponents

D/14 1

104 Formulas Core/17 Core/19 Core/20,
A/15 A/19 A/20
A/16 A/21 A/22
A/17* D/23
D/15* D/20 D/24
D/17 D121 D/25*
D/18 D/22*

19

105 Polynomials A/18 D/19
Expressions D/16

Core/18*
4

106 Equations a Jid____C_orki_2_L_ /1-4 Core/23. Core/-24
Inequations Core/24* B/15-

B/10 C/17
B/11 C/18
B/12 C/19*
B/13*
C/16

14

107 Relations C/21 C/20 2
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CONTENT BEHAVIOUR LEVELS TOTAL

II III IV

200 GEOMETRY 8 Items 10 Items 16 Items 2 Items 36 Items

201 Classification A/25 1

202 Properties A/23 Core/27 A126* Core/32*
D/27 . D/26 A/27* A/31*

0/28
D/29

10

203 Congruence Core/25 Core129
D/30

.204 Similarity, Core/28 Core /31_
A/28*

205 Geormtric Constructions S2

206 Pythagorean Core126
D/31

A/30
3

207 Coordinates A124 S3 A/29
S4

- 8--Beduct-ions

209 Transformation C122
(Informal)

C/23 Core/3C
C/24
£125

212 Spatial
Visualization

D/32 A132

215 TransformaL 55 S6 S8 4

tional Geometry S7

134
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CONTENT BEHAVIOUR; LEVELS TOTAL

300 PROBABILITY 2 Items 2 hems 4 Items 1 Item 9 Items
AND
STATISTICS

302 Organization B/22

303 Representation B/19 B/24*
B/20
B/21

304 Mean, Median, B/16* B/23 B/17* 3
Mode

306 PrObability B/18 1

400 MEASUREMENT 7 Items 7 Items.- 8 Items 1 Item 23 Items

401 Units C/26 C/29 Core/33 3

402 Estimation B/25 B128 Core/35 4
C/30

403'Approximation Core/34*
B/29

404 Determining Core/36 Core/39 Core/38 C132 14
Measures Core/37 B/26 Core/40

.B/27 B/30
C/27 B/31
C/28 13/32*

C/31

*Anchor Items

Item references are given by Farm and number
e.g., A/3 is item number 3 in Rotated Forin A.
"S" items are supplementary, added to reflect is topics

135
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DISTRIBUTION OF COGNITIVE ITEMS

POPULATION B
136 items (120 items plus 16 supplementary items)

CONTENT BEHAVIOUR LEVELS TOTAL

1 SETS, RELATIONS 2 Items ; 3 Items 1 Item 1 item 7 Items
AND FUNCTIONS

1.1 Set Notation'
1.2 Set Operations
1.4 Functions

1/1
3/1*

411 6/1 '7/1 2/1

5/1

2 NUMBER SYSTEMS 4 Items 4 Items 5 Items 3 Items 16- Items

2.1 Common Laws 1/2 573* 1/3
2.2 Natural 613 3/3 5/4*

Numbers
2.3 Decimals 3/2 4/3 7/4

2.4 Real 4/2 6/2*

Numbers
2.5 Complex 5/2 7/3 2/3 3/4

Numbers 7/2*

3. ALGEBRA 9 ItemS 6 Items 7 Items 3 Items 25 Rems

3.1 Polynomials 6/4 115 1/7
7/5* 2/4

5/6

3.2 Quotients of 3/6
Polynomials 5/5

33 Roots and 4/4 7/6 5/7

Radicals 6/5 6/6*

3.4 Equations and 3/5* 11/5 7/7k 2/6

Inequations 6/7* 1 /6*

3.5 Systems of 2/2 3/7 3/8 4/6

Equations and 1/4

Inequations'
3.6 Matrices .275
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CONTENT BEHAVIOUR, LEVELS TOTAL

I II III IV

4 GEOMETRY 5 items 14 Items 5 Items 4-Items--1-8-:-I-tems-

4.1 Euclidean 7/9
4.3 Analytic 6/8 1/8* 4/8* 2/9

5/9 1/10
4.5 Vector Methods 4/7* 7/8 3/10 7/10

2/7
4.6 Trigonometry 3/9 6/9 2/8* 6/10

5/8*. 1/9
(Supplementary items) Si 514 (14 Items)

5 ANALYSIS 15 Items 13 Items 12 Items 4 Items 44 Items

5.1 Elemenfary
Functions

54 Properties of
Functions

5.3 Limits and
Continuity

5.4 Differentiation

1/11*
2/10
3/11

6/11*

8/1 -
1/13

.

6/12 ,
5/11
4/9*
4/10
3/12
5/10*
7/11*
8/3*
5./12*

.

4/11*
3/13*
2/11*
2/12
1/12

8/5

8/13

7/12

5.5 Applications of 2/13 8/12 8/6
the Derivative 4/12 8/14

6/13
7/14
8/7 . .

5.6 Integration 8/2 8/9 7/13
8/8 8/11 8/4*

5.7 Techniques of 1/14* 5/13*
Integration

5.8 Applications of 2/14 4/13 3/14 8/1,5
Integration 8/10*

6 PROBABILITY AND 4'Items 2 Items 2 Items .8 Items
STATISTICS

6.1 Probability 2/15* *. 6/14
3/15*
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CONTENT. BEHAVIOUR LEVELS TOTAL

6.2 Statistics

6.3 Distributions

4/14
5/14

. 4/15

1/15 5/15

7 FINITE'MATHEMATICS 1 Item 1 Item 4 Items

7.1 Combinatorics S15 6/15 7/15..
S16

0
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Appendix B

STRUCTURE OF-POPULATION A COGNITIVE TEST
(Longitudinal)

CORE TEST

40 items

Content Behavior Levels Total

Ii III IV

Common Band B/6* K/8 L/22
Decimal H/5 G/5 L/24
Fractions A/30 Al6

Ratio; Propor- L/3 L/23 H/9
tion and Percent .L/6 1/8 E/8

F/1 F/25

Formulas, C/14 G/12 J/16* D/28
D/25* L/14

Expressions, A/17
Equations F/17*

Geometry L/27 , J/27 H/24 1/26* 8
K/20 K/28 B/32

C/27

Measurement C/36
I/39* E/39.

K/30
K/35 K/36 K/27

J/40

Totals 13 11 14 2 40

*anchor item
Items identified by numbers used in most recent set e trial instru-
ments (1978)

This Appendix has not been updated to show the Supplementary items.
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POPULATION A COGNITIVE INSTRUMENTS

176 items

Content Test Forms

COre Form A Form B Form C Form D
N items N items N items N items N items

Whole Numbers
Common Fractions
Decimal Fractions
Ratio, Prop., Percent 8

Number Theory
Power/Exponents
Square Roots
Dim. Analysis

Integers, Rat., Exp.
Formulas
Expressions
Equations

Plane Figures
Transformation

Probability/Stat.

Measurement

Supplementary Items

8 10

2

8
6

8

3

6

2

Totals 40 34 34 34' 34-
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ROTATED FORM A

32 items

Content Behavior Levels Total

I- 11 Ill IV

Whole Numbers E/2 F/2* C/4* C/10 8
D/1 J/2 1/1*
112*

Common Fractions D/4 G/4* K/31
114 K/13
J/3

Formulas, Expressions K/32' C/17 8
H/16 ..1/15 B/19
B/15* L/16
1/16

Geometry 1/31 1/23 13/28* F/33* 10
G/28 i/24*

G/23*
G/24
D/34,
A/31

Totals 12 11

*anc.. r item.
Items identified by numbers used in most recent set of trial
instruments (1978.).
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ROTATED FORM B

32 items

'Content' Behavior Levels Total

.11 III IV

Decimal Fractions B/7
G/2
G/7*

1/7. G/6 5

Number TheorY A/9 BL2*
1/9

D/2

Algebra Equations/
lnequ.

Relations

I3/13
H/18
C/19
E/21*

E/22
F/19

Probability/Stat. H/33*
H/35

A/36
O/33

F/36 *.
F/39
G/34
G/35

B/34*

Measurement
E/37
L/9

A/39
B/31
B/39 J/39

1/37
B/40*

Totals 12 10 8 2 32

*anchor item
Items identified by numbers used in most recent set of trial instruments
(1978)
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ROTATED FORM C

32 items

Content Behaviosr L

II 1.11 IV

Ratio, Proportion,
Percent

K/10
D/13

B/8 G/9
E/9'

Decimal Fractions K/1
F/6
D/9

G/40
K/2
F/7*

J/11* 7

Powers/Exponents C/15*
1310
En 1

3

Algebra Equations
Inequ.

Relations

K/7

1/28

1/17
C119
K/26
Added*

6

Trans; Geo. J/32 C/25 E/35
B/24

Measurement F;37
1:/39
L/26

K/11
F/38

L/7 K/40

Totals 14 11 6 1 32

*anchor item
Items identified by numbers used in most recent set of trial
ifistrUments (1978)
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ROTATED FORM D

32 items

Content Behavior Levels Total

II III IV

Common Fractions A/3. A14
.L/1

D17
L/8
B/5

Integers/Rational
Integers

Rationals
Integer Exp.

H/14
1/12
E/13
A/11
1-1/15
K/4

D/18 H/13

Algebra Formulas Added* 6/27
L/15 A/15- E118 .11
G/15 -A114* L133

Expressions D/22 F/15' Added*
Equations

Geometry J131 A/21 F/24
L/36 K/19 G/30

H/40

Totals 13 10 0 32

*anchor item
Items identified by numbers used in most recent, set of trial:instruments
(197a)
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Appendix B (continued)-

STRUCTURE OF THE COGNITIVE TESTS==-POP. B
(LonsitudinA)
MARCH 1979

TEST FORM 1 TEST FORM 2
II III IV III IV

Sets and
Functions

1/3 14/8

Number
Systems

6/1 114 12/2 10/10

Algebra 10/1 8/8 5/7@ .14/13 10/3 2/6 3/4
GeoMetry 217@ 11111 10/14 14/5 4/15@ 14/4

Analysis 8114@ 2/14 2/10 12/12
2/10

Calculus 11/14
_1/14@

5/19
_10118

Probability,
Statistics
Finite Math.

11/20 111@.

Item Count 2 3

Items marked- @ are anchor items from the First Study.
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Test Form

II Ill IV

Test Form 4

II III 'IV

Sets and 212@ 3/1
Functions

Number
Systems

6/2 7/3 10/9 613 WI

Algebra New @ 917 8/9
14/3

6/6 117 . 10/4

Geometry 11/10 12/9 4/13@ II/12@

Analysis 10/7 8/1 4/16@ 7/15@
2/13

Calculu 9/20 1/11 2/15

Probability_, 5/9@ 14/1 2/1
Statistics &
Finite Math.

Item Count 5 1 ° 5 5 4

Items marked @ are anchor items from the First Study.
Test Form 3 includes one anchor item recently added to the pool, with-
out prior piloting in the Second Study. (Form C. Item 18, Husen p. 329)
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Tett Form 5 Test Form 6

Seti and 13/1
Functions

2/3

Number 8/4 9/3@ 6/4@ r 8/2 8/3@
Systems

Algebra 11/7 4/3.. 3/11 11/5 3110@
1 4/ 7
4/9

Geometry 8/13@ '5/10 12/7 3/13 .6/13

Analysis 2/5@ 5/16@ 10/5
13/19

Calculus 5/17' 6/15@ 12/16

Probability, 12/11
Statistics &
Finitd Math.

13/20 3/19
3/20 .

Item Cotiht 5 5 4 1

Items marked @ are anchor item's from the First Study.
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Test Form 7 Test Form`8 (Calculus)

II III IV I II III IV

Sets and
Functions

1018

Number
Systems

7/15@ 13/2 14/2

Algebra- 13/5@ 914 4156

Geometry 6/10 6112 1319

Analysis 1519 11113 13/11 2/12
3/17

4/19g 5111.@

15/16
7/18

Calculds 1/10 12/18 . 14/19
15/5

15/4
2/7
14/17

14/15
-15/3

15113
15/2

Probability,
'Statistics &
Finite Math.

6/20

Item Count 5 4 4 3. 4

ItemS marked @-are anchor items from the First Study

Q
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AppendiX _C

ANCHOR -ITEMS

POPULATION A

TOPIC

Final Most
Draft Recent First

Item No. Trial No. Study Changes-

Whole Numbers A/3 1/2 A/3 Nil
A/4 F/2 A/17 Nil.
A/5 J/2 B/5 Nil
A/6 CPI B/2 Nil
A/7 111- A/2 Nil

B/6 B/2 A/23 Nil

Fractions CPCl/1
A/t2:

B/6
G/4

14/1 Nil
A/4 Nil

Decimals CPCl/5 A/30 C/2

B/3 G/7 13/3.

C/11 F/7 B/7
C/12 J/11 C/7

Diagram
above

DiviSion
above

Nil
Nil

Powers C/13 C/15 A/6 Nil

Formulas and CPCl/18
Expressions CPCl/20

A/17
D/15
D/22

D/25

D/25
J/16

B/15

A/14

B/11 Nil
B/23 "cents"

added to
responses

B/14 Nil
B/15 Nil
B/9 "and c"

added to
stem

A/11 Units

Equations and
Inequations

CPCl/22 F/17 .A/14 Nil
B113 ') E/21 A/12 "is- equiva-

lent toll_
C/19 - B/10 Nil

149
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3

TOPIC

Final
Draft

Item No.

Most
Recent

Trial No.
'First
Study Changes

Geometry CPC1/32 1/26 A/10 Diagram
above

___A/26 B/28 C/20 Line symbols
A/27 1/24 B/13 Nil
A/28 Earlier Trial C/6 Units
A/31 F/33 C/22 Diagram

above

Statistics. 5/16 I3/4 Nil
B/17 F/36 B/8 Nil
B/24 B/34 A/5 Graph above

MedStieement CPCl/34 1/39 C/8 Scale above
B/32 B/40 A/8 Units

Total 32 items
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Apperuitx, C (Continued)

RCHORITEMS

POPULATION B

Final Most
Draft Recent First

TOPIC Item No. Trial No. Study Changes

1 Sets; Relations
and Functions
1.2 Set Operations

2 Number Systems
3/1 2/2 C119 X,Y,X P,Q,R

2.1 Common Laws 5/3 9/3 6/7 Nil
2.2 Natural 5/4 6/4 6/2 Nil

Numbers
2.4 Real Numbers 612 813 6/4 Nil
2.5 Complex 7/2 7/5 5/15 Nil

Numbers
3 Algebra

3.1 Polynomials 7/5 8/5 7/2 Nil
3.3 Roots and 6/6 '3/10 8/2 C "and" "or"

Radicalt
3.4 Equations and 1/6 5/7 6/11 Nil

Inequations 717 4/5 6/16 Nil
315 = C/18 Nil

4 Geometry
4.3 Analytic 1/8 2/7 9/1 Nil

Geometry 4/8 11/12 9/7 Nil
4.5 Vector Method 4/7 4/13 9/13 Notation
4.6 Trigonometry 5/8 8/13 5/9 Figure above

2/8 4/15 8/4 Nil
5 Analysis

5.1 Elementary 1/11 8/14 6/9 Nil---Fiifi-c'tions 4T9
2/11. 12/14

575 ---5/1-1-11-R-In-ge"
5/16 Nil

deleted

3113 4/16 5/19 Graph above
4/11 7/15 6/10 Nil

5.2 Properties of 5/10 2/5 516 Nil
Functions

5.3 Limits and 6/11 5/16 6/15 . Nil
Continuity 8/3 4/19 9/15 Nil

5.4 Differentiation , 5/12 5/17 9/3 Nil
5.6 Integration 8/4 5/11 9/9 Notation
5.7 Techniques of 1/14 1/14 9/5 Nil

Integration 5/13 6115 9/4 Nil
5.8 Applications of 8/10 2/17 9/10 Graph above

Integration
6 Probability and Statistics

6.1 Probability 2/15 1/1 8/3 Nil

TOTAL 30 Re-Ms-.__
151
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APPENDIX D

Final Form Population A Test (Cross-Sectional)

CORE FORM

' Code
Item- ------Vo-----Cont. Beh. Diff. Item

Code
No. Cont. Beh. DifDiff

1 014 102 II 53 21 033 303 II 68

2 027 206 I 31 22 018 106 Iv 44

3 006 003 -III 54 23 010 006 I 57

4 012 101 1 65 24 037 404 III 37

5 030 209 I 44 25 016 104 III 53

6 025 203 III 39 26 008 004 II 48

7 032 302 II 50 27 035 304 1 34

8 040 404 III 34 28 021 201 II 56

9 022 202 I 70 29 029 207 III 41

10 015 104 I
.

57 30
.

036 401 I 58

11 039 404 I 64 31 002 001 IV 58

12 017 106. 1 63 32 023 202 IV 45

13 031 212 III 64 33 009 004 I 55

14 004 002 II 76 34 on 008 II 30'

15 034 303 III 66 35 007 003 II 64

.

16 020 110 III 42 36 024 203 III 62

17 003 002 I 68 37 038 402 11 43

18 005 003 I 52 38 028 207 I 56

19 026 204 III 69* 39 019 107 II 64

20 001 001 I 85 40 013 101 III 51

Diff.-

* First Survey
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Final For Population A Test (Cross- Sectional) - Continued

FORM A FORM

Item
Code
No. Cont. Beh. Diff. Item

Code
No. Cont. Beh. Diff.

1 052 104 III 43 1 o86 106 I 45
2 055 107 III 52 2 loo 401 1 54
3 050 101 IT' 83 3 993' 206 1 30'
4 062 208 III 39 085 104 II 63
5 . 072 403 III 41 5 088 105 I 28

6 173 215 I 6 ,7-)5 208 II : 51
7 067 304 III 66 7 10)4 404 III 62
8 169 207 II - 8 074 cm iv 36
9 057 201 III 71 9 073 on 1 87

10 044 002 III 69 10 176 205 III .-=- ..

11 043 002_ II 52 11 650 O05 I 6o
12 069 402 II 63 12 .078, 003 III 43
13 058 202 II 36 13 083. 102 II ' .

14 064 211 I 84 14 096 204 II . :38
15 051 102 IV 45 15 090 202 I 54--.

16 046 004 1 62 16 089. 201 II 71
17 048 006 I 74 17 j 101 401: iii 72
18 063 209 I .30 18 097 302 I 314
19 065 301 II 58 19. 099 304 .IV

. 49
20 047 004 II 70 20 171 215 , II

21 045 003 II 40 1 103 404 III : 65
22 049 101 1 70 22 081 008. II 46
23 071 404 II 49 23 . 077 003 It . 61.
24__. 066 1_24 ; 0.79 -11--1 42------004----
25 070

_-303
404

.-__.,___II-5.-_.f_:71-._
1 ..49 I 091 203 I . . 81

26 060 204. I 57 26 075 002 II' 65
27 041 001 .I : 88 27 .076 002 III 46
28 056 110... I 68 : 28 087 106 III 35.
29 053 105" I 54.- -. 29 084 103 I , 28
30 , 061 207 II .59 30 102 402 II 49'

31 068 4oi I .80 31 098 303 II 59
32 054 106 II 58 32 092 204_ III 67
33 042 001 79 33 094 .

_
207 50

34 059 202 IV '33 34 082 101 . II ,41

t

Mean
Diff:

= 32) 59.44 = 32) 52.03''
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Final Form,-Population A Test (Cross-Sectional)- = Continued

FORM FORM D

Item
Code
No. Cont. Beh. Diff. Item

Code
No. Cont. Beh-.---Di_ff._

1 114 101 IV 45 1 159 212 II __52

2 130 304 I 43 2 155 202 III 58

3 175 207 11 - 3 141 003 III 67

4 108 003 1 45 4 154 201 III 42

5. 133 401 III 59 5 146 009 I 77

6 136 404 II 33 6 140 003 I 54

7 125 204 II 30 7 143 004 III 79

8 132 304 I 50 8 164 402 I 63

9 105 001 11 38 9 153 110 Iv 55

10 129' 303 III 34 10 150 105 I 59

11 135 403 11 48 11 163 306 I 42

12 109 003 III 74 12 147 102 I 48

13 126 207 II 40 13 145 oo8 II 60

14 131 302 II 33 14 138 001 III 74

15 116 104 1 44 15 139 002 I 61

16 107 002 I 63 16 144 005 IV 54

17 119 107 I 60 17 168 404 Ili 21

18 121 201 I 66 18 166 404 1 29

19 128 202 III 39 19 148 104 II 60

20 110 004 III 58 PO 167 402 III 51

21 120 110 11 43 21 152 107 I 75

22 112 006 I 6o 22 137 001 II 63

23 113 101 1 52 23 162 304 II 58

24 172 103 II - 24 174 215 II

25 127 208 III 45 25 157 208 II 55

26 124 203 II 39 26 142 004 11 29

27 123 202 III 34 27 170 215 III =°

28 117 106 II 54 28 165 403 II 45

29 . 134 402 III 36 29 156 204 III 55

30 122 202 IT .. 79 30 151 106 I 40'

31 .106 001 III 71 31 .149 104 III 72*

32 115 104 1 28* 32 158 209 III 60

33 111 005 II 78 33 160 303 II 57*

34 118 106 I 50 34 161 303 'II' 48*

Mean
Diff. = 32) 49.09 = 32) 5509

* First Survey .
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Final Fork Population A Test .(Cross-Sectional ) - Continued

CORE FORM

Level

Content I ; II III IV 1

000 5 5 1 1
100 3 1 3 1
200 4 1 6' 1
300 , 1 2 0 0
400 2 1 2

Total 15. 10 12

FORM A "FORM, B

Content

Level Level

I II III IV I II III IV

. .

000 It 3 1 0 2 3 3
100. 3 I, 3 1 3 3 1
200 It 3 2 1 3 4 3 o
300 0 - 1 2 0. 1 1. 0 1
400 2 2 1 0 1 1 3 0

- Total 13 10 9 2 10 12. 10

FORK C FORM D

Corit=t

Level

II III IV

000 3 2 3
100 5 3 0

-200 1 5 3
300 2 1 1
400 0 2 2

Total 11 13

Level

I II III IV

3
4
0
1
2

10

3 3 1
1 1 1
3 5 0
4 0 0
1, 1 1

:11 10 3

1 55
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APPENDIX E

FINAL FORM

POPULATION B TEST (CROSS -7-SECTIONAL



Population B Final Forms - Cross-sectional

Item

2

5

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

17

FORM 1 _FOREL_ FORM -3- -FORM-4--

Code Code

No, Cont. gel; Diff.

Code

Cont. J3eh. Diff.No. Cont. Beh. Diff. No. Cont. Beh. Diff.

Code

027 5.1 III 56 002 2.1 I 83 082 3.4 I 84 046 1.4 1 97

096 3.3 11. 64 0o6 3.1 III 59 062 2.5 1' 33 019 3.1, 11 77

099 4.1 I 62 134 14.5 1_ 115 5.8 ii 45 025 4.6 I _.

103 5.6 III 57 072 5.4 II 63 057 5.5 III 35 113 5.7 11 _.

015 5.7 11 64 055 5.1 II 44 074 6.2 II 31 091 1.4 III 72

129 7.1 III

028 5.5;1 61

e59 6.2 1. 82

093 2.5 II 39

p70 5.2 II 59.

128 4.2 III
079

032

005

076

loo

084

Content I

3.1 1 72

2.3 I .52

3.5 III 73

1.4 II 59

4.5 Iv 35

4.6 II 72

, II III IV

086 5.3 I 57

116 5.6 II 41

050 3.4 III 45

069 4.3 III 83

058 5.8. II 48

001 1.2 II 86

045 6.1 1 79

127 III

066 3.1 I 91

104 5.5

003 2.1 III 49

o8o 3.3 I :67

I II III IV

031 1.2 II 87

033 2.2 ;III 49

O49 3.3 66

123 4. ZII

008 3.1 11 35

135 3. II

020 3.6 III 45

056 5;1 III 46

061 1.4 t 70

106 5;4 73

me.

iii 5.5 TY 42

009 4.3 III 73

124 3._ I

023 4.6 III 29

131 4.

048 2.3 III 62

054 5.1 II 75

089 6.1 III 38

065 3.2 I 74

092 2.5 I 83

030 6.1 I 55' it

012 5;1 111 53 2
LiJ

H k0
X 0

119 5.5 Ill
51'

110 5.3 111 44

I II III IV

2

3

5

7 1

1 1

2 .3

2 4

2

1

Total 6

M;an

Difficulties

-1-51
(15) 61 _114)-64- (15) 54 (13) 62
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Population B - Final-Forms - Cross sectional, page 2.

FORM 5'
Arrow 1.-...f......wiravovosiowilliONIMI

Code

Item No. Cont. Beh. Diff.

,4

5

0111IMNIM 1.0 111.1MIOM

078 2;2 II 30

o64 2;2 IV 55.

o67 3.3 III.

109 5.6 III
52.

035 3.4

FORM 6 . FORM 7 . FORM. 8

Code 6ode Code

No-. Cont. Beh, Diff. No. -Cat .-13ehT-Diff-,.=, L-No_.=-Gont ._.Beat ; Diff; 6:..=1111. .1 111, .101111 =1. , imaamg,..

004 3.5 I 73 OBI! 3;3 III 65

101 5.3 II 65 083" . 4;3 i 66

077 2.4 III 75 A:05 ';.7,1 III 33

014 5.4 .1 62 018 2.5 III 50 -

010 4.6 III 47 043 5:1 i1i 42

078 54 n
075 6.3 III 31

029 5.8 I 57

036 3.2 '1 86

136 4;5 II

6

8

9

10

114 5.6 II 28

039 4.6 I 59

132 4. II

090, 7.1 II

037, 3.5 III 73

130 4

o24 4.3 iv 73

053 4.3 III 47

o68 4.6 I 4o

060 6.2 III 49

088 5.5 III 48

038 3.5 III 61

108 5.3 II 29

126 4.2 II

017 3.5 45

120 5;8 I 60.

063 2.1 II 59

016 1,4 IV 72

007 3.4 IT 49

125 7,1 n -

11

121

13

14

15,

102 5.2 IV

040 4.5 III 42

112 5.5 1_ 38

022 4.5 II 58

118 '5.4 III 4o

VOW 094 2.3 iv 68

097 3.4 III 53

044 5.8 III 38

121 4.3 --
051 3.5 IV 53

117 5.5 III 62

041 5.1 I 83

011 4.5 I 47

133 4.2 I
098 4.5 II 72

052 4.5 I 65

042 5.2 II 56

021 3.4 IV 49

085 4,6 IV 28

026 5.1 III 68,
ci

095 3.1 I 46

122 5 II -
073 5.7 III 21

.107 5.6 I 76

o47 ,2.4 III 57 0

013 5.2 80

034 2.5 IV 49

071 5.1 II 53

Content

1 2

1

1

3 2

2 1 2

1

.ff

1

2

1

.1

Total

Mean

Difficult " (12) 50 (15) 5., 56

0.

(15)58 160


